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Introduction

LetF be a global field of positive characteristic, i.e. the function field of a smooth
projective curveX over a finite fieldFq.

In a series of works [Dri87], [Dri88], [Dri89] Drinfeld introduced the notion
of shtukas (F -sheaves in his terminology) and used it to prove the Langlands cor-
respondence forGL2 over function fields by showing that this correspondence is
realised in the cohomology of the moduli space of shtukas of rank2. Roughly
speaking a shtuka is a vector bundle onX ⊗ Fq which differs from its Frobenius
twist by the simplest non-trivial modification. Previously Drinfeld already had
shown that for a certain class of automorphic representations the Langlands corre-
spondence is realised in the cohomology of the moduli space of elliptic modules
(‘Drinfeld modules’) or, equivalently, elliptic sheaves of rank2, which may be
considered as a special case of shtukas.

In a wide generalisation of Drinfeld’s approach Lafforgue [Laf02] proved the
Langlands correspondence forGLd over function fields, which in a certain sense
is realised in the cohomology of the moduli space of shtukas of rankd. The main
difficulty is that like in cased = 2 this space is not proper and not even of finite
type.

The situation changes whenGLd is replaced by an anisotropic inner form, i.e.
the multiplicative group of a central division algebraD overF .

Laumon, Rapoport and Stuhler [LRS] showed thatD-elliptic sheaves have a
proper moduli space and calculated its cohomology. They proved that for certain
automorphic representationsπ there exists an irreducibled-dimensional Galois
representationσ(π) which is unramified outside a fixed infinite place, the rami-
fication locus ofD and the ramification locus ofπ such that on this open set the
L-functions ofπ andσ(π) coincide. From their global results they can deduce the
local Langlands correspondence in positive characteristic.
D-shtukas have first been studied by Lafforgue [Laf97]. Their moduli space

is of finite type, but contrary to the expectation not proper in all cases. Ford = 2
it is proper if and only ifD is ramified in at least4 places. Lafforgue’s calculation
of the cohomology assumes a proper moduli space and shows that in this case
for any automorphic representation there exists at least a multiple of the expected
correspondingd-dimensional Galois representation (see below). In the non-proper
cases the only difference is that the assertions related to purity of cohomology get
lost.

Already in [Dri87] Drinfeld indicated that one can consider shtukas with more
general modifications as well. Moduli spaces of generalisedD-shtukas in this
sense are the object of the present work. They are always of finite type, and
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they are proper ifD is ramified at sufficiently many places with respect to the
size of the modifications. We will restrict ourselves to a sufficient criterion for
properness following a remark of Lafforgue. In the cased = 2 we show that this
criterion is optimal and return to the general case in a later work. Moduli spaces
of generalisedD-shtukas have also been studied by Ngô Bao Cĥau [Nĝo03] (see
below). Varshavsky [Var] considered similar moduli spaces for an arbitrary split
reductive group overFq.

Our main interest is the description of thel-adic cohomology of moduli spaces
of generalisedD-shtukas as a common module of the Hecke algebra, the product
of some copies of the Galois group ofF , and certain symmetric groups. For
precise statements we need a few notations.

We choose an idelea ∈ A∗
F of degree1 which is concentrated in a finite set

of places. The type of the modification of a generalisedD-shtuka in one point is
given by a sequenceλ = (λ(1) ≥ . . . ≥ λ(d)) ∈ Zd (elementary divisors theo-
rem). These are the dominant coweights forGLd. For any sequence of such types
λ = (λ1 . . . λr) of total degree zero and for a non-empty finite closed subscheme
I ⊂ X there is a quasiprojective moduli space ofD-shtukas with modifications
bounded byλ and with a level-I-structure modulo twisting with multiples of a
line bundleL (a)

πλI : Sht
≤λ
I

/
aZ −→ (X ′ \ I)r.

Properness of the moduli space means that this morphism is projective. In the case
λ = (µ+, µ−) with µ+ = (1, 0 . . . 0) andµ− = (0 . . . 0, 1) we obtain Lafforgue’s
D-shtukas.

The direct images of the intersection cohomology sheaves by this morphism
naturally give rise to representationsHn

I,λ of the product

HI ×
(
π1(X

′ \ I)
)r o Stab(λ) .

HereHI is the subalgebra of the Hecke algebra ofD∗
A defined byI, andStab(λ)

is the subgroup of the symmetric group onr elements which stabilisesλ. LetHI,λ

be their alternating sum in an appropriate Grothendieck group.
Lafforgue has shown that (in the proper case)

HI,(µ+, µ−) =
⊕
π

m′
π · πKI � σ′(π)� σ′(π)∨ (1)

with π running through the irreducible automorphic representations ofD∗
A/a

Z

having non-trivialKI-invariants. Herem′
π divides the automorphic multiplicity

mπ of π, andσ′(π) is a semisimplel-adic representation ofGF of dimension
d ·

√
mπ/m′

π which is unramified outside the ramification locus ofD and I.
Moreover on a dense open subset ofX theL-function of σ′(π) coincides with
the

√
mπ/m′

π-th power of theL-function ofπ.
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Our main results are the following. Assume that the moduli space of ordinary
D-shtukas is proper.

(a) In equation (1) one can choosem′
π = mπ. That is, for any irreducible

automorphic representationπ ofD∗
A/a

Z there exists ad-dimensionall-adic Galois
representationσ(π) which is unramified outside the ramification loci ofπ and
of D such that on a dense open subset ofX theL-functions ofπ and ofσ(π)
coincide.

(b) If the moduli space ofD-shtukas with modifications bounded byλ is
proper as well, then the virtualHI × π1(X

′ \ I)r-moduleHI,λ takes the form

HI,λ =
⊕
π

mπ · πKI �
(
ρλ1 ◦ σ(π)

)
� . . .�

(
ρλr ◦ σ(π)

)
(2)

with π running through the irreducible automorphic representations ofD∗
A/a

Z

having non-trivialKI-invariants. Hereρλ : GLd(Ql) → GL(Vλ) denotes the
irreducible representation with highest weightλ.

(c) If σ(π) does not contain any irreducible factor with multiplicity greater
than 1 (this would follow from a Jacquet-Langlands correspondence), then the
description of theπ-isotypic components

HI,λ(π) = mπ ·
(
ρλ1 ◦ σ(π)

)
� . . .�

(
ρλr ◦ σ(π)

)
corresponding to (2) holds including the action of the groupStab(λ), which acts
on the right hand side by permutation of the factors.

The usual approach to prove these assertions is to compare the trace of a Hecke
correspondence times a Frobenius onHI,λ with the trace of an associated Hecke
function on the space of automorphic forms. In simplified notation:

Tr
(
Hecke× Frobs, HI,λ

) !
= Tr

(
assoc.Hecke,Aut

)
(3)

SinceD∗\D∗
A/a

Z is compact, the calculation of the right hand side via the Selberg
trace formula is trivial and gives a certain sum over the conjugation classes inD∗

of adelic orbital integrals. By the Lefschetz formula, in order to calculate the left
hand side we have to count fixed points. This results in the same sum, where
at finitely many places the local orbital integrals are replaced by twisted orbital
integrals. That these coincide is the assertion of the fundamental lemma forGLd
in positive characteristic, for which presently only in two cases a published proof
exists [Lau96]: for the unit element of the Hecke Algebra (Kottwitz) and for the
coweightsµ+ andµ− (Drinfeld).

However, for the proof of equation (2) the general case of the fundamental
lemma is not needed: if the existence ofσ(π) is settled, it is sufficient to show
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the equality of the traces of Hecke× Frobs on both sides of (2) in the cases =
(1 . . . 1). For those places where theL-functions ofπ and ofσ(π) coincide, this
is equivalent to equation (3), which in this case contains no twisted integrals.

That σ′(π) is the multiple of ad-dimensional Galois representation follows
from a simple argument related to the casesλ = (µ+ . . . µ+, µ− . . . µ−) with se-
quences of arbitrary length. Since this exceeds the range of proper moduli spaces,
the Lefschetz formula can be applied only for sufficiently large exponentss, which
means that here Drinfeld’s case of the fundamental lemma must be used. This had
also been necessary for Lafforgue’s calculation of theL-function ofσ′(π) under-
lying our reasoning.

One might expect that theL-functions ofπ and ofσ(π) coincide at all places
x ∈ X ′ \ I. Since for this question the idelea may be changed, we can assume
thata is supported outsidex. In that case a violation of the equationLx(π, T ) =
Lx(σ(π), T ) is equivalent to the existence of two different irreducible automorphic
representations ofD∗

A/a
Z which are unramified atx and which coincide outsidex.

A closer investigation shows that the occurrence of this phenomenon would imply
that in the caseλ = (µ++µ−) equation (3) does not always hold. Thus conversely
the fundamental lemma forµ+ + µ− would imply that the localL-functions in
question coincide, which in turn would imply equation (3) in all cases.

We remark that the fundamental lemma would also permit to calculate the
cohomology with compact support of the non-proper moduli spaces. In this case
twisted orbital integrals cannot be avoided, because the local terms at infinity in
the Lefschetz formula are in general known to vanish only for sufficiently high
powers of Frobenius. However, the assertions related to the actions of symmetric
groups do not carry over to the non-proper cases directly, for it is not clear on
which open set the direct images are smooth sheaves.

The proof of (c) relies on the following decomposition, which is a relatively
formal consequence of the Springer correspondence forglm. We consider the
sequencẽλ = (µ+ . . . µ+, µ− . . . µ−) of length2m. The restriction of the repre-
sentationHn

I,λ̃ to the square of the diagonal of lengthm is a representation of

HI × π1(X
′ \ I)2 × (Sm)2.

Then with respect to a certain bijectionχ ↔ λ(χ) between the irreducible repre-
sentations of the group(Sm)2 and a subset of the sequencesλ of length2 there is
a natural isomorphism ofHI × π1(X

′ \ I)2-modules

Hn
I,λ̃ (χ) = Hn

I,λ(χ) . (4)

In view of the classical relation between the irreducible representations of the
symmetric groups and polynomial representations of the general linear groups
this is compatible with equation (2).
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An immediate consequence of this decomposition is the description ofHI,λ̃(π)
as a virtualπ(X ′ \I)2× (Sm)2-module. Though this does not determine its struc-
ture as aπ(X ′ \ I)2mo (Sm)2-module in general, it does so under the assumption
onσ(π) we made in (c).

For sequences̃λ consisting only ofµ+ andµ− with more than than two blocks,
there is a decomposition analogous to (4) in which each block corresponds to
one component ofλ(χ). Moreover this is compatible with the action of certain
symmetric groups. Using this, (c) can be proved by decomposing one sequenceλ̃
in two different ways.

Many results on generalisedD-shtukas can also be found in a recent preprint of
Ngô Bao Cĥau [Nĝo03] which appeared while I was working on the final chapters
of the present work. As above, Ngô shows that the number of fixed points of
a Hecke correspondence times a Frobenius on moduli spaces of generalisedD-
shtukas can be expressed as a sum of partially twisted orbital integrals, but he
restricts his attention to the subalgebra of those functions inHI which are the unit
element at points ofI. This enables him to handle the modifications of the shtukas
and the Hecke correspondences in a symmetric way.

Ngô’s aim is to avoid the fundamental lemma completely in the calculation
of the cohomology of the moduli spaces. To explain his approach we consider
D-shtukas with only one modification, i.e.λ = (λ). For any integers ≥ 1 let
s · λ be the sequence(λ . . . λ) of lengths, and letτ be the cyclic permutation on
s letters. Nĝo proves the equation

Tr
(
Hecke× Frobs, HI,λ

)
= Tr

(
Hecke× Frob× τ,HI,s·λ

)
(5)

without using the fundamental lemma and shows that the right hand side equals
the desired automorphic trace using a sheaf theoretic description of cyclic base
change for the Hecke algebra [Ngô99]. Equation (5) can also be viewed as a
relatively direct consequence of (2) and the general form of (4).

The restriction of this approach is that it depends on the properness of the
moduli space ofD-shtukas with modifications bounded bys · λ, such that in each
situation only finitely manys are allowed. Thus a direct calculation of theL-
functions of the occurring Galois representations is not possible in this way. As
pointed out above, using Drinfeld’s case of the fundamental lemma we can calcu-
late theseL-functions outside some finite set of places. Moreover one additional
instance of the fundamental lemma (the caseµ+ +µ−) would give theL-functions
at all unramified places.

Nevertheless, Nĝo states that his results imply the fundamental lemma forGLd
and sketches a proof for semisimple regular elements. This is not affected by the
problems with properness, because for base change of any fixed degree one can
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choose an appropriate division algebraD. In addition he writes that Henniart has
proved the fundamental lemma forGLd in positive characteristic (unpublished)
using similar methods as Clozel and Labesse used in characteristic zero.

Using this, the computation of the cohomology of the moduli spaces is a stan-
dard matter. Thus the interest of the present work must be seen in showing how
far one can get without or with little use of local harmonic analysis.

This work is divided into three parts.
The first part deals with the geometric properties of stacks of different kinds

of generalisedD-shtukas. Logically this includes appendix A on properness in
the cased = 2.

Our calculation of the number of fixed points in the second part closely follows
the presentations in [Lau96] and [Laf97]. It is preceded by a short exposition of
the statement of the fundamental lemma and by a discussion of the category of
(D,ϕ)-spaces.

In the third part we construct the cohomology as a representation of the Hecke
algebra, the Galois groups, and the symmetric groups. Starting from the compu-
tation of the fixed points we describe these representations as announced above.
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Notations

The following notations are in use in the entire work unless they are replaced by
different conventions in some single sections.

Let X be a smooth, projective and geometrically irreducible curve over the
finite field Fq with q elements and letF be its function field. LetD be anOX-
algebra which is locally free of rankd2 as anOX-module and such thatD = D⊗F
is a division algebra with centreF . We denote byX ′ ⊆ X the dense open subset
whereD is an Azumaya algebra.

For any closed pointx ∈ X we denote byOx the completion of the local ring
OX,x and byFx its quotient field, and we choose a generator of the maximal ideal
$x ∈ Ox. We assume thatDx = D⊗Ox is a maximal order inDx = D⊗ Fx for
all x, which implies that the closed points ofX ′ are characterised by the condition
invx(D) = 0.

For a finite set of closed pointsT ⊂ |X ′| the schemeX ′
(T ) is defined to be the

intersection of all open subsetsU ⊆ X ′ containingT .
Let Fq be a fixed algebraic closure ofFq. An overbar generally denotes the

corresponding base change:

X = X × Spec Fq D = D � Fq
F = F ⊗ Fq D = D ⊗ Fq
Ox = Ox ⊗̂Fq Dx = Dx ⊗̂Fq
Fx = Fx ⊗̂Fq Dx = Dx ⊗̂Fq

For a given embeddingx : k(x) ⊂ Fq overFq we use the notation:

Ox = Ox ⊗̂k(x) Fq Dx = Dx ⊗̂k(x) Fq
Fx = Fx ⊗̂k(x) Fq Dx = Dx ⊗̂k(x) Fq

For any positive integerr let Fx,r be the unramified extension ofFx of degreer,
letOx,r ⊂ Fx,r be its ring of integers, and accordingly:

Dx,r = Dx ⊗Ox Ox,r
Dx,r = Dx ⊗Fx Fx,r

Let T ⊂ |X| be a finite set of places. We write

AT =
∏′

x∈X\T (Fx,Ox) DT
A = D ⊗ AT

OTA =
∏

x∈X\T Ox DTA = D ⊗OTA
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Let µT be the invariant measure on the unimodular topological group(DT
A)∗

which is normalised byµT ((DTA)∗) = 1. For a finite closed subschemeI ⊂ X
with I ∩ T = ∅ let

KT
I = Ker

(
(DTA)∗ → (DI)∗

)
.

The corresponding Hecke algebra is the space ofKT
I -biinvariant rational functions

on (DT
A)∗ with compact support,HT

I = C0((DT
A)∗//KT

I ,Q). The multiplication is
given by convolution with respect toµT . We writeHI = H∅

I .
We choose an idelea ∈ A∗ of degree1 such thatax = 1 outside a finite set of

placesT (a) ⊂ |X| (this is possible because thePic0
X-torsorPic1

X is trivial).
Let P+ be the set of dominant coweights for the groupGLd

P+ =
{
λ = (λ(1) ≥ . . . ≥ λ(d)) ∈ Zd

}
and letP++ ⊂ P+ be the subset of thoseλ for which allλ(i) have the same sign.
The degree ofλ ∈ P+ is deg(λ) =

∑
λ(i), and for every integerm we denote by

P+
m ⊂ P+ andP++

m ⊂ P++ the subsets of elements of degreem. Let µ+ ∈ P++
1

andµ− ∈ P++
−1 be the unique elements, i.e.

µ+ = (1, 0, . . . , 0) µ− = (0, . . . , 0,−1) .

The setP+ will be given the partial order in whichλ1 ≤ λ2 if and only if λ(1)
1 +

. . .+ λ
(i)
1 ≤ λ

(1)
2 + . . .+ λ

(i)
2 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ d− 1 anddeg(λ1) = deg(λ2).

For a central simple algebraA over an arbitrary fieldk we denote byd(A)
its Schur index, which meansd(A)2 is thek-dimension of the division algebra
equivalent toA. If k is a global field, this is the least common denominator of the
local invariants ofA.

S will always be a (variable) scheme overFq.
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Part I

Geometry of the Moduli Spaces

Basically, aD-shtuka overS is a diagram[ E → E ′ ← τE ] of locally freeD�OS-
modules of rank1 with injective maps such that the length of both cokernels isd,
i.e.E and its Frobenius twistτE differ by the simplest nontrivial modification. The
moduli space of these objects has been studied by Lafforgue in [Laf97].

Already in [Dri88] Drinfeld indicated that one can consider more general mod-
ifications as well. However there are a number of possibilities for a precise def-
inition of the moduli problem. Diagrams as above without the condition on the
lengths are generalisedD-shtukas in the sense of [Laf97] II.1, Definition 6. These
will be discussed in the first section of the present work. One can also consider
longer chains of such modifications (section 2).

As stated in the introduction, our main interest is thel-adic cohomology of
moduli spaces of generalisedD-shtukas with modifications in a given set of points
which are bounded by a given set of dominant coweights. These will be introduced
in section 3. They could be studied independently of the previously definedD-
shtukas with free modifications, but in section 10 these will play a role.

1 Modifications of Arbitrary Length

In this section we will consider the simplest definition of generalisedD-shtukas,
which already shows most interesting geometric phenomena. Many arguments
are similar to those in [Laf97] for the casem = 1, which might not be well
documented in all cases.

1.1 Definitions

It is clear that the following definitions yield fpqc-stacks overFq.

Definition 1.1.1. Let an integerm ≥ 0 be given. For anyFq-schemeS we denote
by CohmD (S) the groupoid of coherentOX×S-modulesK with the structure of a
D �OS-module and with the following properties:
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– The supportSupp(K) is finite overS and contained inX ′ × S,

– (pr2)∗K is a locally freeOS-module of rankdm.

Definition 1.1.2. For any integerm ≥ 0 let Shtm(S) = ShtmD (S) be the groupoid
of diagrams 

E j

((PPPPPP

E ′

τE t

66nnnnnn


onX × S of the following type:

– E andE ′ are locally freeD �OS-modules of rank1,

– τE = (id× Frobq)
∗E ,

– j andt are injective homomorphisms,

– Coker(j) andCoker(t) ∈ CohmD (S).

These objects will be calledD-shtukas of lengthm (and of rank1) overS.

Definition 1.1.3. For a given finite closed subschemeI ⊂ X, a level-I-structure
for a D-shtuka overS is a pair of two isomorphismsι : DI � OS ∼= EI and
ι′ : DI �OS ∼= E ′I such that the following diagram commutes.

EI ∼
j

// E ′I τEI∼
t

oo

DI �OS

ι

OO

DI �OS

ι′

OO

DI �OS

τι

OO

We denote byShtmI (S) the groupoid ofD-shtukas of lengthm over S with a
level-I-structure.

The groupPicI(X) of invertibleOX-modulesL equipped with a level-I-
structure, i.e. with an isomorphismOI ∼= LI , acts onShtmI by[

E → E ′ ← τE
]
7−→

[
E ⊗L → E ′ ⊗L ← τE ⊗L

]
with the obvious new level structure. We fix the homomorphismA∗ → PicI(X)
given byb 7→ O(−b) with the multiplicationb : OI ∼= O(−b)I as level structure.
This gives an action of the chosen idelea ∈ A∗ of degree1 on ShtmI . If we
decompose this stack according todeg(E) ∈ Z, the quotient

ShtmI
/
aZ

can be identified with the union of finitely many of the pieces.
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We have the following commutative diagram.

π : Shtm
/
aZ α // CohmD × CohmD

N×N // X ′(m) ×X ′(m)

πI : ShtmI
/
aZ //

β

OO

(X ′ \ I)(m) × (X ′ \ I)(m)

OO

Hereα is given by the quotientsE ′/τE andE ′/E , andβ is defined by forgetting
the level structure. The normN : CohmD → X ′(m) will be explained below. Our
next aim is to prove the following basic facts.

1. CohmD is an algebraic stack of finite type overFq and smooth of relative
dimension zero.

2. The morphismα is smooth of relative dimension2md.

3. The morphismβ is representable and́etale and is aD∗I -torsor outsideI.

4. The morphismπI is of finite type and is representable quasiprojective if
I 6= ∅.

5. If the division algebraD is sufficiently ramified, thenπI is proper.

The second and third statement and their proofs remain valid whenD is replaced
by any central simple algebra overF .

1.2 Norm and determinant

We begin with a general remark. For an Azumaya algebraA defined over an open
subsetU ⊆ X let CohmA be given by the obvious variant of Definition 1.1.1. In
the following sense this stack only depends on the equivalence class ofA in the
Brauer group.

Lemma 1.2.1.Any equivalence of Azumaya algebrasA⊗End(E) ∼= A′⊗End(E ′)
with locally freeOU -modulesE andE ′ induces a 1-isomorphismCohmA

∼= CohmA′ .
Two of these are locally inU 2-isomorphic.

Proof. The functorK 7→ K⊗E gives a 1-isomorphismuE : CohmA
∼= CohmA⊗End(E),

and the compositionu−1
E ′ ◦ uE is the asserted 1-isomorphism. For its local inde-

pendence of the given equivalence we have to show that any 1-automorphism
u : CohmA

∼= CohmA induced by an isomorphismα : A⊗End(E) ∼= A⊗End(E ′) is
locally inU 2-isomorphic to the identity. By the theorem of Skolem-Noether over
local rings, cf. [Gr68] Theorem 5.10, the isomorphismα comes from an isomor-
phism of rightA-modulesA ⊗ E ⊗L ∼= A ⊗ E ′ with an invertibleOX-module
L . Using this,u is 2-isomorphic to the functorK 7→ K ⊗L −1.
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Now we return to our situation. By Tsen’s theorem the Azumaya algebra
D ⊗ Fq is trivial onX ′ ⊗ Fq. This holds already over some finite fieldFqn, i.e.
there are two vector bundlesE andE ′ on X ′ ⊗ Fqn and an isomorphism(D ⊗
Fqn)⊗ End(E) ∼= End(E ′). The induced 1-isomorphism

CohmD ⊗ Fqn ∼= CohmX′ ⊗ Fqn (1.2.1)

is unique up to an automorphism ofCohmD⊗Fqn which locally inX ′ is 2-isomorphic
to the identity.

Remark.If we assumed ≥ 2 thenX ′ is affine, and a multiple of any vector bundle
onX ′ is trivial (over a Dedekind domain any finitely generated projective module
is isomorphic to a direct sum of an ideal and a free module, the direct sum of
projective modules corresponding to the product of ideals). Thus for some integer
r ≥ 1 there even is an isomorphismMr(D ⊗ Fqn) ∼= Mrd(OX′ ⊗ Fqn).

Proposition 1.2.2.The stackCohmD is algebraic, of finite type and smooth overFq
of dimension zero.

Proof. The isomorphism (1.2.1) reduces the assertion to the caseD = OX , which
can be found in [Lau87], page 317 (the stackCohmX is isomorphic to the quotient
Quot0/GLm with a certain open substackQuot0 ⊆ QuotmOm

X /X/Fq
).

Following [Laf97] I.1, Lemma 3, the reduced normMr(D)→ F has a unique
extension to a homomorphism of monoids

nrd : Mr(D) −→ OX .

This allows the definition of a functorE 7→ det(E) (determinant) from the cate-
gory of locally freeD � OS-modules of rankr into the category of locally free
OX×S-modules of rank1 along with a natural isomorphismdet(E)⊗d ∼= Λrd2E .

Definition 1.2.3.Let Injr,mD (S) be the groupoid of injective mapsE ⊇ E ′ of locally
freeD � OS-modules of rankr with quotientE/E ′ ∈ CohmD (S). These objects
will be called (upper) modifications of lengthm and of rankr.

In the caseD = OX andr = 1, E andE ′ are invertible sheaves, and the quotient
E/E ′ is locally free of rank1 over a uniquely determined relative divisor of degree
m. We denote by

div : Inj1,mO −→ X(m)

the thereby defined morphism.
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Proposition 1.2.4.The above defined determinant is a morphism

det : Injr,mD −→ Inj1,mO .

Moreover there is a unique morphismN (norm) which makes the following dia-
gram commutative for allr.

Injr,mD
det //

E/E ′
��

Inj1,mO

div
��

CohmD
N // X ′(m) ⊆ X(m)

(1.2.2)

The norm is additive in exact sequences. In the casem = 1 it can be characterised
by the fact thatK ∈ Coh1

D(S) is a locally free sheaf of rankd over the graph of
N(K) : S → X ′.

Lemma 1.2.5.LetE be aD�OS-module which is locally free of finite rank over
OX×S. ThenE is locally free overD �OS if and only if for any geometric point
y ∈ X × S the fibreEy is locally free over(D �OS)y.

Proof. This is an immediate consequence of [Laf97] I.2, Lemma 4.

Lemma 1.2.6.LetE be a locally freeD�OS-module of finite rank and letE ′ ⊆ E
with E/E ′ ∈ CohmD (S). ThenE ′ is locally free overD �OS as well.

Proof. SinceE/E ′ is flat overS, E ′ is flat overS and for any points ∈ S the
fibreE ′s is torsion free, thus flat overX ×{s}. By EGA IV, Corollary 11.3.11 this
implies thatE ′ is locally free overOX×S. ThatE ′ is also locally free overD�OS
must only be proved overX ′ × S and may in view of Lemma 1.2.5 be checked
over the geometric points ofS. This means we have to show thatEs̄ andE ′s̄ are
locally isomorphic overX ′ × {s̄}. There the algebraD is trivialisable, and for
D = OX the assertion is clear.

Proof of Proposition 1.2.4.To prove the first assertion, let a modificationf :
E ′ → E (with S-flat cokernel) be given. Then for any points ∈ S the fibre
fs is injective, which impliesdet(f)s = det(fs) is injective, too. Thusdet(f)
is injective withS-flat cokernel. The degree of the divisor can be seen at the
geometric points ofS, where a trivialisation ofD |X′ is available.

In order to constructN , for a givenK ∈ CohmD (S) we chose locally inS a
presentation0→ E ′ → E → K → 0 with a locally freeD�OS-moduleE . Then
E ′ is locally free as well by Lemma 1.2.6. So locally inS the moduleK comes
from a modification, and diagram (1.2.2) determinesN(K). One can show that
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this is independent of the presentation, which also implies thatN(K) is defined
globally.

The norm is additive because a short exact sequence ofK ’s locally inS admits
a simultaneous presentation. The last assertion form = 1 needs to be proved only
overFq, i.e. only in the caseD = OX . Then anyK ∈ Coh1

X(S) is locally inS a
quotient ofOX×S, and the assertion follows from the definition ofdiv.

Remark.The reduced norm forr = 1 induces a morphismdet : ShtmD → ShtmO
which fits into the following commutative diagram.

ShtmD
det //

α

��

ShtmO

π

��

CohmD × CohmD
N×N // X ′(m) ×X ′(m)

Hereπ is given by the divisors ofτE ⊆ E ′ andE ⊆ E ′.

1.3 Smoothness

Now we consider the geometric properties of the maps

ShtmI
/
aZ β−−→ Shtm

/
aZ α−−→ CohmD × CohmD .

Definition 1.3.1. Let VectrD(S) be the groupoid of locally freeD �OS-modules
E of rankr.

By [Laf97] I.2, Lemma 5,VectrD is algebraic, locally of finite type and smooth
overFq.

Lemma 1.3.2.The two morphisms

Injr,mD −→ VectrD × CohmD

given by(E , E/E ′) and by(E ′, E/E ′) are representable quasiaffine of finite type
and smooth of relative dimensionrdm. ConsequentlyInjr,mD is algebraic, locally
of finite type and smooth overFq.

Proof. A D-modification0→ E ′ → E → K → 0 overS is equivalent to the dual
Dop-modification

0 −→ E∨ −→ E ′∨ −→ Ext1D�OS

(
K,D �OS

)
−→ 0

with E∨ = HomD�OS
(E ,D�OS). Thus we have to consider only one of the mor-

phisms, for example the first one defined byE andE/E ′. Its fibre over a given pair
(E , K) is the open subsheaf of surjective homomorphisms in(p2)∗HomD�OS

(E , K)
(their kernel is automatically locally free by Lemma 1.2.6).
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Definition 1.3.3. Let Heckem(S) be the groupoid of diagrams onX × S[
E → E ′ ← E ′′

]
such thatE ′ ⊇ E andE ′ ⊇ E ′′ are upper modifications of lengthm and of rank1.

This definition and the following consequence of Lemma 1.3.2 could also have
been stated for arbitrary rank.

Lemma 1.3.4.The three morphisms

HeckemD −→ Vect1
D × CohmD × CohmD

given byE , E ′ or E ′′ in the first component and by(E ′/E ′′, E ′/E) in the second
and third component are representable quasiaffine of finite type and smooth of
relative dimension2dm. ConsequentlyHeckemD is algebraic, locally of finite type
and smooth overFq.
Proposition 1.3.5.The morphism

α : Shtm −→ CohmD × CohmD

given byE ′/τE andE ′/E is algebraic, locally of finite type and smooth of relative
dimension2md. Consequently the stackShtm is algebraic, locally of finite type
and smooth overFq with dimension2md.

Proof. The following 2-cartesian diagram is a restatement of the definition of
Shtm.

Shtm //

��

Vect1
D

(Frobq ,id)

��

Hecke1,m
D (E ′′, E)

// Vect1
D × Vect1

D

DenotingY = CohmD × CohmD andU = Vect1
D × Y , the assertion follows from

Lemma 1.3.6 below. Here bothf = (E ′′, E ′/E ′′, E ′/E) andg = (E , E ′/E ′′, E ′/E)
are representable smooth morphisms.

Lemma 1.3.6.Let Y be an algebraic stack overFq and letU → Y , V → Y be
two algebraic morphisms which are locally of finite type. Denote byτU the base
change ofU by the absolute FrobeniusFrobq : Y → Y and byF : U → τU
its relative Frobenius. We consider the following 2-cartesian diagram of stacks in
whichf : V → τU is assumed to be representable.

W //

��

U

(F, id)
��

V
(f,g)

// τU ×Y U
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Then the morphismW → Y is algebraic and locally of finite type, and the diag-
onalW → W ×Y W (automatically representable, separated, and of finite type)
is everywhere unramified, thus quasifinite.

If in additionU → Y is smooth andf is smooth of relative dimensionn, then
W → Y is smooth of relative dimensionn as well.

Proof. Any fibred product of algebraic morphisms which are locally of finite type
has the same property. The remaining assertions are reduced to the case thatY is
a scheme by a smooth presentationY ′ → Y . In this case the lemma is (almost)
literally [Laf97] I.2, Proposition 1.

Definition 1.3.7. For a finite closed subschemeI ⊂ X let Sht0
DI

(S) be the
groupoid of locally freeDI � OS-modulesE of rank 1 plus an isomorphism
τE ∼= E .

In [Laf97] I.3 this stack is calledTr1
DI

(trivial shtukas) and it is proved that the
morphism

Spec Fq
/
D∗I −→ Sht0

DI

given byDI ∈ Sht0
DI

(Fq) is an isomorphism. (Since the stackSht0
DI

is étale over
Fq by Lemma 1.3.6, this follows from Drinfeld’s lemma 8.1.1 below.) The defini-
tion of a level-I-structure can be expressed by the following 2-cartesian diagram
in which the lower arrow is given by[E → E ′ ← τE ] 7→ [EI

∼−→ E ′I
∼←− τEI ].

ShtmI //

��

Spec Fq

��

Shtm
∣∣
(X′\I)(m)×(X′\I)(m)

// Sht0
DI

This implies

Proposition 1.3.8.With respect to the right action of the finite groupD∗I onShtmI
by twisting the level structure, the morphism

ShtmI −→ Shtm
∣∣
(X′\I)(m)×(X′\I)(m)

given by forgetting the level structure is aD∗I -Torsor.

1.4 Quasiprojectivity

The following is mainly a reproduction of the corresponding arguments from
[Laf97] for the casem = 1.
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We begin with some general remarks. LetVectrO,I be the stack of vector bun-
dlesE onX×S with a level-I-structure, i.e. with an isomorphismi : OrI×S ∼= EI .
A pair (E , i) is calledI-stable if for any geometric point̄s ∈ S and any proper
submodule0 6= F ⊂ Es̄ the following inequality holds:

deg(F)− deg(I)

rk(F)
<

deg(Es̄)− deg(I)

rk(Es̄)

This is a special case of [Sesh] 4.I, Definition 2. A vector bundleE onX ⊗ k
with an algebraically closed fieldk admits arbitrary level structures and becomes
I-stable as soon as the degree ofI is sufficiently large.

Theorem 1.4.1 (Seshadri).The open substack ofI-stable vector bundles with
fixed rankr and degreed

Vectr,d,stab
O,I ⊂ VectrO,I

is a smooth quasiprojective scheme with dimensionr2(g−1+deg I). In particular
it is of finite type.

Proof. See [LRS] 4.3 or [Sesh] 4.III.

Lemma 1.4.2.The two morphisms

Injr,mD −→ VectrD

given byE or E ′ are representable quasiprojective, in particular of finite type.

Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 1.3.2 we only need to consider the map given by
E . Its fibre in a givenE ∈ VectrD(S) is a locally closed subscheme of the relatively
projectiveS-schemeQuotdmE/X×S/S.

Lemma 1.4.3.The two morphisms

Shtm −→ Vectd
2

OX

given byE or E ′ considered asOX×S-modules are representable quasiprojective,
in particular of finite type.

Proof. Both morphisms can be written as compositionsShtm → Hecke1,m
D →

Vect1
D → Vectd

2

OX
. The first map is a closed immersion, and the remaining

two maps are representable quasiprojective by Lemma 1.4.2 and by [Laf97] I.2,
Lemma 2, respectively.
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Lemma 1.4.4. Let Y ⊂ X ′ × S be a closed subscheme which is finite overS,
and letE be aD � OS-module which is locally free overOX×S. If there is an
isomorphism

E |X×S−Y ∼= τE |X×S−Y
thenE is locally free overD �OS.

Proof. Though the statement of the lemma slightly differs from [Laf97] I.4, Propo-
sition 7, the proof is literally the same.

Proposition 1.4.5.The stackShtm
/
aZ is of finite type overFq.

Proof. Cf. [Lau97], Lemma 4.2. For any Harder-Narasimhan polygonP , the open
substack inVectd

2

OX
of vector bundles with polygon≤ P and fixed degree is of

finite type overFq. (This follows from Theorem 1.4.1.) Hence by Lemma 1.4.3 it
suffices to show that forD-shtukas with modifications of fixed lengthm over an
algebraically closed fieldk the polygon of theOX⊗k-moduleE is bounded.

Assume it is not bounded. Then there areD-shtukas[ E → E ′ ← τE ] plus
OX⊗k-submodulesF ⊂ E with locally free quotient and0 6= F 6= E such that
the jump of the slopesδ = µ−(F) − µ+(E/F) becomes arbitrary large. Here
µ+ denotes the maximal slope of a subsheaf andµ− denotes the minimal slope of
a quotient. Since theOX-moduleD can be written as a quotient ofO(n)N , the
mapF ⊗ D → E/F vanishes for sufficiently largeδ, which meansF ⊂ E is a
D � k-submodule.

Let F ′ ⊂ E ′ be the inverse image of the torsion part ofE ′/F . The difference
µ+(E ′/F ′) − µ+(E/F) is bounded bymd, so the mapτF → E ′/F ′ vanishes
for largeδ as well. Thus[F → F ′ ← τF ] is a diagram ofD � k-modules with
F ′/F ⊆ E ′/E andF ′/τF ⊆ E ′/τE . Then by Lemma 1.4.4F is locally free over
D � k, contradicting the assumption.

Proposition 1.4.6. In the caseI 6= ∅ the stackShtmI
/
aZ is a quasiprojective

scheme overFq.

Proof. Let Shtm,stab
I

/
aZ ⊆ ShtmI

/
aZ be the open substack whereE considered as

anOX×S-module with the induced level structure isI-stable. ThenShtmI
/
aZ is

the ascending union of the open substacks

Shtm,stab
nI

/
aZKn , Kn = Ker

(
D∗nI → D∗I

)
,

each of which is a quotient of a quasiprojective scheme modulo a finite group by
Theorem 1.4.1 and Lemma 1.4.3. From Proposition 1.4.5 it follows that this chain
of substacks becomes stationary at some finite leveln.

So it remains to prove that the groupKn acts without fixed points. An equiv-
alent statement is that the only automorphism of aD-shtukaE• = [E → E ′ ← τE ]
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with non-trivial level-I-structure over an algebraically closed fieldk is the iden-
tity. Denoting byI ⊂ OX the ideal ofI, such an automorphismu induces a
homomorphism

1− u : E• −→ E• ⊗OX
I .

From Lemma 1.4.4 follows that the saturation of its image consists of locally free
D� k-modules. So1−u is injective or zero, but the former is impossible in view
of deg(I) < 0.

Corollary 1.4.7. All stacksShtm are Deligne-Mumford stacks.

1.5 Properness

Contrary to the expectation the morphismShtm/aZ → X ′(m)×X ′(m) is not always
proper, not even in the casem = 1. Here we only give a sufficient criterion for
properness, but in appendix A we show that this is optimal in the cased = 2. In
particular, for anym ≥ 1 there are division algebrasD for which the morphism
πmI is not proper. In the present work we will (almost) exclusively be interested in
the proper case.

Definition 1.5.1. The division algebraD is called sufficiently ramified with re-
spect tom if for any set ofmd places ofF the least common denominator of the
local invariants ofD at the remaining places equalsd.

Proposition 1.5.2. If D is sufficiently ramified with respect tom, then the mor-
phism

πmI : ShtmI
/
aZ −→ (X ′ \ I)(m) × (X ′ \ I)(m)

is proper, so in the caseI 6= ∅ it is projective by Proposition 1.4.6.

Proof. Following a remark of L. Lafforgue, in the sufficiently ramified case a
slight modification of the proof of [Laf97] IV.1, Theorem 1 is correct. By Propo-
sition 1.3.8 we may assumeI = ∅, and we have to prove the valuative criterion of
properness forπm∅ or equivalently for the morphismShtm → X ′(m) ×X ′(m).

Let A be a complete discrete valuation ring with quotient fieldK, residue
field k, and a uniformising element$, and letA′ be the local ring ofX ⊗ A
in the generic point of the special fibre. We must show that a givenD-shtuka
[ EK → E ′K ← τEK ] overK with divisorsXo = N(E ′K/τEK) andX∞ = N(E ′K/EK)
in X ′(m)(A) can be extended to aD-shtuka overA after a finite extension ofA.

Let V = EK ⊗K(X) be the generic fibre and letϕ = j−1t : τV → V .
Since vector bundles over the punctured spectrum of a two-dimensional regu-

lar local ring extend uniquely to the entire ring, the desired extension is given by
anA′-latticeM ⊂ V with ϕ(τM) ⊂M . By [Laf98] 2, Lemma 3 (cf. also [Dri89]
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Proposition 3.2) there is a maximal latticeM0 with this property, and after a finite
extension ofA (which changesM0) the induced mapϕ : τM0 ⊗ k → M0 ⊗ k is
not nilpotent. Then the diagrams

[ EK
jK // E ′K E ′′K

tKoo τEK ]

[M0 M0 M0
τM0 ]

ϕ
oo

induce a similar diagram of locally freeD � A-modules of rank1 onX × S

[ E j−−→ E ′ t←−− E ′′ t′←−− τE ]

such thatj andt are modifications with divisorsX∞ andXo. It remains to show
thatt′ or equivalentlyϕ̄ is an isomorphism.

Let 0 6= N ⊆M0⊗ k be the intersection of the images of allϕ̄r : τ
r
M0⊗ k →

M0⊗ k and letF ⊆ E ⊗ k,F ′ ⊆ E ′⊗ k be the maximal submodules with generic
fibresN . We get a diagram ofD � k-modules[

F −→ F ′ ←− τF
]

with injective maps plus an injectionF ′/F ⊆ Coker j⊗k. The support ofF ′/τF
lies over at mostmd different closed points ofX becauseF ′/F andF ′/τF have
the same length. Therefore the hypothesis onD implies that there is a finite set of
placesx1 . . . xr at which the above diagram induces isomorphisms of the comple-
tionsFxi

∼= τFxi
such that the least common denominator of the local invariants

invxi
(D) equalsd. Like in the proof of [Laf97] I.4, Proposition 7, this implies

that the rank ofF overOX⊗k is a multiple ofd2, i.e.F = E ⊗ k asF = 0 is
excluded.

1.6 Partial Frobenii

The absolute Frobenius ofShtmI can be written as a product of two partial Frobenii
between this stack and its variant with reversed arrows. Outside the diagonals
these two stacks are canonically isomorphic.

Definition 1.6.1. For a given integerm ≥ 0 let the fibre of the morphism of stacks

α : Sht−mI −→ CohmD × CohmD

overKo andK∞ ∈ CohmD (S) be the groupoid of diagrams of locally freeD�OS-
modules of rank1 [

E t←−− E ′ j−−→ τE
]

with E/E ′ = Ko andτE/E ′ = K∞ plus a level-I-structure in the obvious sense.
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All properties ofShtmI and their proofs carry over toSht−mI : the morphismα
is algebraic, locally of finite type, and smooth of relative dimension2md. Its
composition with the norm,π : Sht−mI /aZ → (X ′ \I)(m)× (X ′ \I)(m), is of finite
type. In the caseI 6= ∅ it is representable quasiprojective, and in the sufficiently
ramified case it is proper.

Proposition 1.6.2. The symmetric productX(m) classifies divisors of degreem
onX. LetU ⊆ X(m) ×X(m) be the open subscheme where the two divisors are
disjoint. OverU there is a canonical isomorphismShtmI | U ∼= Sht−mI | U which is
compatible with the morphismsα.

Proof. Any sequence of two modifications[ E → E ′ ← E ′′ ] with disjoint divisors
Xo = N(E ′/E ′′) andX∞ = N(E ′/E) can be extended uniquely to a cartesian and
cocartesian diagram

Ẽ //

��

E ′′

��

E // E ′

and vice versa. Any such diagram induces isomorphismsE ′/E ′′ ∼= E/Ẽ and
E ′/E ∼= E ′′/Ẽ .

Definition 1.6.3. We define two partial Frobenius morphismsFr∞ : ShtmI →
Sht−mI andFro : Sht−mI → ShtmI by

Fr∞ :
[
E j−→ E ′ t←− τE

]
7−→

[
E ′ t←− τE

τj−→ τE ′
]

and
Fro :

[
E t←− E ′ j−→ τE

]
7−→

[
E ′ j−→ τE

τt←− τE ′
]
.

With respect toα these partial Frobenii commute with the absolute Frobenius of
the corresponding componentCohD, i.e. there is a commutative diagram:

ShtmI
Fr∞ //

α

��

Sht−mI

α

��

Fro // ShtmI

α

��

CohmD × CohmD id×Frobq

// CohmD × CohmD Frobq×id
// CohmD × CohmD

The compositionsFro ◦ Fr∞ and Fr∞ ◦ Fro are canonically isomorphic to the
absolute FrobeniusFrobq of the respective stacks.
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2 Chains of Modifications

The following variant of the stacksShtmI does not present any new difficulties. We
have tried to write down all relevant commuting diagrams, but compatibilities of
the corresponding 2-isomorphisms have largely been ignored.

2.1 Definitions

First we extend Definition 1.2.3 of upper modifications to negative lengths.

Definition 2.1.1. For a given integerm let Injr,mD (S) be the groupoid of injective
maps of locally freeD �OS-modules of rankr{

E ⊇ E ′ if m ≥ 0

E ⊆ E ′ if m ≤ 0

with quotientE/E ′ ∈ CohmD (S) or E ′/E ∈ Coh−mD (S). These objects are called
modifications of lengthm.

Definition 2.1.2. For a given sequence of integersm = (m1 . . .mr) with the sum
zero letShtmI (S) be the groupoid of diagrams[

E = E0 � E1 � . . .� Er = τE
]

onX×S with (Ei−1 � Ei) ∈ Inj1,mi

D plus a level-I-structure in the obvious sense.

The connection to Definition 1.1.2 and Definition 1.6.1 is expressed byShtmI =

Sht
(−m,m)
I for any integerm.
As before there is an action ofPicI(X) onShtmI , and we can form the quotient

ShtmI
/
aZ. We consider the following commuting diagram in whichβ is defined by

forgetting the level structure, whileα is given by the quotientsEi−1/Ei or Ei/Ei−1

depending on the sign ofmi.

π : Shtm
/
aZ α //

∏r
i=1 Coh

|mi|
D

N×r
//
∏r

i=1X
′(|mi|)

πI : ShtmI
/
aZ //

β

OO

∏r
i=1(X

′ \ I)(|mi|)

OO

The following extensions of Propositions 1.3.5, 1.3.8, 1.4.5, 1.4.6, and 1.5.2 result
from the obvious variants of their proofs.
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Theorem 2.1.3.The morphismα is algebraic, locally of finite type and smooth of
relative dimensiond

∑
|mi|. OutsideI the morphismβ is aD∗I -torsor.

The stackShtmI
/
aZ is of finite type overFq, and in the caseI 6= ∅ it is a

quasiprojective scheme. Consequently allShtm are Deligne-Mumford stacks.
If D is sufficiently ramified with respect to

∑
|mi|/2, then the morphismπI is

proper, thus projective in the caseI 6= ∅.

2.2 Permutations and partial Frobenius

If m′ is a permutation of the sequencem, thenShtmI andShtm
′

I are isomorphic
outside the diagonals. More precisely, for anys ∈ Sr we denote the correspond-
ing permutation of the sequencem by m · s = (ms(1) . . .ms(r)), and we denote
the right permutation action by

i(s) :
r∏
i=1

Coh
|mi|
D
∼=

r∏
i=1

Coh
|ms(i)|
D ,

(
K1 . . . Kr

)
7−→

(
Ks(1) . . . Ks(r)

)
.

Proposition 2.2.1. Let U ⊆
∏
X(|mi|) andU ′ ⊆

∏
X(|ms(i)|) be the open sub-

stacks where the divisors are pairwise disjoint. Then there is a canonical isomor-
phismj(s) which fits into the following commutative diagram:

ShtmI | U
j(s)

//

αm

��

Shtm·sI | U ′

αm·s
��∏r

i=1 Coh
|mi|
D

i(s)
// ∏r

i=1 Coh
|ms(i)|
D

(2.2.1)

In particular we obtain an action of the stabiliserStab(m) ⊆ Sr on ShtmI such
thatαm is equivariant.

Proof. Any sequence of two modifications[ E → E ′ ← E ′′ ], [ E ← Ẽ → E ′′ ], or
[ Ẽ → E → E ′ ] with disjoint divisors can uniquely be extended to a cartesian and
cocartesian diagram

Ẽ //

��

E ′′

��

E // E ′

and any such diagram induces canonical isomorphismsE/Ẽ ∼= E ′/E ′′ andE ′/E ∼=
E ′′/Ẽ . This implies the assertion for thoses which exchange two adjacent letters,
which generateSr.
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Remark 2.2.2. It is sufficient that the divisors of those pairs of modifications
are disjoint whose order is actually changed by the permutations. Assume for
examplem = m1m2m3 andm · s = m1m3m2. ThenShtmI and Shtm·sI are
isomorphic over the open subsetU ⊆

∏
X(|mi|) where any divisor with index in

m2 is disjoint from any divisor with index inm3.

Definition 2.2.3. Let σ ∈ Sr be the cyclic permutation such thatm · σ =
(m2 . . .mr,m1). The partial Frobenius

Fro : ShtmI −→ Shtm·σI

is defined by the assignment

Fro :
[
E0 � E1 . . . τE0

]
7−→

[
E1 . . . τE0 � τE1

]
with the obvious level structure.

The composition(Fro)
r is canonically isomorphic to the absolute FrobeniusFrobq

of ShtmI , and there is a commutative diagram:

ShtmI
Fro //

α

��

Shtm·σI

α

��∏r
i=1 Coh

|mi|
D

i(σ)◦(Frobq×id×(r−1))
// ∏r

i=1 Coh
|mσ(i)|
D

(2.2.2)

Moreover the partial Frobenius is compatible with the permutations ofm in the
following sense: for any integer0 ≤ k ≤ r and any permutations ∈ Sr which
fixes the set{1 . . . k}, outside appropriate diagonals (see Remark 2.2.2) there is
the following commutative diagram.

ShtmI
(Fro)k

//

j(s) ∼=
��

Shtm·σ
k

I

j(σ−ksσk)∼=
��

Shtm·sI

(Fro)k

// Shtm·sσ
k

I

(2.2.3)

2.3 Collapsing maps

Letmi andmi+1 be two neighbouring elements of the sequencem with the same
sign, and let̃m be the collapsed sequence(m1 . . .mi−1,mi +mi+1,mi+2 . . .mr).
ForgettingEi defines a morphismShtmI → Shtm̃I .
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The composition of such morphisms gives more general collapsing maps as
far as this is permitted by the signs of themi. In order to fix a notation, let
r = r1 + . . .+ rν be a decomposition such that in any single block

(m1 . . .mr1), (mr1+1 . . .mr1+r2), . . .

all signs agree, and let̃m be the corresponding collapsed sequence of lengthν,
i.e. m̃j = mr1+...+rj−1+1 + . . .+mr1+...+rj .

Definition 2.3.1. With this notation the collapsing map

p(r) : ShtmI −→ Shtm̃I

is given by forgetting allEi exceptE0, Er1 , Er1+r2, etc.

Let C̃oh
|m̃j |
D be the stack ofK ∈ Coh

|m̃j |
D plus a filtration

K = K0 ⊇ . . . ⊇ Krj = 0 or 0 = K0 ⊆ . . . ⊆ Krj = K

depending on the sign of̃mj such that the length of each quotientKi−1/Ki or
Ki/Ki−1 is |mr1+...+rj−1+i|. Then there is a natural 2-commutative diagram

ShtmI
p(r)

//

α̃m

��

Shtm̃I

αm̃

��∏
j C̃oh

|m̃j |
D q(r)

//
∏

j Coh
|m̃j |
D

(2.3.1)

in which q(r) is given by forgetting the filtrations. The graduation ofα̃m is
canonically isomorphic toαm. From Lemma 1.2.6 follows that this diagram is
2-cartesian, sop(r) is representable projective (the fibres ofq(r) are given by
closed conditions in certain flag varieties).

Moreoverp(r) is compatible with permutations and with the partial Frobenius:
assume that for somes ∈ Sr the images of the chosen blocks ofm remain con-
nected inm ·s, and denote bỹs ∈ Sν their permutation. Then outside appropriate
diagonals there is the following commutative diagram.

ShtmI
p(r)

//

j(s) ∼=
��

Shtm̃I

j(s̃)∼=
��

Shtm·sI

p(r·s)
// Shtm̃·s̃I

(2.3.2)
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Compatibility with the partial Frobenius is expressed by the commutative diagram
drawn below.

ShtmI
p(r)

//

(Fro)r1

��

Shtm̃I

Fro

��

Shtm·σ
r1

I

p(r·σ̃)
// Shtm̃·σ̃I

(2.3.3)

2.4 Hecke correspondences

The Hecke correspondences could be defined without leaving the context of finite
level structures. Nevertheless we follow the presentations in [LRS] and [Laf97],
which use infinite level structures, because this seems to clarify the construction.

Let T ⊂ |X| be a fixed finite set of places. The projective limit

Shtm,T
/
aZ = lim←−

I∩T=∅
ShtmI

/
aZ

is a quasicompact scheme over
∏

iX
′(|mi|)
(T ) by Theorem 2.1.3. ItsS-points are the

set of isomorphism classes ofD-shtukas overS plus compatible isomorphisms

ιi : DTA �̂OS ∼= Ei ⊗̂OTA

modulo the action ofaZ. Here we use the notationDTA �̂OS = lim←−I(DI�OS) and
similarly on the right hand side, the projective limit taken overI ∩ T = ∅. There
are a natural action ofAT,∗ and a natural right action of(DTA)∗ on this scheme: the
former is defined via the homomorphism

AT,∗ b 7→O(−b)−−−−−−→ PicT (X) = lim←−
I∩T=∅

PicI(X)

and the limit of the previously defined action ofPicI(X) on ShtmI /a
Z, while g ∈

(DTA)∗ acts by twisting the level structureιi 7→ ιi ◦ g.
Over

∏
X
′(|mi|)
(T ) we have

Shtm,T
/
aZKT

I = ShtmI
/
aZ.

Lemma 2.4.1.The actions of(DTA)∗ and ofAT,∗ on Shtm,T/aZ can be extended
to an action of(DT

A)∗ such that the natural morphism

α : Shtm,T/aZ −→
∏

Coh
|mi|
D

is invariant, i.e. for anyg ∈ (DT
A)∗ there are compatible 2-isomorphismsug : α ∼=

α ◦ g.
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Proof. It is sufficient to construct an extension of the action of(DTA)∗ to the
monoidΓ = (DT

A)∗ ∩DTA whose restriction to the intersectionΓ ∩AT,∗ coincides
with the given action ofAT,∗. So forg ∈ Γ we have to define[

E0 � . . .� Er = τE0, ι
]
· g =

[
E ′0 � . . .� E ′r = τE ′0, ι′

]
.

We defineE ′i via the following cartesian diagram

Ei // Ei ⊗̂OTA DTA �̂OSιi

∼=oo

E ′i //
?�

OO

DTA �̂OS
?�

g

OO
(2.4.1)

and let its level structureι′i be the inverse of the isomorphismE ′i ⊗̂OTA ∼= DTA �̂OS
induced by the lower arrow. Since the mapEi → Coker g is surjective, we have
Ei/E ′i = Coker g. This being flat overS, it follows thatE ′i is locally free over
OX×S (see the proof of Lemma 1.2.6).

ThatE ′i is locally free overD � OS as well needs to be shown only over the
geometric points ofX by Lemma 1.2.5. Over geometric points inT the mod-
ulesEi andE ′i are isomorphic, and outsideT the moduleE ′i admits arbitrary level
structures.

From (2.4.1) we get isomorphismsEi/Ei−1
∼= E ′i/E ′i−1 or Ei−1/Ei ∼= E ′i−1/E ′i

depending on the sign ofmi, which is the invariance ofα.

Definition 2.4.2. For giveng ∈ (DT
A)∗ and a finite closed subschemeI ⊂ X

satisfyingI ∩ T = ∅ the associated Hecke correspondence is

(p, q) : ΓmI (g) = Shtm,T
/
aZ(KT

I ∩ gKT
I )

(id,g)−−−−→ ShtmI
/
aZ × ShtmI

/
aZ

plus the 2-isomorphismug : αp ∼= αq. Restricted to
∏
X

(|mi|)
(T ) this is a finiteétale

correspondence over
∏

Coh
|mi|
D in the sense of the following intermediate section.

Remark.The morphismΓmI (g)→ (ShtmI /a
Z)2 is representable finite and unram-

ified, but not in general an immersion. Aside from this technical point, Definition
2.4.2 is conform with [Laf97] I.4, while in [LRS] (7.5) the inverseg−1 is used
instead ofg. Since this is equivalent to the exchange ofp andq, our action on
cohomology (section 8.2) is conform with [LRS].

Finite étale correspondences

A finite étale correspondence of algebraic stacks overFq is a diagram

X
p←−− Z

q−−→ X ′
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with three algebraic stacksX, X ′, Z and two representable finite andétale mor-
phismsp andq. For another algebraic stackY along with two fixed morphisms
α : X → Y andα′ : X ′ → Y a finiteétale correspondence overY is a correspon-
denceX ← Z → X ′ as before plus a 2-isomorphismu : α ◦ p ∼= α′ ◦ q. Any
correspondence is a correspondence overY = Spec Fq. We define an associative
composition of correspondences overY by[
X

p←− Z
q−→ X ′ ] ◦ [

X ′ p′←− Z ′ q′−→ X ′′ ] =
[
X

pp1←−− Z ×q,X′,p′ Z
′ q′p2−−→ X ′′ ]

with the obvious 2-isomorphismαpp1
∼= αq′p2.

Let Corr(X |Y ) be theQ-algebra generated by the pairs[X
p←− Z

q−→ X, u :
αp ∼= αq ] with this product and with the following additional relations: for any
representable finitéetale morphismr : Z ′ → Z of constant degreen we demand

n
[
X

p←− Z
q−→ X

]
=

[
X

pr←−− Z ′ qr−−→ X
]
.

A morphismf : Y ′ → Y induces a homomorphism ofQ-algebras

f ∗ : Corr(X |Y ) −→ Corr(X ×Y Y ′ |Y ′)

by base change, and a morphismg : Y → Y ′′ induces a homomorphism

g∗ : Corr(X |Y ) −→ Corr(X |Y ′′) .

by prolongingα. For a representable finitéetale morphismh : X ′ → X of
constant degreen the assignment

h#
[
X ← Z → X

]
=

1

n

[
X ′ → X ] ◦

[
X ← Z → X

]
◦

[
X ← X ′ ]

defines a homomorphismh# : Corr(X |Y ) → Corr(X ′ |Y ). The antiinvolution
of Corr(X |Y ) exchangingp andq will be called transposition.

Equivariant correspondences

A correspondence of two morphismsh andh′ of algebraic stacks overFq is a
commutative diagram

X1

h

��

Z1

h′′

��

p1oo
q1 // X ′

1

h′

��

X2 Z2p2
oo

q2
// X ′

2

(2.4.2)
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in which both rows are finitéetale correspondences and both squares are 2-carte-
sian. Again we can define correspondences over a baseY1 → Y2 and get for any
2-commutative diagram

X1
//

��

X2

��

Y1
// Y2

aQ-algebraCorr(X1 → X2 |Y1 → Y2) equipped with morphisms toCorr(X1 |Y1)
and toCorr(X2 |Y2). The above mapsf ∗ andg∗ extend to homomorphisms into
Corr(X ×Y Y ′ → X |Y ′ → Y ) or Corr(X = X |Y → Y ′′), respectively.

Notation. In the following, all stacks over
∏
X(|mi|) will be replaced by their

restrictions to
∏
X
′(|mi|)
(T ) , which will not be expressed by a change of notation.

Proposition 2.4.3.The class of the correspondence[ΓmI (g), ug] only depends on
the double cosetKT

I gK
T
I . Thus the assignment

1lKT
I gK

T
I
7−→ µT (KT

I )
[
ΓmI (g), ug

]
is well defined. It gives a homomorphismhmI of Q-algebras with the following
compatibility forI ⊆ J :

hmI : HT
I

//

��

Corr
(
ShtmI

/
aZ

∣∣ ∏
Coh

|mi|
D

)
β#

��

hmJ : HT
J

// Corr
(
ShtmJ

/
aZ

∣∣ ∏
Coh

|mi|
D

)
Here the left vertical arrow is the inclusion andβ : ShtmJ → ShtmI is the reduction
of level structure.

Proof. DenotingX = Shtm,T/aZ, the Hecke correspondences can be written as

ΓmI (g) = X
/
(KT

I ∩ gKT
I ) ∼= X ×K

T
I KT

I gK
T
I

/
KT
I ,

where the isomorphism is given by the mapx 7→ (x, g). Then the first assertion is
clear. The following calculation implies that the diagram commutes (setK = KT

I

andK ′ = KT
J ):

X/K ′ ×X/K
(
X ×K KgK

/
K

)
×X/K X/K ′ = X ×K′

KgK
/
K ′

=
⊔

y∈K′\KgK/K′

X ×K′
K ′yK ′ /K ′ =

⊔
y∈K′\KgK/K′

X
/
(K ′ ∩ yK ′)
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We also use that the degree of the mapX/K ′ → X/K equalsµT (K)/µT (K ′).
The product of the correspondencesΓmI (g) andΓmI (g′) can be calculated as(

X ×K KgK
/
K

)
×X/K X

/
(K ∩ g′K)

= X ×K KgK
/

(K ∩ g′K) = X ×K KgK ×K Kg′K
/
K

and has an obvious finitéetale map to

X ×K KgKg′K
/
K =

⊔
g′′∈K\KgKg′K/K

X
/
(K ∩ g′′K).

The degree of this map over theg′′-component is the number of inverse images of
g′′ under the mapKgK×KKg′K → KgKg′K, and this number equalsµT (K)−1·
1lKgK ∗ 1lKg′K(g′′).

Lemma 2.4.4.The Hecke correspondences are compatible with permutations of
m, with the partial Frobenius, and with the collapsing maps, i.e. if

X1
//

��

X2

��

Y1
// Y2

is one of the diagrams(2.2.1), (2.2.2), or (2.3.1)then the mapshmI can naturally
be extended to homomorphisms into the algebraCorr(X1 → X2 |Y1 → Y2).

Proof. Since the mapsj(s), Fro, p(r) are equivariant with respect to the action
in Lemma 2.4.1, we get diagrams of the form (2.4.2). In the case ofp(r) we
also have to observe that the morphism̃αm from (2.3.1) is invariant under this
action. The relevant squares are 2-cartesian because for sufficiently largeJ ⊇ I
they can be written as a quotient of a map ofKT

I /K
T
J -torsors modulo a suitable

subgroup.

Remark 2.4.5. The homomorphismshmI are also compatible with the change of
T . More precisely, forT ′ ⊆ T there is a natural inclusioniT,T ′ : HT

I ⊆ HT ′
I ,

which using the obvious decompositionHT ′
I = HT

I ⊗ HT\T ′ is given byfT 7→
fT ⊗ 1. ThenhmI,T ′ ◦ iT,T ′ is the restriction ofhmI,T to

∏
X
′(|mi|)
(T ′) .

3 D-Shtukas with Base Points

In this section we consider moduli spaces ofD-shtukas with modifications of pre-
scribed type in a fixed set of points. The constructions and results of the preceding
sections carry over to this case without difficulties.
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3.1 Definitions

The following definitions all depend on theOX-AlgebraD, which will sometimes
be suppressed in the notation.

Definition 3.1.1. A modification in the pointz ∈ X ′(S) is a triple(E , E ′, i) with
two locally freeD�OS-modulesE andE ′ of rank1 and an isomorphism of these
outside the graph ofz

i : E
∣∣
X×S−Γz

∼= E ′
∣∣
X×S−Γz .

We writei : E .
= E ′. Let Mod′D(S) be the groupoid of such modifications and let

Mod′D −→ X ′

be the map given byz.

In the caseS = Spec k with a fieldk, the type of a modificationinv(E .
= E ′) ∈ P+

can be defined as follows. For a pointz ∈ X ′(k) we denote byOz, Fz, Dz, Dz

the completions inz of the base changes ofOX , F , D, D to k. There is a natural
isomorphism

γ : P+ ∼= GLd(Oz)
∖
GLd(Fz)

/
GLd(Oz) ∼= D∗z\D∗

z/D∗z

where the first map is given byλ 7→ λ($x) and the second map is induced by any
isomorphismDz ∼= Md(Oz).

Definition 3.1.2. Let E .
= E ′ be a modification inz ∈ X ′(k). Any pair of genera-

tors of theDz-modulese ∈ Ez ande′ ∈ E ′z determines a uniqueg ∈ D∗
z such that

e′ = eg. We set
inv(E .

= E ′) = γ−1(D∗zgD∗z)
which is independent of the choice of(e, e′).

In order to give a precise definition for arbitrary baseS, we fix a trivialisation of
the Azumaya algebraD |X′⊗Fqn as in section 1.2. Using this, the restriction of a
modification inModD(S) toX ′×Spec Fqn×S can be considered as a modification
Ẽ .

= Ẽ ′ of locally freeOX′×Fqn×S-modules of rankd.

Definition 3.1.3. Forλ ∈ P+ let Mod
≤λ
D ⊆ Mod′D be the closed substack where

for any1 ≤ i ≤ d the restriction of the modification toX ′ × Spec Fqn × S can be
extended to a homomorphism

ΛiẼ ←− ΛiẼ ′
(
(λ(d) + . . .+ λ(d−i+1)) · z

)
which in addition is an isomorphism fori = d. We denote byModλD ⊆ Mod

≤λ
D

the open substack where these homomorphisms are surjective for alli.
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That this really defines closed substacks may be checked overFqn, and there this
is clear. The partial order of theMod

≤λ
D by inclusion coincides with the order in

P+ introduced on page xii, in particularModλD ⊆ Mod
≤λ
D is the complement of

the (finite) union of allMod
≤λ′
D for λ′ < λ.

For a fieldk, ModλD(k) ⊂ Mod′D(k) is the subset of modifications of typeλ.

Remark.We do not claim that Definition 3.1.3 is ‘correct’ in the sense thatMod
≤λ
D

is the schematic closure ofModλD. Nevertheless for the cofinal set ofλ with
λ(2) = . . . = λ(d) this holds. We ignore such questions in the sequel because they
do not play a role forl-adic cohomology.

Definition 3.1.4. For any integerm we set

ModmD =
⋃
λ∈P+

m

Mod
≤λ
D

andModD =
⋃
m ModmD .

In other words,ModmD ⊂ Mod′D is the closed substack where the determinant ofi
(defined using the reduced norm) extends to an isomorphism onX × S

det(i) : det(E) ∼= det(E ′)(m · z) .

Lemma 3.1.5.The involution ofModD which exchangesE andE ′ mapsMod
≤λ
D

isomorphically toMod≤w0λ∨

D withw0λ
∨ = (−λ(d) . . .− λ(1)).

Proof. Over a field this is clear. Over a general baseS the dual of the (potential)
map in Definition 3.1.3 coincides withΛd−i(Ẽ)⊗ ((−λ(1) − . . .− λ(d−i)) · z) →
Λd−i(Ẽ ′) up to multiplication with an invertibleOX×S-module.

Definition 3.1.6. Let a sequenceλ = (λ1 . . . λr) of dominant coweights forGLd
with

∑
deg(λi) = 0 be given. Let

πλ : Sht≤λ −→ (X ′)r

be the morphism of stacks whose fibre overx1 . . . xr ∈ X ′(S) is the groupoid of
chains of modifications

E0
.
= E1

.
= . . .

.
= Er ∼= τE0

onX × S such that any(Ei−1
.
= Ei) ∈ Mod

≤λi
D (S) is a modification in the point

xi. Here we use the notationτE0 = (id× Frobq)
∗E0. These objects will be called

D-shtukas (with base points) of type≤ λ. We denote by

jλ : Shtλ ⊆ Sht≤λ

the open substack where the type of the modifications equalsλ, which means
(Ei−1

.
= Ei) ∈ Modλi

D (S).
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Definition 3.1.7. Let I ⊂ X be a finite closed subscheme. A level-I-structure
for aD-shtuka as above withxi ∈ X ′ \ I for all i is a sequence of isomorphisms
ιi : DI � OS ∼= (Ei)I which together with the given modifications form the
following commutative diagram.

E0,I ∼ E1,I ∼ . . . ∼ Er,I ∼ τE0,I

DI �OS

∼=ι0

OO

DI �OS

∼=ι1

OO

. . . DI �OS

∼= ιr

OO

DI �OS

∼= τι0

OO

We denote by
πI,λ : Sht

≤λ
I −→ (X ′ \ I)r

the stack ofD-shtukas of type≤ λ with a level-I-structure and byShtλI ⊆ Sht
≤λ
I

the open substack where the type equalsλ.

As in section 1.1 the groupPicI(X) acts onSht
≤λ
I , and the quotientSht

≤λ
I /aZ

can again be identified with a finite union of components ofSht
≤λ
I . The following

theorem summarises the main geometric properties of these stacks.

Theorem 3.1.8.The morphism

πI,λ : Sht
≤λ
I

/
aZ −→ (X ′ \ I)r

is always of finite type and is representable quasiprojective ifI 6= ∅. If D is
sufficiently ramified with respect toλ in the sense of Definition 3.3.5 below, then
the morphismπI,λ is proper. Its restriction toShtλI /a

Z is always smooth of relative
dimension2

∑
i(ρ, λi) ∈ 2Z whereρ denotes half the sum of the positive roots of

GLd. The morphism
Sht

≤λ
I −→ Sht≤λ | (X′\I)r

which is defined by forgetting the level-structure is aD∗I -torsor.

In section 3.3 these assertions will be deduced from the corresponding properties
of the stacksShtmI /a

Z by considering theShtλI /a
Z as inverse images of strata in

a stack of coherent sheaves. (The last assertion of the theorem is an immediate
consequence of the isomorphismSht0

DI

∼= Spec Fq/D∗I on page 8.)

Resolution of singularities

Let λ0 = (1, . . . , 1) ∈ P+
d . Any dominant coweightλ ∈ P+ can up to reordering

uniquely be written as

λ = nλ0 +
s∑
j=1

µj
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with minusculeµj, i.e.µj = (1, . . . , 0) with 1 ≤ deg(µj) ≤ d − 1. For a given
sequenceλ with total degree zero we choose such representationsλi = niλ0 +∑si

j=1 µi,j for all i and form the sequence

λ̃ = λ̃(1) . . . λ̃(r) with λ̃(i) = (niλ0, µi,1, . . . , µi,si
).

Let ∆s : X → Xs be the diagonal and let∆ = ∆s1+1 × . . .×∆sr+1.

Proposition 3.1.9. Forgetting all Ei but E0, Es1+1, Es1+s2+2, . . . defines a repre-
sentable projective morphism

q : ∆∗Shtλ̃I
/
aZ −→ Sht

≤λ
I

/
aZ

which over the open substackShtλI /a
Z is an isomorphism. With respect to the

stratification by theShtλ
′

I /a
Z for λ′ ≤ λ the morphismq is semismall, more

precisely the dimension of any irreducible component of a fibre equals half the
codimension of the corresponding stratum in the base.

The proof can be found in section 3.3.

3.2 Stratification of CohD

The stackCohmX classifies coherentOX-modules of lengthm, this is the case
D = OX of Definition 1.1.1. Laumon [Lau87] defines the following stratification
indexed by the set of partitionsm = (m1 ≥ . . . ≥ mr) of m. Let

X(m) = X(m1−m2) × . . .×X(mr−1−mr) ×X(mr)

and let im : X(m) → CohmX be the morphism which maps a sequenceD ∈
X(m)(S) to

OD = OD1+...+Dr ⊕OD2+...+Dr ⊕ . . .⊕ODr .

The image ofim is them-stratumCohmX , whose sections overS will be called
coherentOX×S-modules of typem. The situation can be explained more detailed
as follows.

Proposition 3.2.1.The assignmentD 7→ OD defines a morphism[
X(m)

/
Aut(OD)

]
−→ CohmX

which identifies the quotient on left hand side with a locally closed substack
CohmX ⊆ CohmX . In particular the restriction of the norm factors as

CohmX
Nm

−−−→ X(m) −→ X(m)

such that the first mapNm is smooth of relative dimension
∑

(1− 2i)mi and the
second map is given byD 7→

∑
iDi (this is a finite morphism).
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Proof. Smoothness of the map[X(m)/Aut(OD) ] → X(m) and its relative di-
mension follow from the fact that forD ∈ X(m)(S) the sheaf of automorphisms
Aut(OD)→ S is the open subsheaf of invertible elements inEnd(OD)→ S. The
latter is the direct sum of all

Hom(ODi+...+Dr ,ODj+...+Dr) −→ S

which can be identified with the vector bundle(p2)∗ODj+...+Dr in casei ≤ j or
(p2)∗ODi+...+Dr in casej ≤ i.

For the first assertion of the proposition we have to show that there is a lo-
cally closed substackCohmX ⊆ CohmX over whichim factors, such that anyK ∈
CohmX(S) locally in S (it turns out for the Zariski topology) is of the formOD.

Let Fi be thei-th Fitting ideal ofK ∈ CohmX(S). We defineCohmX by the
locally closed conditions that each(p2)∗(OX×S/Fi) is a locally freeOS-module
of rankmi+1 + . . .+mr. Certainlyim factors over this substack, so assume some
K satisfies these conditions.

We claim that the invertible ideal(F0 : F1) ⊆ OX×S annihilatesK. Since
Fr−1 is an invertibleOX×S-module by assumption, locally inS there is an exact
sequence0 → K ′ → K → K ′′ → 0 with a locally freeOX×S/Fr−1-moduleK ′′

of rank r. The fitting ideals ofK ′ areF ′i = (Fi : F r−ir−1), so the claim follows
inductively.

LetE ⊂ X × S be the divisor defined by(F0 : F1). For anys ∈ S there is an
embeddingOE⊗k(s) ⊆ K⊗k(s) as a direct factor, which in some neighbourhood
can be extended to an exact sequence0 → OE → K → K1 → 0 with S-flatK1.
UsingExt1OE

(K1,OE) = 0 this splits in a possibly smaller neighbourhood. This
impliesFi(K1) = Fi+1, and we can proceed inductively.

The stratification can be carried over toCohmD for arbitraryD:

Corollary 3.2.2. For anym there is a unique locally closed substackCohmD ⊆
CohmD which over a finite extensionFqn of Fq coincides withCohmX′ via any of the
isomorphismsj : CohmD ⊗ Fqn ∼= CohmX′ ⊗ Fqn from (1.2.1). The restriction of the
norm factors as

CohmD
Nm

−−−→ X ′m −→ X ′(m) ,

such thatNm is smooth of relative dimension
∑

(1 − 2i)mi and the second map
is given byD 7→

∑
iDi.

Proof. The locally closed substackj−1(CohmX′ ⊗ Fqn) and the morphismNm ◦ j
from there toX ′(m) are defined overFq becausej is locally unique.
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Definition 3.2.3. The following fibred product is the stack of coherent sheaves of
lengthm which are concentrated in one (variable) point.

cohmD //

��

X ′

m

��

CohmD
N // X ′(m)

Letm : X → X(m) be the mapx 7→ ((m1 −m2) · x, . . . ,ms · x). We define the
stack of coherent sheaves of typem which are concentrated in one point via the
2-cartesian diagram below.

cohmD
//

��

X ′

m

��

CohmD
Nm

// X ′(m)

In the following sense this is the inverse image of the given stratification by the
morphismcohmD → CohmD .

Proposition 3.2.4. The natural morphismcohmD → CohmD ×X′(m) X ′ identifies
cohmD with the maximal reduced substack of the fibred product. The morphism
cohmD → X ′ is smooth of relative dimension

∑
(1− 2i)mi.

Proof. Using Corollary 3.2.2 the stackcohmD is smooth overX ′ and in particular
reduced. Since the first map in the proposition is a base change of(m, id) : X →
X(m) ×X(m) X, it is a closed immersion with a nilpotent ideal, which proves the
first assertion.

From the proof of Proposition 3.2.1 we get the following description of the strata
in cohmX .

Lemma 3.2.5.Assume thatD = OX . LetFi ⊆ OX×S be thei-th Fitting ideal of
K ∈ cohmX(S) and letx ∈ X(S) be the base point ofK. Then the locally closed
substackcohmX ⊆ CohmX,0 is defined by the conditions

Fi = OX×S
(
(−mi+1 − . . .−mr) · x

)
for 0 ≤ i ≤ r.

For generalD this gives a description of the strata incohmD over someFqn.
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Definition 3.2.6. In the caseD = OX let coh
≤m
X ⊆ cohmX be the closed substack

where
Fi ⊆ OX×S

(
(−mi+1 − . . .−mr) · x

)
for 0 ≤ i ≤ r (equality fori = 0). In the general case letcoh

≤m
D ⊆ cohmD be the

closed substack which overFqn coincides withcoh
≤m
X′ via one of the isomorphisms

(1.2.1).

Remark.One might find it more natural to definecoh
≤m
D as the schematic closure

of cohmD in cohmD . This makes no difference for the geometric points.

Resolution of singularities of the closures of the strata

The sum of two partitionsm = (m1 ≥ . . . ≥ mr) andm′ = (m1 ≥ . . . ≥ m′
r′) of

the integersm andm′ will be understood componentwise, i.e.

m+m′ = (m1 +m′
1 ≥ m2 +m′

2 ≥ . . . )

Here we have to fill up the shorter partition with zeros in the end. Using this
notation, anym can up to reordering of the summands uniquely be written as

m =
s∑
i=1

mi (3.2.1)

such that allmi have the form(1 . . . 1) of various lengths.

Definition 3.2.7. We fix a decomposition (3.2.1). Let̃cohmD (S) be the groupoid
of coherentD �OS-modulesK plus a filtration

0 = K0 ⊆ K1 ⊆ . . . ⊆ Ks = K

with quotientsKi/Ki−1 ∈ coh
mi
D (S) all of which have the same base point in

X ′(S).

Proposition 3.2.8.We denote by∆ : X → Xs the diagonal. The morphism

c̃ohmD −→ ∆∗
s∏
i=1

coh
mi
D

given by the quotientsKi/Ki−1 is of finite type and smooth of relative dimension
zero. ConsequentlỹcohmD is smooth overS with relative dimension

∑
(1− 2i)mi.

Proof. By Proposition 3.2.4 the second assertion follows from the first, which can
be proved inductively using Lemma 3.2.9 below.
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Lemma 3.2.9. For givenK1 andK2 ∈ CohD(S) let Ext(K1, K2) be the stack
overS which tof : S ′ → S assigns the groupoid of extensions0 → f ∗K2 →
K → f ∗K1 → 0. ThenExt(K1, K2) → S is of finite type and smooth of relative
dimension zero.

Proof. Locally in S we can chose a presentation0 → E ′ → E → K1 → 0 with
two locally freeD � OS-modulesE andE ′, cf. the proof of Proposition 1.2.4.
Then we have

Ext(K1, K2) =
[
(p2)∗HomD�OS

(E ′, K2)
/

(p2)∗HomD�OS
(E , K2)

]
with p2 : X × S → S.

Proposition 3.2.10.Forgetting the filtration defines a representable projective
morphism

q : c̃ohmD −→ coh
≤m
D

which is an isomorphism over the dense open substackcohmD . For anym′ ≤ m

the fibres ofq overcohm
′

D have pure dimension
∑
i(m′

i−mi), i.e. the morphismq
is semismall with respect to the chosen stratification.

Proof. The morphismq exists because the natural morphism̃cohmD → cohmD fac-
tors overcoh

≤m
D pointwise and̃cohmD is reduced. Since the filtrations of a given

K ∈ coh
≤m
D (S) can be considered as sections of a flag variety with certain closed

conditions,q is representable projective.
It is an elementary fact thatq induces a bijection on geometric points over

cohmD . That thereq is an isomorphism can be seen as follows. Locally inS any
K ∈ cohmD (S) has standard formOD and thus admits a filtration of the given
type, so we only have to prove its uniqueness. Inductively this can be reduced to
the cases = 2, however allowing more generalm1 andm2. Assume the lengths
satisfy`(m1) ≥ `(m2). Then the maximal submodules inK1 and inK on which
the idealI of the given embeddingS ⊆ X × S acts trivially coincide, and we
can proceed inductively with the quotients. In the case`(m1) ≤ `(m2) we argue
similarly using the maximal quotients ofK andK2 on whichI acts trivially.

To calculate the dimension of the fibres we can work overFq and may there-
fore assume thatD is trivial. For a givenK ∈ cohm

′

X (Fq) let W ⊆ K be the
kernel of multiplication by the uniformising element$. Thenn = dim(W ) is
the length ofm′. Let k = deg(m1). The first step in the filtration is parametrised
by the GrassmannianGrn,k of k-dimensional subspacesV ⊆ W , which carries a
stratification according to the type ofK ′ = K/V . Inductively it suffices to show
that when passing fromK to K ′, the number

∑
i(m′

i −mi) decreases precisely
by the dimension of the stratum.
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For this we need a closer description of the strata. The images ofK under
multiplication by$ induce a filtration

W = Wn ⊇ . . . ⊇ W0 = 0

with dimensionsd = dN ≥ . . . ≥ d0 = 0. The strata are described by the numbers
ki = dim(V ∩Wi), which satisfy the conditionski ≤ di andki−ki−1 ≤ di−di−1.
The dimension of the stratum defined byk equals

∑
(di−ki−1)(ki−ki−1). A direct

calculation gives the same value for the decrease of
∑
i(m′

i −mi).
By Proposition 3.2.4 the such calculated dimension of the fibres equals half

the codimension of the strata incoh
≤m
D .

3.3 Proof of the geometric properties

Definition 3.3.1. A modificationE .
= E ′ in the sense of Definition 3.1.1 is called

definite if it can be extended to a mapE ← E ′ (positive) orE → E ′ (negative).

For any integerm let Moddef,m
D ⊂ ModmD be the closed substack of definite mod-

ifications. This is connected with the stacksInj1,mD (Definition 2.1.1) by the fol-
lowing 2-cartesian diagram.

Moddef,m
D

//

��

X ′

|m|
��

Inj1,mD
N // X ′(|m|)

Thus the quotientE/E ′ or E ′/E depending on the sign ofm defines a morphism

q : Moddef,m
D −→ coh

|m|
D

overX ′. Lemma 1.3.2 implies

Lemma 3.3.2.The two morphisms

Moddef,m
D −→ Vect1

D × coh
|m|
D

given by(E , q) and by (E ′, q) are representable quasiaffine of finite type and
smooth of relative dimensiondm.

A modification over a field is definite if and only if its type lies inP++. This holds
over arbitrary base as well: anyP++

m has the unique maximal element

λmax
m =

{
(m, 0 . . . 0) if m ≥ 0

(0 . . . 0,m) if m ≤ 0
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and we haveModdef,m
D = Mod

≤λmax
m

D . For m ≥ 0 this follows directly from
Definition 3.1.3, and in the casem ≤ 0 we may apply Lemma 3.1.5. For any
integern the assignmentE 7→ E(n · x) defines an isomorphism

Mod
≤λ
D
∼= Mod

≤λ+nλ0
D

with λ0 = (1, . . . , 1) ∈ P+
d , so all stacksMod

≤λ
D can be embedded into some

Moddef,m
D . In particular they are of finite type overFq.

Lemma 3.3.3.For anyλ ∈ P++
m the locally closed substackMod≤λD ⊆ Moddef,m

D
is the inverse image underq of coh≤λ

+

D ⊆ coh
|m|
D with

λ+ =

{
λ if m ≥ 0

w0λ
∨ if m ≤ 0

(3.3.1)

Proof. In the casem ≥ 0 the assertion follows from a comparison of Definition
3.1.3 and Definition 3.2.6, and in the casem ≤ 0 we can apply Lemma 3.1.5.

Let a sequenceλ of total degree zero be given. In order to reduce the proof of
the geometric properties of the stacksSht

≤λ
I to the definite case we chose integers

n1 . . . nr and set

λ′ = (−n1λ0 , λ1 + n1λ0 , . . . ,−nrλ0 , λr + nrλ0) (3.3.2)

with λ0 = (1, . . . , 1) as before. Let∆ : Xr → X2r be the map(x1 . . . xr) 7→
(x1, x1 . . . xr, xr). Then clearly

Lemma 3.3.4. With the above notations, forgetting the oddEi defines isomor-
phisms∆∗(Sht

≤λ′
I

)
= Sht

≤λ
I and∆∗(Shtλ

′

I

)
= ShtλI .

Definition 3.3.5. The division algebraD is called sufficiently ramified with re-
spect toλ if one of the following conditions holds:

1. All λi are definite andD is sufficiently ramified with respect to
∑
| deg(λi)|/2

in the sense of Definition 1.5.1.

2. There is aλ′ like in (3.3.2) satisfying condition 1.

Proof of Theorem 3.1.8.By Lemma 3.3.4 we may assume that allλi are definite.
Let mi = deg λi and defineλ+

i by (3.3.1). In view of Lemma 3.3.3 there is the
following commutative diagram with 2-cartesian left half.

πI,λ : Sht
≤λ
I

/
aZ α′ //

i′

��

∏
coh

≤λ+
i

D
N //

i
��

(X ′)r

��

πI,m : ShtmI
/
aZ

α
//
∏

Coh
|mi|
D

//
∏
X ′(|mi|)

(3.3.3)
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This allows to deduce all assertions from Theorem 2.1.3:
Sincei is representable finite, the same holds for its base changei′. Thus the

morphismπI,λ is of finite type, is representable quasiprojective ifI 6= ∅ and is
proper in the sufficiently ramified case, because the same holds forπI,m.

Moreover the morphismα′ is smooth of relative dimensiond
∑
|mi| because

this is true forα. Thus the smoothness assertions follow from Proposition 3.2.4
and the elementary equation

d |mi|+
∑
j

(1− 2j)λ
+(j)
i = 2(ρ, λi) .

OutsideI the mapShtmI → Shtm is aD∗I -torsor, so the same holds for its base
change.

Corollary 3.3.6. If all λi are definite, then the morphism

Sht
≤λ
I /aZ −→

∏
coh

≤λi
D

given by the quotientsEi−1/Ei or Ei/Ei−1 depending on the sign ofdeg(λi) is
smooth of relative dimensiond

∑
| deg λi|.

Proof of Proposition 3.1.9.The morphismq in Proposition 3.1.9 is the base change
of a product ofr morphismsq from Proposition 3.2.10.

3.4 Partial Frobenii

Conforming to section 2.2 we denote the cyclic permutation of a sequenceλ of
lengthr by λ · σ = (λ2 . . . λr, λ1).

Definition 3.4.1. The partial Frobenius is the morphism

Fro : Sht
≤λ
I −→ Sht

≤λ·σ
I

given byFro : [ E0
.
= E1

.
= . . .

.
= τE0 ] 7−→ [ E1

.
= . . .

.
= τE0

.
= τE1 ].

This morphism is compatible with the endomorphismFrobq × id×r−1 of the base
(X ′ \ I)r followed by an appropriate permutation. The composition(Fro)

r is
canonically isomorphic to the absolute FrobeniusFrobq , so Fro is a universal
homeomorphism.

For any permutations ∈ Sr we denote byλ · s the sequence(λs(1) . . . λs(r)).
We have the following variant of Proposition 2.2.1.
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Lemma 3.4.2.LetU ⊆ (X ′ \ I)r be the complement of all diagonals. Then there
are canonical isomorphisms

j(s) : Sht
≤λ
I

∣∣
U
∼= Sht

≤λ·s
I

∣∣
U

which are compatible with the corresponding permutations of the base.

The isomorphismsj(s) are compatible with the partial Frobenius in the following
way: if s ∈ Sr fixes the set{1 . . . k}, then over the intersectionU ∩ (id×k ×
Frob×(r−k)

q )(U) there is a commutative diagram:

Sht
≤λ
I

(Fro)k

//

j(s) ∼=
��

Sht
≤λ·σk

I

j(σ−ksσk)∼=
��

Sht
≤λ·s
I

(Fro)k

// Sht
≤λ·sσk

I

(3.4.1)

Let Fi : (X ′ \ I)r → (X ′ \ I)r be the product ofFrobq in the i-th component
and the identity in the remaining components. For anyi = 1 . . . r we chose a
permutationsi ∈ Sr with si(1) = i.

Definition 3.4.3. The partial FrobeniusFri : Sht
≤λ
I | U∩F−1

i (U) → Sht
≤λ
I | Fi(U)∩U

is the compositionFri = j(siσ)−1 ◦ Fro ◦ j(si).

This morphism commutes withFi : U ∩ F−1
i (U)→ Fi(U)∩U and is a universal

homeomorphism. Using the casek = 1 of the commutative diagrams (3.4.1) we
see that the definition does not depend on the choice ofsi, and we haveFri j(s) =
j(s)Frs(i) for any s ∈ Sr. The casek = 2 of (3.4.1) implies that the different
Fri commute. Their product in any order (over an appropriate open subset of the
base) is naturally isomorphic to the absolute FrobeniusFrobq.

Definition 3.4.4. For any sequencea ∈ (Z≥0)
r let

F a = (Frobq)
a1 × . . .× (Frobq)

ar : (X ′ \ I)r −→ (X ′ \ I)r.

Let U ⊆ (X ′ \ I)r be the complement of all diagonals and letΛ ⊂ Xr be the
intersection of allFroba (U). We denote by

Fra : Sht
≤λ
I | Λ → Sht

≤λ
I | Λ

the product of(Fri)
ai for i = 1 . . . r (in any order).
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3.5 Hecke correspondences

The construction of Hecke correspondences is completely analogous to section
2.4 and could in fact be formally reduced to that case.

For a fixed finite setT ⊂ |X| the projective limit

Sht≤λ,T
/
aZ = lim←−

I∩T=∅
Sht

≤λ
I

/
aZ

is a quasiprojective scheme over(X ′
(T ))

r. It carries an action ofAT,∗ via the given

homomorphismAT,∗→ PicT (X) and a right action of(DTA)∗ by twisting the level
structure. Like in Lemma 2.4.1 these actions can be extended to(DT

A)∗. Then for
a finite closed subschemeI ⊂ X with I ∩ T = ∅,

Γ
≤λ
I (g) = Sht≤λ,T

/
aZ(KT

I ∩ gKT
I )

(1,g)−−−→ Sht
≤λ
I

/
aZ × Sht

≤λ
I

/
aZ

is a finiteétale correspondence over(X ′
(T ))

r. The assignment

1lKT
I gK

T
I
7−→ µT (KT

I ) ·
[
Γ
≤λ
I (g)

]
defines a homomorphism ofQ-algebrashλI which forI ⊆ J fits into the following
commutative diagram.

hλI : HT
I

//

��

Corr
(
Sht

≤λ
I /aZ

∣∣ (X ′
(T ))

r
)

β#

��

hλJ : HT
J

// Corr
(
Sht

≤λ
J /aZ

∣∣ (X ′
(T ))

r
)

(3.5.1)

Hereβ : Sht
≤λ
J /aZ → Sht

≤λ
I /aZ is given by reduction of the level structure. The

isomorphisms from Lemma 3.3.4 are equivariant, i.e. the composition

HT
I

h
λ′
I−−→ Corr

(
Sht

≤λ′
I /aZ ∣∣ (X ′

(T ))
2r

) ∆∗
−−→ Corr

(
Sht

≤λ
I /aZ ∣∣ (X ′

(T ))
r
)

equalshλI . If all λi are definite, then the morphismi′ from diagram (3.3.3) is
equivariant as well. More precisely we havehλI = N∗i

∗hmI with hmI as defined in
Proposition 2.4.3. Similarly the partial FrobeniusFro and the isomorphismj(s)
from Lemma 3.4.2 are equivariant. In particular, denotingΛ(T ) = Λ ∩ (X ′

(T ))
r,

the homomorphismhλI can be extended to

hλI : HT
I −→ Corr

(
Sht≤λI /aZ Fri−−→ Sht≤λI /aZ ∣∣ Λ(T )

)
.
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3.6 Groupoids of fixed points

For a schemeY of finite type overFq and an integera ≥ 1 we denote byY (a) ⊆ Y
the subscheme of fixed points of the endomorphism(Frobq)

a. This is the disjoint
union over the closed pointsy ∈ Y with deg(y) | a of the schemesSpec k(y).

Let T ⊂ |X| be as before. For any sequence of positive integersa ∈ (Z≥1)
r

the intersection
Λ(T )(a) = Λ(T ) ∩

∏
i

X(ai)

is the disjoint union of allSpec k(x1) × . . . × Spec k(xr) for pairwise distinct
closed pointsxi ∈ X ′ ∩ T which satisfydeg(xi) | ai.
Definition 3.6.1. We restrict all relevant stacks toΛ(T ) . Let a finite closed sub-
schemeI ⊂ X with I ∩ T = ∅, a sequenceλ of lengthr and total degree zero,
an elementg ∈ (DT

A)∗, and a sequencea ∈ (Z≥1)
r be given. The associated

groupoid of fixed points is the following fibred product:

FixλI (g, a)
//

��

ShtλI /a
Z

(Fra, id)

��

ΓλI (g)
(1, g)

// ShtλI /a
Z × ShtλI /a

Z

(3.6.1)

This is the stack of fixed points of the composition of the finite correspondence
(Fra, id) and the transposed of the correspondence[ ΓλI ].

Lemma 3.6.2.The natural morphismFixλI (g, a) → Λ(T )(a) is of finite type and
étale.

Proof. The stackFixλI (g, a) is a Deligne-Mumford stack of finite type overFq
because the same holds forShtλI

/
aZ and the morphism(1, g) is representable

finite. Therefore it suffices to show thatFixλI (g, a) is smooth overFq of dimension
zero, which follows from Lemma 1.3.6.

Definition 3.6.3. For a givenz ∈ Λ(T )(a)(Fq) let FixλI (g, a)(z) ⊆ FixλI (g, a)(Fq)
be the inverse image of that point. We set

#FixλI (g, a)(z) =
∑
y

1

# Aut(y)
(3.6.2)

with y running through a system of representatives of the isomorphism classes of
the groupoid. This is a finite sum of rational numbers by Lemma 3.6.2.

Remark.In the caseI 6= ∅ the groupoid of fixed points is a scheme, which means
that in (3.6.2) all groupsAut(y) are trivial. For the computation of these sums
this will however make no difference.
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Part II

Counting Fixed Points

In the third part of this work we will study the cohomology of the varieties
Sht

≤λ
I /aZ. The starting point for this is the calculation of the cardinalities of the

groupoids of fixed points which have been defined in section 3.6. Our approach is
based on the presentations in [Laf97] and [Lau96].

The computation of the number of fixed points will be a consequence of their
adelic description, which rests on the classification of the generic fibres (isogeny
classes) ofD-shtukas overFq. One important point is a transfer between con-
jugacy classes of generic automorphisms ofD-shtukas and conjugacy classes in
D∗. At first, the computation results in a sum of adelic orbital integrals which are
twisted at finitely many places. Using the fundamental lemma forGLd (in those
cases where it is known) the twisted integrals can be replaced by untwisted inte-
grals. In view of the Selberg trace formula this means that the number of fixed
points can be expressed as the automorphic trace of a certain Hecke function.

Prior to the actual computation we give a detailed description of the category
of (D,ϕ)-spaces, which arise as generic fibres ofD-shtukas (section 6). In section
5 the statement of the fundamental lemma and some general notions are explained.
In order to clarify the principle of the computation we first consider the case of
D-shtukas without modifications.

4 D-Shtukas without Modifications

Let λ = ∅ be the empty sequence. In view of Drinfeld’s descent lemma 8.1.1, a
D-shtuka of typeλ overFq is the same as a locally freeD-module of rank1. Thus
there is a canonical isomorphism

Sht∅I
/
aZ (Fq) ∼= D∗∖D∗

A
/
KIa

Z (4.1)

such that the natural action ofAut(Fq |Fq) on the left hand side corresponds to
the trivial action on the right hand side. Since the stackSht∅I/a

Z is of finite type
andétale overFq, the groupoid of its geometric points is finite. Using (4.1) this
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translates to the quotientD∗\D∗
A/a

Z being compact, which of course can also be
proved directly (see [Weil] Lemma 3.1.1). In the caseI 6= ∅ the stackSht∅I/a

Z

is a scheme, which means that the double quotient on the right hand side of (4.1)
has trivial stabilisers.

Let I ⊂ X andg ∈ D∗
A be given. The groupoid of fixed pointsFix∅I(g) is then

defined by the right half of the following 2-cartesian diagram, while its left half is
an auxiliary definition.

F̃ix∅I(g)
//

��

Fix∅I(g)
//

��

D∗\D∗
A/KIa

Z

∆
��

D∗
A/(KI ∩ gKI) // D∗\D∗

A/(KI ∩ gKI)a
Z

(1,g)
//
[
D∗\D∗

A/KIa
Z]

2

Here the second component of the map denoted by(1, g) is the map induced by
right multiplication byg. We can identify the fibred product̃Fix∅I(g) with the
subset of

D∗
A
/
(KI ∩ gKI)×D∗ × Z

consisting of all elements(y, δ, n) satisfyingygKI = δanyKI . Then the natural
map identifies̃Fix∅I(g) with the subset ofD∗

A/KI×D∗×Z defined by the condition
y−1δany ∈ KIgKI . The action ofδ′ ∈ D∗ is given byy 7→ δ′y andδ 7→ δ′δδ′−1.
We denote byD∗

\ a system of representatives of the conjugacy classes inD∗ and
get

Fix∅I(g) = D∗∖F̃ix∅I(g)
/
aZ

=
⊔
δ∈D∗\
n∈Z

D∗
δ

∖{
y ∈ D∗

A
∣∣ y−1δany ∈ KIgKI

}/
KIa

Z (4.2)

As Fix∅I(g) is a finite groupoid, only finitely many of the double quotients on the
right hand side are non-empty. In particular any compact set inD∗

A meets only
finitely many conjugacy classes of elements of the formδan with δ ∈ D∗

\ and
n ∈ Z. From (4.2) we get the following equation for the number of fixed points.

#Fix∅I(g) =
∑
δ∈D∗\
n∈Z

∫
y∈D∗δ\D∗A

1lKIgKI
(y−1δany)µ(KI)

−1 dµ

dµ0

(4.3)

This calculation can be interpreted as a proof of the Selberg trace formula.
Let Aut = C∞(D∗\D∗

A/a
Z) be the space of locally constant rational functions

on the compact topological spaceD∗\D∗
A/a

Z on which the groupD∗
A/a

Z acts
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by right translation and the Hecke algebraH = C∞(D∗
A) by the corresponding

convolution. The restricted action ofHI on the invariants

AutKI = C
(
D∗∖D∗

A
/
KIa

Z)
can be identified with the transpose of the action defined via the Hecke correspon-
dences, which meansTr(1lKIgKI

,Aut) = µ(KI) ·#Fix∅I(g). Linear extension of
(4.3) gives for allf ∈ H the Selberg trace formula

Tr(f,Aut) =
∑
δ∈D∗\
n∈Z

∫
y∈D∗δ\D∗A

f(y−1δany)
dµ

dµ0

(4.4)

Here for anyf almost all summands are the integral of the zero function.
A more direct direct proof of (4.4) is given in [Laf97] IV.4, Proposition 1.

5 Preliminaries on Orbital Integrals

A detailed reference for the following explanations is Chapter 4 in [Lau96], cf.
also [ArCl], Chapter 1.

5.1 Norm for GLd

Let E |F be a cyclic field extension of degreer with fixed generatorσ of the
Galois group. We denote byGLd(F )\ the set of conjugacy classes inGLd(F ) and
by GLd(E)σ\ the set ofσ-conjugacy classes inGLd(E). Hereσ-conjugation by an
elementh ∈ GLd(E) is the mapg 7→ h−1g σ(h). There is a norm morphism

Nr : GLd(E) −→ GLd(E) , g 7−→ g σ(g) . . . σr−1(g) .

Lemma 5.1.1.Any norm inGLd(E) is conjugate to an element ofGLd(F ). The
thus well-defined map

Nr : GLd(E)σ\ −→ GLd(F )\

is injective. For a givenγ ∈ GLd(E) with N(γ) ∈ GLd(F ) the σ-centraliser
(ResE|F GLd)

σ
γ is an inner form of the centraliser(GLd)N(γ).

Proof. See [ArCl] Lemma 1.1. and its proof or [Lau96], Proposition 4.4.2.

An elementδ ∈ GLd(F ) is called elliptic if the algebraF [δ] is a field, andδ is
called semisimple ifF [δ] is a product of fields. In the latter case a decomposition
F [δ] ∼=

∏
Fi with fieldsFi induces a corresponding decompositionF d ∼=

⊕
Vi

plus elliptic elementsδi ∈ GL(Vi) with Fi = F [δi].
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Lemma 5.1.2.LetF be a local field and letδ ∈ GLd(F ) be semisimple. Thenδ
is a norm if and only if alldet(δi) are norms forE |F .

Proof. Cf. [ArCl] Chapter 1, Lemma 4. Since any inverse image ofδ underNr

commutes withδ, the elementδ is a norm if and only if allδi are norms. By
multiplicativity of the determinant it remains to show that an ellipticδ is a norm
as soon asdet(δ) is a norm forE |F .

In the non-archimedian case we choose an extensionF ′ of F [δ] with [F ′ :F ] =
d plus an embeddingF ′ ⊆ Md(F ) overF [δ]. Then we haveNF ′ |F (δ) = det(δ).
LetE ′ be a factor ofE⊗F F ′, i.e. a common field extension ofE andF ′ generated
by these two. It suffices to show thatδ is a norm forE ′ |F ′. This holds because
the map

NF ′ |F : F ′∗/NE′ |F ′E
′∗ −→ F ∗/NE |FE

∗

is isomorphic to the restrictionGal(E ′ |F ′)→ Gal(E |F ), which is injective.
In the archimedian case we can argue similarly.

For γ ∈ GLd(E) theσ-centraliser(ResE |F GLd)
σ
γ is the multiplicative group of

theF -algebraMd(E)σγ . If N(γ) ∈ GLd(F ) is semisimple, then from the follow-
ing lemma we obtain a description of this algebra.

Lemma 5.1.3.For a given elliptic elementδ ∈ GLd(F ) we writeF ′ = F [δ] and
d′ = d/[F ′ :F ]. Let α ∈ H2(F,Z) = Hom(GF ,Q/Z) be the homomorphism
defined byα(σ) = 1/r.

If δ = Nr(γ) is a norm, thenMd(E)σγ is a central simpleF ′-algebra of di-
mensiond′2 with class− res(α) ∪ δ ∈ H2(F ′,Gm). Hereδ is considered as an
element ofH0(F ′,Gm).

Proof. The algebraE ⊗ F ′ can be decomposed into a product of fields
∏s

i=1E
′
i

such thatσ⊗id induces isomorphismsE ′
i
∼= E ′

i+1. Each extensionE ′
i |F ′ is cyclic

of degreer/s with Galois group generated byσ′ = (σ ⊗ id)s.
The given embeddingF ′ ⊆ Md(E) gives rise to a decompositionEd ∼=⊕s
i=1 Vi corresponding to the decomposition ofE⊗F ′. We define a(σ⊗id)-linear

endomorphismψ of Ed via ψ = γ ◦ σ×d. In view of ψr = δ andψ : Vi ∼= Vi+1

the algebra
Md(E)σγ = EndE⊗F ′(E

d, ψ) = EndE′i(Vi, ψ
s)

can be identified with the centraliser of the cyclicF ′-algebraE ′
i{τ}/(τ r/s − δ) in

EndF ′(Vi), which has the asserted class inH2. Since theF ′-dimension ofVi is
d′r/s, we obtain the asserted dimension as well.

Corollary 5.1.4. LetF be a non-archimedian local field with valuationv. Then
in the situation of Lemma 5.1.3 we haveinvF ′(Md(E)σγ) = −v(det δ)/(rd′).

Proof. invF ′(resα ∪ δ) = invF (α ∪ cor δ) = v(NF ′ |F δ)/r.
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5.2 Satake isomorphism

In the following letF be a non-archimedian local field with valuationv, with
residue fieldFq, and with a fixed uniformising element$. We write

– G = GLd(F ),

– K = GLd(OF ),

– A = Q[q1/2, q−1/2].

Let H = HG = C0(G//K,Q) be the Hecke algebra ofK-biinvariant rational
functions onG with compact support. Its multiplication is given by convolution
with respect to the biinvariant measureµ of G normalised byµ(K) = 1.

For a parabolic subgroupP ⊆ GLd defined overOF with a Levi groupM
defined overOF and with unipotent radicalN we writeP = P(K),M =M(K)
andN = N (K). We denote byHM = C0(M//K ∩ M,Q) the corresponding
Hecke algebra, byδP : M → qZ the modulus character and bydn the measure
onN normed bydn(K ∩ N) = 1. Then there is an injective homomorphism of
algebras

HG ⊗ A −→ HM ⊗ A, f 7−→ fP

given byfP (m) = δ
1/2
P (m) ·

∫
N
f(mn)dn. This does not depend onP and is

transitive in the obvious sense.
For a split maximal torusT ⊆ GLd defined overOF andT = T (F ) there

is a canonical isomorphismHT
∼= Q[X∗(T )]. Moreover the choice of a Borel

groupB containingT determines an isomorphismT ∼= Gd
m and accordingly

HT
∼= Q[z1, z

−1
1 . . . zd, z

−1
d ].

Using these notations the mapf 7→ fB induces an isomorphism (Satake iso-
morphism)

HG ⊗ A ∼= (HT ⊗ A)W = A[z1, z
−1
1 . . . zd, z

−1
d ]Sd , write f 7→ f∨,

which does not depend onT or B. HereW denotes the Weyl group ofT ⊆ G.
Similarly, for T ⊆ M we get an isomorphismHM ⊗ A ∼= (HT ⊗ A)WM . Using
this, the mapf 7→ fP can be considered as the inclusion of subrings ofHT ⊗ A.

LetE |F be the unramified extension of degreer and let

– Gr = GLd(E),

– Kr = GLd(OE),

– Hr = C0(Gr//Kr,Q).

Let br : A[z1 . . . z
−1
d ] → A[z1 . . . z

−1
d ] be the homomorphism defined byzi 7→ zri .

Via the Satake isomorphism this defines a homomorphism

br : Hr ⊗ A −→ H⊗ A .
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5.3 Fundamental lemma

We keep the notations of section 5.2. By [Lau96], Corollary 4.3.3 the conjugacy
class of an elementδ ∈ G is closed with respect to the$-adic topology if and
only if δ is semisimple, i.e. if the algebraF [δ] is a product of fields. In that case
for anyf ∈ C∞0 (G) the orbital integral with respect to a biinvariant measureν on
the centraliserGδ

Oδ(f, dν) =

∫
Gδ\G

f(g−1δg)
dµ

dν

is absolutely convergent.
Let σ ∈ Gal(E |F ) be the Frobenius. A given semisimple elementδ ∈ G

determines a decompositionF d ∼=
⊕

Vi plus elliptic elementsδi ∈ GL(Vi). By
Lemma 5.1.2δ is a norm if and only if allv(det δi) are multiples ofr. In that
case for anyγ ∈ Gr with Nr(γ) = δ theσ-conjugacy class ofγ is $-adically
closed inGr, because it is the inverse image underNr of the conjugacy class of
the semisimple elementδ ∈ GLd(E). Thus for anyf ∈ C∞0 (Gr) the twisted
orbital integral with respect to a biinvariant measureν on theσ-centraliser(Gr)

σ
γ

TOγ(f, dν) =

∫
(Gr)σ

γ\Gr

f(g−1γσ(g))
dµ

dν

converges absolutely. Since(Gr)
σ
γ is the group of rational points of an inner form

of (GLd)δ (Lemma 5.1.1), there is a canonical transfer of invariant measures be-
tween(Gr)

σ
γ andGδ.

Questions about orbital integrals of functions inH and twisted orbital integrals
of functions inHr can be reduced to the case of ellipticδ’s as follows. For a
given semisimpleδ ∈ G, after conjugation we may assume that the associated
decompositionF d ∼=

⊕
Vi is defined overOF . Then the stabiliserM ⊆ GLd of

this decomposition is the Levi group of a parabolicP defined overOF , andGδ is
contained inM(F ). By [Lau96], Proposition 4.3.11 there is a constantc(δ) ∈ F ∗

such that for anyf ∈ H the following equation holds.

Oδ(f, dν) = |c(δ)|−1/2 OM
δ (fP , dν)

If in addition δ = N(γ) is a norm, then(Gr)
σ
γ is contained inM(E), and by

[Lau96], Proposition 4.4.9 for anyf ∈ Hr we have

TOγ(f, dν) = |c(δ)|−1/2 TOM
γ (fP , dν)

with the same constantc(δ). Thus we may pass fromG toM .

Lemma 5.3.1. Let δ ∈ G be semisimple and letf ∈ Hr. If Oδ(brf, dν) 6= 0
then δ is a norm. If in additionf∨ is homogeneous of degreek then we have
v(det δ) = kr.
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Proof. Using the above reduction we can assume thatδ is elliptic. Then it suffices
to note that forf ∈ H the Satake transformf∨ is a homogeneous polynomial
of degreek ∈ Z if and only if f is supported in the set of elementsg ∈ G
with v(det g) = k. For suchf the integralOδ(f, dν) can be nonzero only if
v(det δ) = k.

We denote byµ+ ∈ P++
1 and byµ− ∈ P++

−1 the unique elements, see page xii.
The following statement for allf ∈ Hr is called a fundamental lemma forGLd.
The corresponding statement in characteristic zero is known, cf. [ArCl] 4.5 and
3.13.

Theorem 5.3.2 (Drinfeld). Let δ ∈ G be semisimple,δ = N(γ), and letf ∈
Hr be the characteristic function of one of the double cosetsKrµ

+($)Kr or
Krµ

−($)Kr. Then we have

Oδ(br(f), dν) = ε(δ) TOγ(f, dν)

with ε(δ) = (−1)rkF [δ]Gδ−rkF [δ](Gr)σ
γ .

Proof. The caseµ+ is [Lau96], Theorem 4.5.5. Using the involutiong 7→ tg−1 of
GLd this implies the caseµ− as well.

6 Some Semilinear Algebra

We recall Drinfeld’s results on(F, ϕ)-spaces including some proofs and generalise
them to(D,ϕ)-spaces in the obvious way. Afterwards we explain a transfer of
conjugacy classes which is needed for the computation of the groupoids of fixed
points.

6.1 (F, ϕ)-spaces

Here we explain the results from [Dri88] on(F, ϕ)-spaces and their localisations,
cf. also [LRS], Appendices A and B. As usualF is the function field of the given
geometrically irreducible smooth projective curveX overFq.

Definition 6.1.1. We writeF = F ⊗ Fq andσq = id ⊗ Frobq. An (F, ϕ)-space
(overFq) is a finite dimensional vector spaceV overF plus a bijectiveσq-linear
mapϕ : V → V .

Let E be a finite dimensional commutativeF -algebra and letΠ ∈ E∗ ⊗ Q.
The functorE 7→ E∗ ⊗ Q commutes with fibred products and in particular
with intersections, so there is a unique minimal subalgebraF [Π] ⊆ E such that
Π ∈ F [Π]∗⊗Q.
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Definition 6.1.2. An F -pair is a pair(E,Π) as above satisfyingE = F [Π]. The
pair is called indecomposable ifE is a field.

Remark.The minimality ofE impliesE = F · Ep, which means thatE is an
étaleF -algebra. In the indecomposable case we also haveE∗⊗Q = Div0(E)⊗
Q whereDiv0(E) denotes the group of divisors of degree zero on the smooth
projective curve with function fieldE.

The following construction of Drinfeld assigns to any(F, ϕ)-space anF -pair plus
an embedding ofE into the centre ofEnd(V, ϕ). The given(F, ϕ)-space is de-
fined over a finite fieldFqn, i.e.

V = Vn ⊗Fqn Fq and ϕ = ϕn ⊗ Frobq .

Thenπn = (ϕn)
n ⊗ id is a (linear) automorphism of(V, ϕ) which commutes

with all endomorphisms of(V, ϕ) defined overFqn. The subalgebraF [πn] of
End(Vn, ϕn) ⊆ End(V, ϕ) has finite dimension overF and we can defineΠ =
(πn)

1/n ∈ F [πn]
∗⊗ Q andE = F [Π]. This does not depend on the choice ofn

and of(Vn, ϕn).

Theorem 6.1.3 (Drinfeld). The abelian category of(F, ϕ)-spaces is semisimple.
The above construction defines a bijection between the set of isomorphism classes
of simple(F, ϕ)-spaces and the set of isomorphism classes of indecomposable
F -pairs.

Let (V, ϕ) be a simple(F, ϕ)-space and let(E,Π) be the associatedF -pair.
Then∆ = End(V, ϕ) is a finite dimensional central division algebra overE with
local invariants

invy(∆) = − degy(Π) = − deg(y)y(Π) .

Letd(Π) = d(∆) be the least common denominator of alldegy(Π). Then we have
dimF (V ) = [E :F ] d(Π).

This is [Dri88], Proposition 2.1. The proof inloc. cit. also gives the following
explicit description of the inverse map(E,Π) 7→ (V, ϕ).

For a given indecomposableF -pair (E,Π) the set of representationsΠ = b1/n

with b ∈ E∗ is made into an inductive system using the order(b, n) ≤ (bm, nm).
LetCb,n be the category of(F, ϕ)-spaces overFqn with (F [ϕn], ϕn) ∼= (E, b). This
category is equivalent to the category of finite modules over the algebra

A = E ⊗ Fqn{τ}/(τn − b)

which is a central simpleE-algebra of dimensionn2 with local invariantsinvy(A) =
degy(Π). So the categoryCb,n is semisimple and has a unique simple object
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Vb,n whose endomorphism ring is the division algebra equivalent toAop. From
dimE(Vb,n) = n d(Π) we getdimF⊗Fqn (Vb,n) = [E :F ] d(Π). Since the category
of (F, ϕ)-spaces with associatedF -pair (E,Π) is the direct limit of the categories
Cb,n, the desired simple(F, ϕ)-space is(V, ϕ) = (Vn,b , τ)⊗Fqn Fq.

Dieudonné modules

For a closed pointx ∈ X we denote byFx the completion ofF atx. Let$x ∈ Fx
be a uniformising element.

Definition 6.1.4. We writeFx = Fx ⊗̂Fq andσq = id ⊗̂Frobq. A Dieudonńe-Fx-
module (overFq) is a finitely generatedFx-moduleV plus a bijectiveσq-linear
mapϕ : V → V .

V is a freeFx-module becauseFx is a product of fields andσq permutes the factors
transitively. In particular its rankrkFx

(V ) is well defined. We fix an embedding
k(x) ⊂ Fq overFq and write

Fx = Fx ⊗̂k(x) Fq , σx = id ⊗̂(Frobq)
deg(x).

Then a Dieudonńe-Fx-module (V, ϕ) is the same as a finite dimensionalFx-
moduleW plus a bijectiveσx-linear mapψ : W → W . We call (W,ψ) the
reduced representation of(V, ϕ).

LetOx = Ox ⊗̂Fq. A lattice in a freeFx-moduleV of finite rank is a finitely
generatedOx-submoduleM ⊆ V which generatesV overFx (this impliesM is
free overOx). The degree of a Dieudonné-Fx-module is

deg(V, ϕ) = dimFq

(
M /M ∩ ϕM

)
− dimFq

(
ϕM /M ∩ ϕM

)
which does not depend on the chosen latticeM ⊆ V and could have been defined
usingOx-lattices inW as well. Its slope isµ = deg(V, ϕ)/ rk(V ). A detailed
proof of the following proposition can be found in [Lau96], Appendix B.

Proposition 6.1.5.The abelian category of Dieudonné-Fx-modules is semisimple.
For anyµ ∈ Q there is a unique simple object(Vµ, ϕµ) with slopeµ. Its rank is
the denominator ofµ, while End(Vµ, ϕµ) is a finite dimensional central division
algebra overFx with local invariant−µ. The natural functor from Dieudonné-Fx-
modules to Dieudonńe-Fx[$

1/n
x ]-modules respects isotypic objects and multiplies

all slopes byn.

Corollary 6.1.6. Let (V, ϕ) be a simple Dieudonńe-Fx-module and let∆ be its
ring of endomorphisms. ThenrkFx

(V ) = d(∆).
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In view of the proposition the isomorphism class of a Dieudonné module is given
by the sequence(µ1 ≥ . . . ≥ µn) of its slopes in which the multiplicity ofµ is the
rank of theµ-isotypic component. There is a lattice withϕM ⊆ M (respectively
M ⊆ ϕM ) if and only if all slopes are≥ 0 (respectively≤ 0).

A Dieudonńe-Fx-module is called trivial if it is isotypic with slope zero. An
equivalent condition is that there is a lattice withϕM = M . In the trivial case
such lattices are the same asOx-lattices in theFx-vector spaceV ϕ=1 = Wψ=1.

Let (V, ϕ) be a Dieudonńe-Fx-module and let(W,ψ) be its reduced repre-
sentation. For a given automorphismb of (V, ϕ) or equivalently of(W,ψ) we
form (W,ψ ◦ b), which is the reduced representation of a Dieudonné-Fx-module
(Vb , ϕb).

Lemma 6.1.7.We assume that the subalgebraE = F [b] of End(V, ϕ) is a field
and denote byy its unique discrete valuation overx. Then the slopes of theb-twist
(Vb , ϕb) equal the slopes of(V, ϕ) plusy(b)/e(y |x) (including multiplicities).

Proof. It suffices to consider an isotypic Dieudonné module. Adjoining$1/n
x we

may assume that both its unique slope andy(b)/e(y |x) are integers. Multiplying
ψ andb with powers of$x we can further assume that(V, ϕ) is trivial and that
b ∈ O∗E. Then anOE-lattice in theE-vector spaceWψ=1 corresponds to anOx-
latticeM ⊆ W with ψbM = M , which implies(Vb , ϕb) is trivial as well.

Let r ≥ 1 be an integer and letFx,r ⊂ Fx be the unramified extension ofFx
of degreer. For any Dieudonńe-Fx-module(V, ϕ) with reduced representation
(W,ψ) the pair(W,ψr) determines a Dieudonné-Fx,r-module(V (r), ϕ(r)).

Lemma 6.1.8. The functor(V, ϕ) 7→ (V (r), ϕ(r)) multiplies all slopes withr,
respecting their multiplicities.

Proof. After adjunction of$1/n
x all slopes ofV are integers, in which case the

assertion is obvious.

Localisation

The localisation of an(F, ϕ)-space(V, ϕ) atx ∈ |X| is the Dieudonńe-Fx-module

(Vx, ϕx) = (V ⊗̂F Fx , ϕ ⊗̂ id) .

Let (E,Π) be the associatedF -pair. The algebraEx = E ⊗F Fx is the product
of the completionsEy of E at the placesy |x, so the given action ofE on (V, ϕ)
induces a decomposition

(Vx, ϕx) =
⊕
y |x

(Vy, ϕy) .

The following description of the localisations is given in [Dri88].
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Proposition 6.1.9.Let (V, ϕ) be the simple(F, ϕ)-space with associatedF -pair
(E,Π). Then the Dieudonńe-Fx-module(Vy, ϕy) in the above decomposition of
(Vx, ϕx) is isotypic with slope

µ(y) =
degy(Π)

[Ey :Fx]
= deg(x)

y(Π)

e(x | y)

and its rank is[Ey :Fx] d(Π).

Proof. Cf. [LRS] Appendix B for a different proof. Sinceσq permutes the fac-
tors of the product of fieldsE ⊗ Fq transitively,V is free overE ⊗ Fq of rank
dimF (V )/[E :F ] = d(Π). This implies thatVy is free overEy ⊗̂Fq of rankd(Π)
as well, which gives the asserted rank ofVy overFx ⊗̂Fq.

In order to compute the slopes we choose a sufficiently divisible integern =
r deg(x) such that(V, ϕ) is defined overFqn and such that there is a representation
Π = b1/n with b ∈ E∗. From the construction of the simple(F, ϕ)-spaces we get
an isomorphism between a multiple of the Dieudonné-Fx,r-module(V

(r)
y , ϕ

(r)
y )

and theb-twist of a trivial Dieudonńe module. Using Lemma 6.1.8 and Lemma
6.1.7 the equality of their slopes means

rµ =
y(b)

e(y |x)
=
n y(Π)

e(y |x)

for all slopesµ of (Vy, ϕy). Dividing by r gives the desired equation.

6.2 (D, ϕ)-spaces

Using the following general observation the preceding results on(F, ϕ)-spaces
and their localisations generalise directly to(D,ϕ)-spaces (Definition 6.2.2 be-
low).

Letk be a field and letC be ak-linear semisimple abelian category in which all
spaces of homomorphisms are finite dimensional. For a central simplek-algebra
A we denote byC(A) the category ofW ∈ C plus a homomorphismAop →
EndC(W ).

Lemma 6.2.1. The abelian categoryC(A) is semisimple. The forgetful functor
C(A) → C maps simple objects to isotypic objects, and the thus well defined
map from the set of isomorphism classes of simple objects inC(A) into the set of
isomorphism classes of simple objects inC is bijective.

For two simple objectsW ∈ C andW ′ ∈ C(A) with an isomorphismW ′ ∼=
Wm in C we write ∆ = EndC(W ) and ∆′ = EndC(A)(W

′). These are finite
dimensional division algebras overk with canonically isomorphic centreK, and
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∆′ is equivalent to the central simpleK-algebra∆ ⊗k A. The multiplicity ofW
in W ′ is

m =
√

dimk(A)
d(∆′)

d(∆)
. (6.2.1)

Proof. As theA-action respects the decomposition intoC-isotypic components,
we may assume that up to isomorphismC has a unique simple objectW0. Let
∆ = EndC(W0). ThenW 7→ HomC(W0,W ) is an equivalence of categories
C ∼= Mod-∆, which means thatC(A) is equivalent to Mod-(∆⊗k A). From
this all assertions follow (the multiplicity can be computed as quotient of theK-
dimensions).

Remark.In the caseA = Md(k) the categoriesC andC(A) are equivalent (Morita
equivalence): a homomorphismMd(k)→ EndC(W ) is the same as a decomposi-
tionW = W̃ d.

Definition 6.2.2. A (D,ϕ)-space is a(F, ϕ)-space(V, ϕ) plus a homomorphism
i : Dop → End(V, ϕ) overF . LetD = D ⊗ Fq. The rank

rkD(V ) :=
1

d2
dimF (V )

is an integer if and only ifV is a freeD-module.

Using Lemma 6.2.1 we get as an immediate consequence of Theorem 6.1.3

Corollary 6.2.3. The abelian category of(D,ϕ)-spaces is semisimple, any simple
object is isotypic as an(F, ϕ)-space, and for any simple(F, ϕ)-space there is a
unique simple(D,ϕ)-space of this type.

Let(V, ϕ, i) be a simple(D,ϕ)-space and let(E,Π) be the associatedF -pair.
Then∆ = End(V, ϕ, i) is a finite dimensional central division algebra overE
with local invariants

invy(∆) = invy(D ⊗F E)− degy(Π) .

The multiplicity of(V, ϕ) as an(F, ϕ)-space ism = d d(∆)/d(Π), which implies
rkD(V ) = [E :F ] d(∆)/d.

Dieudonné-Dx-modules

For x ∈ |X| the algebrasDx = D ⊗F Fx andDx = Dx ⊗̂Fq are Azumaya
algebras of dimensiond2 overFx or Fx, respectively.
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Definition 6.2.4. A Dieudonńe-Dx-module (overFq) is a Dieudonńe-Fx-module
(V, ϕ) plus a homomorphismi : Dop

x → End(V, ϕ) overFx. Its rank

rkDx
(V ) :=

1

d2
rkFx

(V )

is an integer if and only ifV is a freeDx-module.

As a consequence of Proposition 6.1.5 and Lemma 6.2.1 the category of Dieudon-
né-Dx-modules is semisimple, and the simple objects are classified by the slopes
of the underlying Dieudonńe-Fx-modules. The endomorphism algebra of the sim-
ple Dieudonńe-Dx-module with slopeµ is a central division algebra overFx with
the invariantinvx(D)− µ.

Lemma 6.2.5. Let (V, ϕ, i) be a simple Dieudonńe-Dx-module and let∆ be its
algebra of endomorphisms. Thend · rkDx

(V ) = d(∆).

Proof. We denote by(V ′, ϕ′) the simple Dieudonńe-Fx-module with the same
slope as(V, ϕ) and by∆′ its endomorphisms. Using equation (6.2.1) and Corol-
lary 6.1.6 we calculated · rkDx

(V ) = rkFx
(V ′) d(∆)/d(∆′) = d(∆).

Remark 6.2.6 (Lattices in Dieudonńe modules). We choose an embeddingk(x) ⊂
Fq over Fq and writeDx = Dx ⊗̂Fq, Dx = Dx ⊗̂k(x) Fq. Let (V, ϕ, i) be a
Dieudonńe-Dx-module with reduced representation(W,ψ, i), i.e. V = W ⊕
ϕW ⊕ . . .⊕ ϕdeg(x)−1W andψ = ϕdeg(x).

AnyDx-latticeM ⊆ V (that is aDx-stableOx-lattice) admits a decomposition
M = M0⊕ . . .⊕Mdeg(x)−1 with Mi ⊆ ϕiW . There is a natural bijection between
Dx-lattices satisfyingMi = ϕMi−1 for i = 1 . . . deg(x)−1 andDx-latticesM0 ⊆
W . HereM is free overDx if and only ifM0 is free overDx.

In the casex ∈ |X ′| there is an isomorphismDx ∼= Md(Ox), which implies
that aDx-lattice inW is free if and only ifW is free overDx if and only if V is
free overDx.

In the casex 6∈ |X ′| the maximality ofDx implies thatDx is a hereditary
order ([CR], Theorem 26.12 and Corollary 26.30), but it is not maximal. ADx-
latticeM0 ⊆ W is free if and only if the multiplicities of all simple projective
Dx-modules inM0 are equal andW is free overDx. If (V, ϕ) is trivial, thenϕ-
stableDx-lattices inV are base extensions ofDx-lattices inV ϕ=1 = Wψ=1 and
these are free as soon asW is free overDx.

Localisation

Let (V, ϕ, i) be a(D,ϕ)-space with associatedF -pair (E,Π). Its localisation at
x ∈ X is naturally a Dieudonńe-Dx-module(Vx, ϕx, ix). The decomposition of
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(Vx, ϕx) with respect to the placesy |x of E is respected by theDx-action:

(Vx, ϕx, ix) =
⊕
y |x

(Vy, ϕy, iy)

Proposition 6.2.7. Let (V, ϕ, i) be the simple(D,ϕ)-space with associatedF -
pair (E,Π) and let∆ be its algebra of endomorphisms. Then the Dieudonné-Dx-
module(Vy, ϕy, iy) is isotypic with slopeµ(y) = degy(Π)/[Ey :Fx] and has rank
[Ey :Fx] d(∆)/d overDx.

Proof. This follows from Proposition 6.1.9, using that as an(F, ϕ)-space(V, ϕ)
is isotypic with multiplicityd d(∆)/d(Π).

Proposition 6.2.8. Let (V, ϕ, i) be an isotypic(D,ϕ)-space with associatedF -
pair (E,Π). Then for anyx ∈ |X| the natural map

End
(
V, ϕ, i

)
⊗F Fx −→ EndE

(
Vx, ϕx, ix

)
=

∏
y |x

EndEy

(
Vy, ϕy, iy

)
is an isomorphism.

Proof. The map in question exists becauseE lies in the centre ofEnd(V, ϕ, i).
We have to show that for a simple(V, ϕ, i) with ∆ = End(V, ϕ, i) all maps

∆⊗E Ey −→ EndEy

(
Vy, ϕy, iy

)
are bijective. They are injective because the left hand side is a (central) simple
Ey-algebra. Thus it suffices to prove equality of the dimensions overEy of both
sides. Using Proposition 6.2.7 and Lemma 6.2.5 we calculate: left dimension
= d(∆)2 = (d rkDx

(Vy)/[Ey :Fx])
2 = right dimension.

Definition 6.2.9. A (D,ϕ)-space(V, ϕ, i) is called trivial outsideX ′ if its local-
isations at allx ∈ X \ X ′ are trivial Dieudonńe modules, i.e. if they have pure
slope zero.

Denoting by(E,Π) the F -pair associated to(V, ϕ), an equivalent condition is
degy(Π) = 0 for all y |x with x ∈ X \ X ′. Thus for any simple(D,ϕ)-space
which is trivial outsideX ′, using the notations of Corollary 6.2.3 we have

d(∆) = lcm
(
d(Π), d(D ⊗F E)

)
. (6.2.2)

Proposition 6.2.10.For any simple(D,ϕ)-space which is trivial outsideX ′ its
multiplicity as an(F, ϕ)-space is a multiple ofd and equalsd if and only if
d(Π) [Ey :Fx] invx(D) = 0 for all y |x.
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Proof. By Corollary 6.2.3 the multiplicity in question isd d(∆)/d(Π). In view of
(6.2.2) this is a multiple ofd with equality if and only ifd(D ⊗ E) | d(Π).

Proposition 6.2.11.Any(D,ϕ)-space which is trivial outsideX ′ is free overD,
i.e. its rank is an integer. The(D,ϕ)-spaces which are trivial outsideX ′ of rank1
are precisely the simple(D,ϕ)-spaces whose associatedF -pair (E,Π) satisfies
the following conditions.

1. degy(Π) = 0 for all placesy ofE lying overX \X ′,

2.
d

[E :F ]
· Π lies inDiv0(E) ⊂ Div0(E)⊗Q ,

3. there is an embeddingE ⊆ D overF .

In this case we haved(∆) = d(D ⊗ E) = d/[E :F ].

Proof. By Corollary 6.2.3 the rank of a simple(D,ϕ)-space is[E :F ] d(∆)/d.
If the space is trivial outsideX ′ then by (6.2.2) this is an integer multiple of
[E :F ] d(D ⊗E)/d which is an integer by Lemma 6.2.12 below. The rank equals
1 if and only if [E :F ] d(D ⊗E) = d andd(Π) | d(D ⊗E). Using Lemma 6.2.12
again, the former condition is equivalent to (3). If it holds then the latter condition
is equivalent to (2).

Lemma 6.2.12.Let k be a field, letB be a central division algebra overk of
dimensiond2 and letK be a finite extension ofk. Then

d
∣∣ [K :k] d(B ⊗K)

with equality if and only if there is ak-embeddingK ⊆ B.

Proof. The unique simpleB ⊗ K-moduleM has dimensiond [K :k] d(B ⊗ K)
over k. SinceM is a freeB-module this impliesd2 | d [K :k] d(B ⊗ K), and
equality means that as aB-moduleM is isomorphic toB. An action ofB ⊗ K
onB is the same as a homomorphismK → B.

6.3 Transfer of conjugacy classes

Conjugacy classes inD∗

We fix a finite subsetT ⊂ |X ′|, and for anyx ∈ T we choose an integerrx ≥ 1.

Definition 6.3.1. An elementδ ∈ D∗ is calledr-admissible if for anyx ∈ T
its imageδx ∈ D∗

x
∼= GLd(Fx) is the norm of an element ofGLd(Fx,rx) and if∑

x∈T x(det δ)/rx = 0. We denote byD∗
\, r the set ofr-admissible conjugacy

classes.
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Lemma 6.3.2. For δ ∈ D∗ the algebraF ′ = F [δ] is a field. The elementδ is
r-admissible if and only if for all placesx′ of F ′ with x′ |x ∈ T the expression

d

[F ′ :F ]
f(x′ |x)x′(δ)

/
rx (6.3.1)

is an integer and if the sum of these (finitely many) numbers is zero.

Proof. The first assertion is clear. Forx ∈ T the algebraF ′
x = Fx[δx] is the prod-

uct of the completionsF ′
x′ at the placesx′ |x, soδx ∈ GLd(Fx) is semisimple and

we have a decompositionF d
x
∼=

⊕
x′ |x Vx′ plus elliptic elementsδx′ ∈ GL(Vx′).

By Lemma 5.1.2δx is a norm if and only if allx(det δx′) are integer multiples of
rx. SinceF d

x is free overF ′
x of rankd/[F ′ :F ], the quotientx(det δx′)/rx coincides

with (6.3.1).

LetM be the set of isomorphism classes of finite field extensions ofF plus a
fixed generator. By the theorem of Skolem-Noether the assignmentδ 7→ (F [δ], δ)
defines an injectionD∗

\, r ↪→M.

Conjugacy classes of automorphisms of(D, ϕ)-spaces

As before we fix a finite setT ⊂ |X ′| and integersrx ≥ 1 for all x ∈ T .

Definition 6.3.3. Let (V, ϕ, i) be a simple(D,ϕ)-space which is concentrated in
T (that means its localisations outsideT are trivial) and let∆ = End(V, ϕ, i).
An elementδ ∈ ∆∗ is calledr-admissible if for anyx ∈ T there is aDx-lattice
M ⊂ Vx satisfyingδM = ϕ

rx deg(x)
x M . We denote by∆∗

\,r the set ofr-admissible
conjugacy classes.

Lemma 6.3.4. In the situation of Definition 6.3.3 let(E,Π) be theF -pair asso-
ciated to(V, ϕ). An elementδ ∈ ∆∗ is r-admissible if and only ifE ⊆ F [δ] and
for all placesx′ of F [δ] andy ofE with x′ | y |x ∈ T we have

rx deg(x)
y(Π)

e(y |x)
=

x′(δ)

e(x′ |x)
. (6.3.2)

Proof. Let F ′ = F [δ] andE ′ = E[δ] as subalgebras of∆. These are finite
field extensions ofF with E ′ = E · F ′. The decompositions of the localisations
Vx =

⊕
y |x Vy are refined byVy =

⊕
y′ | y Vy′.

By definitionδ is r-admissible if and only if for any placey′ of E ′ lying over
somex ∈ T theδ−1-twist of the Dieudonńe-Fx,rx-module(V

(rx)
y′ , ϕ

(rx)
y′ ) is trivial.

We know that(Vy, ϕy) is isotypic with slopedeg(x)y(Π)/e(y |x). Thus using
Lemma 6.1.8 and Lemma 6.1.7, admissibility ofδ is equivalent to equation (6.3.2)
for all y′ lying overT (eachy′ determinesy andx′).
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Since (V, ϕ) is trivial outsideT , these equations determineΠ ∈ E∗⊗ Q
uniquely and implyΠ ∈ F ′∗⊗Q, soE ⊆ F ′ by minimality ofE.

Corollary 6.3.5. The assignmentδ 7→ (F [δ], δ) defines an injective map⊔
(V,ϕ,i)

∆∗
\,r −→M

where (V, ϕ, i) runs through a system of representatives of the simple(D,ϕ)-
spaces which are concentrated inT .

Proof. The images of different∆∗
\,r are disjoint because theF -pair (E,Π) can

be reconstructed using the equations (6.3.2). These equations also imply that for
fixed (V, ϕ, i) any isomorphism of two pairs(F [δ], δ) with r-admissibleδ ∈ ∆∗

induces the identity onE ⊆ F [δ]. Thus the theorem of Skolem-Noether can be
applied.

Transfer of conjugacy classes

The main result of this section is

Proposition 6.3.6. InM the image ofD∗
\,r coincides with the (disjoint) union of

the images of the∆∗
\,r for all simple(D,ϕ)-spaces of rank1 which are concen-

trated inT . In other words there is a natural bijectionD∗
\,r =

⊔
∆∗
\,r .

Proof. For each pair(F ′, δ) ∈M we defineΠ′ ∈ Div(F ′)⊗Q by

rx deg(x)x′(Π′) = x′(δ) for x′ |x ∈ T
x′(Π′) = 0 otherwise

(6.3.3)

In the casedeg(Π′) = 0, that isΠ ∈ F ′∗⊗ Q, we also setE = F [Π′] and
Π = Π′ ∈ E∗⊗ Q. The classification of the simple(D,ϕ)-spaces of rank1 in
Proposition 6.2.11 and Lemma 6.3.4 imply that the union of the∆∗

\,r ⊂ M is
characterised by the following conditions on(F ′, δ).

(1) deg(Π′) = 0,

(2) there is an embeddingE ⊆ D overF ,

(3) for all y |x ∈ T the number
d

[E :F ]
degy(Π) is an integer,

(4) there is an embeddingF ′ ⊆ ∆ overE.
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On the other hand we can rewrite the first line of (6.3.3) as

degx′(Π
′) = f(x′ |x)x′(δ)

/
rx

Thus by Lemma 6.3.2 the subsetD∗
\,r ⊂ M is given by the following conditions.

(Here (2) and (4′) just say that there is an embeddingF ′ ⊆ D overF .)

(1) deg(Π′) = 0,

(2) there is an embeddingE ⊆ D overF ,

(3′) for all x′ |x ∈ T the number
d

[F ′ :F ]
degx′(Π

′) is an integer,

(4′) there is an embeddingF ′ ⊆ CentD(E) overE.

We have the implication (3′)⇒(3) which follows from the equations∑
x′ | y

degx′(Π
′) = [F ′ :E] degy(Π).

Thus we may assume that (1) – (3) hold and have to show (4)⇔ (3′ ∧ 4′). Then
Proposition 6.2.11 impliesd(∆) = d(D ⊗ E), i.e. ∆ and the division algebra
CentD(E), which is equivalent toD⊗E, have the sameE-dimension(d/[E :F ])2.
By Lemma 6.2.12 there is an embeddingF ′ ⊆ ∆ overE if and only if for all
placesx′ of F ′ we have

d

[F ′ :F ]
· invx′(∆⊗E F ′) = 0

in Q/Z. The local invariants of this algebra are

invx′(∆⊗E F ′) =

{
invx′(D ⊗ F ′) for x′ overX \X ′

− degx′(Π) for x′ overX ′

which implies the equivalence in question.

In the application of Proposition 6.3.6 it will be necessary to know that two cor-
responding elementsδ ∈ ∆∗ andδ′ ∈ D∗ are locally conjugate in the following
sense.

We denote byδ′T ∈ DT
A and byδ′x ∈ Dx,rx for x ∈ T the images ofδ′.

SinceV ⊗̂AT admits aϕ-invariant basis there is an isomorphism

DT
A
∼= End(V ⊗̂AT , ϕ ⊗̂ id, i ⊗̂ id)

which is well defined up to inner automorphisms. Similarly, forx ∈ T there
are isomorphismsEnd(V ϕ

rx deg(x)
x =δ

x ) ∼= Dx,rx which are well defined up to inner
automorphisms. We denote byδT ∈ DT

A and byδx ∈ Dx,rx the images ofδ.
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Proposition 6.3.7.Supposeδ ∈ ∆∗ andδ′ ∈ D∗ are r-admissible and correspond
to each other under the bijection in Proposition 6.3.6. Then each of the pairs
(δT , δ′T ) and(δx, δ

′
x ) for x ∈ T consists of two conjugate elements.

Proof. We fix the isomorphismF [δ] ∼= F [δ′] given byδ 7→ δ′.
It is clear thatD ⊗ Fq is a free module overF [δ′] ⊗ Fq. MoreoverV is free

overF [δ]⊗Fq becauseϕ permutes transitively the components ofV arising from
a decomposition ofF [δ]⊗ Fq into a product of fields. Using Lemma 6.3.8 below
this implies thatδ andδ′ are conjugate inEnd(V ) ∼= D⊗Fq. ThenδT andδ′T are
conjugate inDT

A ⊗̂Fq and thus inDT
A as well.

Using Lemma 6.3.8 again, forx ∈ T we have to show thatEnd(V ϕ
rx deg(x)
x =δ

x )
is a free module overF [δ]⊗ Fx,rx. An equivalent condition is thatVx is free over
F [δ]⊗ Fx. This is the case becauseV is free overF [δ]⊗ Fq.
Lemma 6.3.8. Let K be a field, letA be a central simpleK-algebra, and let
B be a finite dimensional semisimpleK-algebra. Two morphisms ofK-algebras
f : B → A are conjugate by an element ofA if and only if the structures ofA as
B-modules induced by thef ’s are isomorphic.

Proof. Let Mf by theB ⊗ Aop-moduleA on whichB acts by left multiplica-
tion via f andA by right multiplication. Twof ’s are conjugate if and only if
the associated modulesMf are isomorphic. However twoB ⊗ Aop-modules are
isomorphic as soon as they are isomorphic asB-modules.

7 Computation of Fixed Points

In this section we calculate the cardinalities of the groupoids of fixed points
#FixλI (g, a)(z) in the general case. IfI 6= ∅ they are in fact sets, but this will
not be used.

For the notations we refer to section 3.6. The choice ofz ∈ Λ(T )(Fq) is
equivalent to the choice of pairwise different closed pointsx1 . . . xr ∈ T ∩X ′ plus
embeddingsk(xi) ⊂ Fq overFq. Since the groupoids of fixed points do not change
whenT is made smaller, we may assume the minimal caseT = {x1 . . . xr}, in
particularT ⊂ |X ′|. Forx = xi we writeλx = λi etc.

7.1 D-shtukas overFq

The generic fibre of aD-shtukaE• = [ E0
.
= . . .

.
= Er ∼= τE0 ] overFq is the right

D-moduleV = E0⊗OX
F plus the isomorphismϕ : τV ∼= V which is induced by

the given modifications. This isomorphism can be viewed as aσq-linear bijective
mapϕ : V → V . If we denote byi : D → End(V, ϕ) the given action, then the
triple (V, ϕ, i) is a(D,ϕ)-space of rank1 in the sense of Definition 6.2.2.
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Definition 7.1.1. Let ShtλI (z) ⊆ ShtλI (Fq) be the inverse image ofz under the
characteristic morphismShtλI → (X ′ \ I)r and let

X = Shtλ,T (z) = lim←−
I∩T=∅

ShtλI (z) .

For a given(D,ϕ)-space(V, ϕ, i) of rank1 we denote byY(V,ϕ,i) the set of pairs
(E•, j) with E• ∈ X and an isomorphismj between the generic fibre ofE• and
(V, ϕ, i).

Let a pair(E•, j) ∈ Y(V,ϕ,i) be given. For anyx ∈ X the sequenceE0 . . . Er defines
a sequence ofDx-lattices in the localisationVx = V ⊗̂F Fx with the following
properties.

In the casex 6∈ T all lattices are equal to one latticeMx satisfyingϕxMx =
Mx. In particular(V, ϕ, i) is trivial outsideT . Such a latticeMx is the same
as theDx-latticeMϕx=1

x in V ϕx=1
x . A level structure outsideT for E• is equiva-

lent to an isomorphismDTA ∼=
∏

x 6∈T M
ϕx=1
x , that is an isomorphismyT : DT

A
∼=

(V ⊗̂AT )ϕ=1 respecting the given lattices.
In the casex = xi ∈ T the modulesE0 . . . Ei−1 determine the same lattice

M ′
x andEi . . . Er determine the twisted latticeϕxM ′

x. Outsidezx these coincide,
while their relative position atzx is invzx(M

′
x, ϕxM

′
x) = λx. Let Wx ⊆ Vx be

the subspace wherek(x) acts via the embeddingk(x) ⊂ Fq given byzx and let
ψx = ϕ

deg(x)
x . Then aDx-latticeM ′

x in Vx with the given properties is the same as
aDx-latticeMx in Wx satisfyinginv(Mx, ψxMx) = λx.

From this construction we see that ifY(V,ϕ,i) is not empty, then the(D,ϕ)-
space(V,$, i) is trivial outsideX ′ and thus simple by Proposition 6.2.11. In
particular∆ = End(V, ϕ, i) is a finite dimensional division algebra overF . The
groupoidX is the disjoint union over the occurring(D,ϕ)-spaces of the quotients
∆∗\Y(V,ϕ,i) where∆∗ acts by twistingj.

Definition 7.1.2. For a given(D,ϕ)-space(V, ϕ, i) of rank 1 which is concen-
trated inT we denote byYT the set of isomorphismsyT : DT

A
∼= (V ⊗̂AT )ϕ=1

and byMT the set of familiesMT = (Mx)x∈T of Dx-lattices inWx such that
inv(Mx, ψxMx) = λx.

Lemma 7.1.3.The mapY(V,ϕ,i) → YT ×MT defined byyT andMT constructed
above is bijective.

Proof. We only have to show that for givenMT andyT the corresponding lattices
M ′

x ⊂ Vx for x ∈ T andMx ⊂ Vx for x 6∈ T come from aD-shtuka with generic
fibre (V, ϕ, i).

Since any locally freeOX-moduleE with generic fibreV coincides with these
lattices outside a finite set of points, there are unique locally freeOX-modulesEi
with generic fibreV which give rise to the given lattices at all places.
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TheseEi are in factD-modules andϕ extends to an isomorphismτE0 ∼= Er,
so it remains to see that theEi are locally free overD. By Lemma 1.2.5 this is
equivalent to the corresponding lattices inVx being free for allx ∈ X. In the case
x ∈ X ′ all lattices inVx are free overDx because this is a maximal order. In the
casex 6∈ T our lattices areϕx-stable and thus free becauseDx is a maximal order
for all x ∈ X. In view ofT ⊂ |X ′| this finishes the proof.

Using the bijection of Lemma 7.1.3 the relevant actions onY(V,ϕ,i) take the fol-
lowing form.

– δ ∈ ∆∗ acts from the left byMx 7→ δMx andyT 7→ δ ◦ yT

– g ∈ (DT
A)∗ acts from the right onYT by yT 7→ yT ◦ g

– the partial FrobeniusFr
deg(xi)
i acts onMT byMxi

7→ ψxi
Mxi

7.2 Adelic description of the groupoids of fixed points

Now we assumeT ∩ Ta = ∅ and choose in addition toλ andz a finite closed
subschemeI ⊂ X with I ∩ T = ∅, an elementg ∈ (DT

A)∗, and a sequence of
positive integersa = (a1 . . . ar) with deg(xi) | ai. Henceri = ai/ deg(xi) are
positive integers as well. We still assumeT = {x1, . . . , xr}.

In order to describeFix = FixλI (g, a)(z) we define an auxiliary set̃Fix(V,ϕ,i)

by the following 2-cartesian diagram. Its right half is a repetition of the definition
of Fix.

F̃ix(V,ϕ,i)
//

��

Fix //

��

X/KIa
Z

(Fra,id)

��

Y(V,ϕ,i)

/
(KI ∩ gKI) // X

/
(KI ∩ gKI)a

Z (1,g)
// X

/
KIa

Z ×X
/
KIa

Z

ThenFix is the disjoint union over the(D,ϕ)-spaces of rank1 which are concen-
trated inT of the quotients∆∗∖F̃ix(V,ϕ,i)

/
aZ.

Using Lemma 7.1.3 the definition of̃Fix = F̃ix(V,ϕ,i) can be expressed by the
following 2-cartesian diagram.

F̃ix //

��

∆∗∖(MT × YT/KI)
/
aZ

(Fra,id)
��

YT/(KI ∩ gKI)×MT

(1,g)
//
[
∆∗∖(YT/KI ×MT )

/
aZ]2
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SinceKI acts freely onYT , this implies thatFix is the disjoint union over the
(D,ϕ)-spaces of rank1 concentrated inT of the quotients∆∗\Z/aZ with

Z ⊆ YT/(KI ∩ gKI)×MT ×∆∗ × Z 3 (yT ,MT , δ, n)

given by the conditionsyTgKI = δanyTKI andδMx = ψrxx Mx for x ∈ T . The
induced action of∆∗ on theδ-component ofZ is by conjugation.

Let ∆∗
\,r be a system of representatives of the conjugacy classes in∆∗ for

which the second condition can be fulfilled, i.e. ther-admissible conjugacy classes
in the sense of Definition 6.3.3. Then∆∗\Z/aZ is the disjoint union overδ ∈ ∆∗

\,r

andn ∈ Z of the groupoids
∆∗
δ\Zδ,n/aZ,

with Zδ,n ⊆ YT/(KI ∩ gKI)×MT given by the two conditions which defineZ.
We choose an elementyT0 ∈ YT (possible because(V, ϕ, i) is concentrated in

T ) and setδT0 = yT,−1
0 δanyT0 ∈ (DT

A)∗. Then we have{
yT ∈ YT

∣∣ yTgKI = δanyTKI

} /
(KI ∩ gKI)

=
{
yT ∈ YT

∣∣ yT,−1δanyT ∈ KIgKI

} /
KI

∼=
{
yT ∈ (DT

A)∗
∣∣ yT,−1δT0 a

nyT ∈ KIgKI

} /
KI .

We denote byYT = {yx : Dx,rx
∼= Wψrx

x =δ
x for x ∈ T} the set of trivialisations

of the twisted Dieudonńe modules, i.e.YT/
∏

x∈T D∗x,rx is the set of latticesMT

satisfyingψrxx Mx = δMx. We choose an elementy0,T ∈ YT (possible by the
hypothesis onδ). Sinceδ andψx commute, both of them fixWψrx

x =δ
x , which

allows to defineδ0,x = y−1
0,xδy0,x ∈ D∗

x,rx andψ0,x = y−1
0,xψxy0,x ∈ Autσx(Dx,rx).

We can writeψ0,x = γx ·σx with an elementγx ∈ D∗
x,rx satisfyingNrx(γx) = δ0,x.

Then we have{
MT ∈MT

∣∣ δMx = ψrxx
}

=
{
yT ∈ YT

∣∣ y−1
x ◦ ψx ◦ yx ∈ D∗x,rx◦ λx($x)σx ◦ D∗x,rx

} / ∏
x∈T D∗x,rx

∼=
{
yT ∈

∏
x∈T D

∗
x,rx

∣∣ y−1
x γxσx(yx) ∈ Dx,rxλx($x)Dx,rx

} / ∏
x∈T D∗x,rx .

The chosen isomorphismsyT0 andy0,T define an isomorphism

y0 : DA ⊗̂Fq ∼= V ⊗̂A .

We can summarise the preceding considerations as follows.

Proposition 7.2.1.For given(λ, I, g, a, z) as above the groupoidFixλI (g, a)(z) is
bijective to the disjoint union over the(D,ϕ)-spaces(V, ϕ, i) of rank1 which are
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concentrated inT , overδ ∈ ∆∗
\,r with the notation∆ = End(V, ϕ, i), and over

n ∈ Z of the groupoids

∆∗
δ

∖
Z ′δ,n

/
KIa

Z ×
∏

x∈T D∗x,rx
whereZ ′δ,n ⊆ (DT

A)∗ ×
∏

x∈T D
∗
x,rx denotes the set of all(yT, yT ) satisfying

(yT)−1δT0 a
nyT ∈ KIgKI

y−1
x γxσx(yx) ∈ D∗x,rxλx($x)D∗x,rx for x ∈ T .

(7.2.1)

The action ofα ∈ ∆∗
δ onZ ′δ,n is given byy 7→ y−1

0 αy0 y.

7.3 Integral representation

Using the following general principle the adelic description of the groupoids of
fixed points in Proposition 7.2.1 can be transformed into an integral representation
of their cardinalities.

Lemma 7.3.1. LetG be a locally profinite topological group, letK ⊆ G be a
compact open subgroup, and letµ be the left invariant measure onG normalised
by µ(K) = 1. Let Γ ⊆ H ⊆ G be closed subgroups such thatH is unimodular
andΓ is discrete, and letU ⊆ G be an open subset which is left-stable underH
and right-stable underK. ThenG = Γ\U/K is a groupoid with finite automor-
phism groups having the cardinality

#G =
µ

ν0

(Γ\U) =
ν

ν0

(Γ\H) · µ
ν

(H\U)

Hereν is an arbitrary biinvariant measure onH andν0 is the counting measure
onΓ.

In the situation of Proposition 7.2.1 with fixed(V, ϕ, i), δ, n we choose

– G = (DT
A)∗ ×

∏
x∈T D

∗
x,rx

– K = KT
I ×

∏
x∈T D∗x,rx

– H = y−1
0 · (∆⊗ A)∗δ · y0

– Γ = y−1
0 ·∆∗

δa
Z · y0

andU ⊆ G is defined by the conditions (7.2.1).

Lemma 7.3.2.We haveH = (DT
A)∗

δT
0
×

∏
x∈T (D∗

x,rx)
σx
γx

.

Proof. Let (E,Π) be theF -pair associated to(V, ϕ). Sinceδ is r-admissible,
Lemma 6.3.4 impliesE ⊆ F [δ]. Thus by Proposition 6.2.8 we have(∆⊗ A)δ =
End(V ⊗̂A, ϕ ⊗̂ id, i ⊗̂ id)δ. OutsideT this is the assertion, while forx ∈ T we
have to note in addition that((Dx)

σx
γx

)δ0,x
= (Dx,rx)

σx
γx

.
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Let µx onD∗
x,rx for x ∈ T andµT on (DT

A)∗ be the invariant measures satisfying
µx(D∗x,rx) = 1 andµT (DTA) = 1. We choose arbitrary invariant measuresνx on
(∆ ⊗ Fx)∗δ ∼= (D∗

x,rx)
σx
γx

andνT on (∆ ⊗ AT )∗δ
∼= (DT

A)∗
δT
0

and denote byν their

product measure on(∆⊗ A)∗δ . Proposition 7.2.1 then implies

#FixλI (g, a)(z) · µ
T (KT

I ) =
∑ ν

ν0

(
∆∗
δa

Z∖
(∆⊗ A)∗δ

)
·OT

δT
0 a

n(1lKT
I gK

T
I
, dνT )

·
∏
x∈T

TOx,γx(1lD∗x,rx
λx($x)D∗x,rx

, dνx)

where the sum is over the(D,ϕ)-spaces of rank1 which are concentrated inT ,
overδ ∈ ∆∗

\,r, and overn ∈ Z, using the notation

OT
δT
0 a

n(fT , dνT ) =

∫
(DT

A )∗
δT
0

∖
(DT

A )∗
fT (y−1δT0 a

ny)
dµT

dνT
,

TOx,γx(fx, dνx) =

∫
(D∗x,rx )σx

γx

∖
D∗x,rx

fx(y
−1γxσx(y))

dµx
dνx

.

Now the summation over the(D,ϕ)-spaces can be replaced as follows.
By Proposition 6.3.6 for anyr-admissibleδ ∈ ∆∗ there is an embedding

F [δ] ⊆ D over F , and this determines a bijection between the disjoint union
of the occurring∆∗

\,r andD∗
\,r (Definition 6.3.1). Proposition 6.3.7 implies that

the isomorphismy0 can be chosen such that the imagesδT ∈ DT
A andδx ∈ Dx,rx

coincide withδT0 andδ0,x.
The algebraic groupsD∗

δ and∆∗
δ overF [δ] are two inner forms ofGLd′ with

d′ = d/[F [δ] :F ]. As explained in [Lau96] (3.5) therefore the invariant measure
ν on (∆ ⊗ A)∗δ can be transferred to a measure on(D ⊗ A)∗δ. More precisely,
for x ∈ T the measureνx is transferred from(∆ ⊗ Fx)

∗
δ to (D ⊗ Fx)

∗
δ and this

is multiplied byνT . The equality of Tamagawa numbers of inner forms ofGLd′
then means (cf. [Laf97] III.6, Lemma 3)

ν

ν0

(
∆∗
δa

Z∖
(∆⊗ A)∗δ

)
=

ν

ν0

(
D∗
δa

Z∖
(D ⊗ A)∗δ

)
.

Forx ∈ T we write for short1lλx = 1lD∗x,rxλx($x)D∗x,rx
. The conclusion of the above

considerations can be stated as follows.

Theorem 7.3.3.For given(λ, I, g, a, z) as in the beginning of section 7.2 we have

#FixλI (g, a)(z) · µ
T (KT

I ) =
∑
δ∈D∗\
n∈Z

ν

ν0

(
D∗
δa

Z∖
(D∗

A)δ
)
·OT

δan(1lKT
I gK

T
I
, dνT )

·
∏
x∈T

TOx,γx(1lλx , dνx) (7.3.1)
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We recall the notationAut = C∞(D∗\D∗
A/a

Z).

Corollary 7.3.4. If for anyx ∈ T eitherλx ∈ {µ+, µ−} or rx = 1, then

#FixλI (g, a)(z) · µ
T (KT

I ) = Tr
(
1lKIgKI

·
∏
x∈T

brx(1lλx),Aut⊗Q(
√
q)

)
The fundamental lemma forGLd would imply this equation also without the con-
ditions onλx or rx.

Proof. Under the given conditions the fundamental lemma is either trivial or holds
by Theorem 5.3.2, i.e. the twisted orbital integrals in (7.3.1) can be replaced by
εx(δ) Ox,δx(brx(f

λx
x,rx , dνx). Then the summation overD∗

\,r can be extended to all
conjugacy classes inD∗, because if for someδ ∈ D∗ the new orbital integrals
do not vanish for anyx ∈ T , thenδ is r-admissible by Lemma 5.3.1 combined
with the hypothesis

∑
deg(λi) = 0. Since the signsεx(δ) cancel (Lemma 7.3.5

below), the assertion follows from the Selberg trace formula (4.4).

Lemma 7.3.5.For anyr-admissibleδ ∈ D∗ we have
∏

x∈T εx(δ) = 1.

Proof. The decompositionF [δ]⊗Fx ∼=
∏
Fi into a product of fields corresponds

to a decomposition(ResFx,rx |FxGLd)
σx
γx
∼=

∏
Gi. By Corollary 5.1.4Gi is the

multiplicative group of the central simpleFi-algebra of dimensiond′2 with local
invariant−x(det δi)/(rxd

′). So modulo2 we have

rkFi
(Gi) = gcd(d′, x(det δi)/rx) ≡

{
1 if d′ is odd,

x(det δi)/rx if d is even.

For oddd′ each single differencerkFi
(GLd′) − rkFi

(Gi) is even, thusεx(δ) =
1. For evend′ we getεx(δ) = (−1)x(det δ)/rx, and by Definition 6.3.1 ofr-
admissibility the sum overx ∈ T of the exponents is zero.
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Part III

Cohomology

8 Galois Representations in Cohomology

Initially, the cohomology ofSht
≤λ
I /aZ is a representation of the fundamental

group of the product(X ′\I)r. Using an argument of Drinfeld, the partial Frobenii
extend this to an action of the product of the fundamental groups. The permuta-
tion action of the stabiliserStab(λ) ⊆ Sr on the base points induces an action on
cohomology, and the Hecke algebra acts via the Hecke correspondences.

As usual, for an irreducible admissible representationπ of D∗
A/a

Z one can
define theπ-isotypic component of the cohomology, which is a finite dimensional
virtual l-adic representationHλ(π) of the semidirect product(GF )r o Stab(λ).
Its ramification locus is contained in the union of the ramification loci ofD andπ.

8.1 Frobenius descent

Lemma 8.1.1 (Drinfeld). LetX0 be a projective scheme overFq and letk ⊃ Fq
be an algebraically closed field,X = X0 ⊗ k. Then the functorF0 7→ F0 ⊗ k
induces an equivalence of categories{

Coherent sheaves
F0 onX0

}
∼=

{
Coherent sheavesF onX plus
an isomorphismα : τF ∼= F

}
with the notationτF = (id ⊗ Frobq)

∗F , preserving the natural tensor structure
on both sides.

Proof. See [Dri87], Proposition 1.1, or [Laf97] I.3, Lemma 3 for a more detailed
proof.

Lemma 8.1.2.LetX0 be a smooth scheme of finite type overFq and letk ⊃ Fq be
an algebraically closed field. We writeX = X0⊗k and denote byF = Frobq⊗ id
its relative Frobenius. Then the functorY0 7→ Y0 ⊗ k induces an equivalence of
categories{

Y0 → X0 finite
andétale

}
∼=

{
Y → X finite, étale plus an
isomorphismβ : Y ∼= F ∗Y

}
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Proof. Cf. the proof of [Laf97] IV.2, Theorem 4. In view of the compatible iso-
morphisms(Frobq)

∗Y ∼= Y for all étaleY → X, giving β is equivalent to giving
an isomorphismα : τY ∼= Y . Since the functor in Lemma 8.1.1 is fully faith-
ful for arbitraryX0, the same holds for the functor in the present lemma. Thus
we need to show that(Y, α) descends to aY0. As locally existentY0’s glue by
uniqueness,X0 may be assumed to be affine.

We choose an open embeddingX0 ⊆ X̃0 with projectiveX̃0 . Let L |K be
the quotient rings ofY |X and letỸ be the normalisation of̃X = X̃0 ⊗ k in L.
OverX this coincides withY becauseX0 was assumed to be smooth. Since the
underlying schemes do not change byτ( ), τ Ỹ is the normalisation ofτX in τL.
Soα extends to an isomorphismτ Ỹ ∼= Ỹ , and Lemma 8.1.1 can be applied to the
coherentOX̃-modulep∗OỸ and its algebra structure (writingp : Ỹ → X̃).

We denote byπ(X) the fundamental groupoid of a schemeX. This is a profinite
groupoid, i.e. all automorphism groups carry the structure of profinite groups such
that conjugation by any isomorphism of two objects is continuous. Its objects are
the geometric points ofX and its morphisms are isomorphisms of the associated
fibre functors on the category ofétale coverings ofX. The family of all fibre
functors defines an equivalence between the category ofétale coverings ofX and
the category of continuous representations ofπ(X) in the category of finite sets.

The profinite completion of any topological groupoid has the same objects
and the maximal continuous profinite quotients of the automorphism groups as
automorphisms.

After these remarks the preceding lemma can be restated as follows.

Lemma 8.1.3. In the situation of Lemma 8.1.2F induces an equivalenceF :
π(X)→ π(X), and there is a natural continuous functor[

π(X)
/
F Z ]

−→ π(X0) (8.1.1)

which induces an equivalence of the profinite completions.

Remark.In general, both the groupoidπ(X) and its quotient byF Z depend on
k. The above lemma therefore includes the assertion that this difference vanishes
after profinite completion. In the casek = Fq the functor (8.1.1) induces injective
maps on the automorphism groups of the objects, but this is not true in general.

Theorem 8.1.4.LetX1, . . . , Xn be smooth schemes of finite type overFq and let
X i = Xi ⊗ Fq. We writeX = X1 × . . . × Xn and denote byFi : X → X the
product of(Frobq ⊗ id) onX i and the identity on the remaining factors. These
maps induce equivalencesFi : π(X)→ π(X), and the natural functor[

π(X)
/
F Z

1 × . . .× F Z
n

]
−→ π(X1)× . . .× π(Xn) (8.1.2)
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induces an equivalence of the profinite completions. In other words, a represen-
tation of the product of theπ(Xi) in the category of finite sets is the same as a
finite étale coveringY → X plus compatible isomorphismsβi : Y ∼= F ∗

i Y for
1 ≤ i ≤ n.

Proof. Cf. [Laf97] IV.2, Theorem 4 for the case of two curves. By Lemma 8.1.3
the right hand side of (8.1.2) is isomorphic to[

π(X1)× . . .× π(Xn)
/
F Z

1 × . . .× F Z
n

]∧
.

The natural functorπ(X)→ π(X1)× . . .× π(Xn) induces a bijection of the sets
of connected components and surjections of the automorphism groups, which in
general are not isomorphisms. Thus we must show that anétale coveringY → X
plus compatible isomorphismsβi : Y ∼= F ∗

i Y for 1 ≤ i ≤ n as a representation
of π(X) factors overπ(X1)× . . .× π(Xn).

Inductively this can be reduced to the casen = 2.
Let thenK be the quotient ring ofX and letKi be the quotient ring ofX i for

i = 1, 2. These are finite products of fields. In the following commutative dia-
gram of groupoids, aside from the rightmost arrow all functors induce bijections
of the sets of connected components. The square is cocartesian because on the
automorphism groups the horizontal maps are surjective and the vertical maps are
injective with the same cokernelGal(Kalg

2 |K2).

π(X1 ⊗Kalg
2 ) // //

��

π(X1)× π(Kalg
2 ) //

��

π(X1)

π(K) // // π(X1 ⊗K2) // // π(X1)× π(K2)

We consider the givenY → X as a representation ofπ(X1×X2) in the category
of finite sets. By Lemma 8.1.2 its restriction toπ(X ⊗Kalg

2 ) factors overπ(X1)
in virtue of the given isomorphismY ∼= F ∗

1 Y . So the restriction ofY → X to
π(K) factors overπ(X1)× π(K2). Similarly it factors overπ(K1)× π(X2) and
therefore overπ(X1)× π(X2) as well.

Remark 8.1.5. The isomorphism in Theorem 8.1.4 is functorial in the following
sense: for given mapsX ′

i → Xi such thatXi andX ′
i satisfy the conditions of the

theorem there is a commutative diagram[
π(X ′)

/
F Z

1 × . . .× F Z
n

]
//

��

π(X ′
1)× . . .× π(X ′

n)

��[
π(X)

/
F Z

1 × . . .× F Z
n

]
// π(X1)× . . .× π(Xn)

(8.1.3)
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In the special caseX ′
i = Spec k(xi) for closed pointsxi ∈ Xi with deg(xi) = ri

the groupoidπ(X ′) is discrete, and for any choice of geometric pointsxi ∈ X ′
i(Fq)

the upper row of (8.1.3) induces an isomorphism

Ẑ× . . .× Ẑ︸ ︷︷ ︸
n

∼= π1(X
′
1, x1)× . . .× π1(X

′
n, xn) .

Here thei-th factor on the left hand side has the canonical generatorF ri
i . The

canonical isomorphismπ1(X
′
i, xi)

∼= Aut
(
Fq | k(xi)

)
maps the image ofF ri

i to
(Frobq)

ri.

8.2 Construction of the representations

Let I ⊂ X be a nonempty finite closed subscheme and letλ = (λ1 . . . λr) be
a sequence of dominant coweights of total degree zero. By Theorem 3.1.8 the
morphism

πI,λ : Sht
≤λ
I

/
aZ −→ (X ′ \ I)r

is representable quasiprojective. Its restriction to the open subsetShtλI /a
Z is

smooth of relative dimensiondim(λ) = 2
∑

(ρ, λi).

Assumption 8.2.1.The morphismπI,λ and allπI,λ·s for s ∈ Sr are projective.
The holds for example if the division algebraD is sufficiently ramified with re-
spect toλ in the sense of Definition 3.3.5. (In fact, projectivity of the different
πI,λ·s are equivalent conditions, but we will not prove that here.)

Definition 8.2.2. Let jλ : ShtλI /a
Z ⊆ Sht

≤λ
I /aZ be the natural embedding. We set

ICλ = (jλ)!∗Ql 〈dim(λ)〉 ,
Hn
I,λ = Rn(πI,λ)∗ICλ

with the abbreviation〈m〉 = [m](m/2) for anym ∈ Z.

Remark.Sincedim(λ) is always even, the sheavesICλ andHn
I,λ are defined over

Ql, but this does not in general hold for the action of the partial Frobenii con-
structed below.

Lemma 8.2.3. The a priori constructiblel-adic sheavesHn
I,λ on (X ′ \ I)r are

smooth.

Proof. In the case that allλi are minimal for the given order onP+, the morphism
πI,λ is smooth and projective and the assertion follows. In the general case we
use the semismall resolution of singularitiesq which has been defined in Propo-
sition 3.1.9. On the smooth partShtλI /a

Z we have the natural homomorphism
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Ql → Rq∗Ql, which by Gabber’s decomposition theorem (cf. [KW], Theorem
10.6) extends to the inclusion of a direct factorICλ ⊆ Rq∗Ql. Thus everyHn

I,λ is
a direct factor of a smoothl-adic sheaf.

Let Stab(λ) ⊆ Sr be the subgroup of elements satisfyingλ ·s = λ. For two finite
closed subschemesI ⊆ J ofX the algebraQ[KI/KJ ] is naturally embedded into
the Hecke algebraHJ , i.e. anyHJ -module carries a natural action ofKI/KJ .

Proposition 8.2.4. Using the partial Frobenii and the permutations of the base
points, everyHn

I,λ naturally becomes a finite dimensionall-adic representation of
the quotient groupoid [

π(X ′ \ I)r
/

Stab(λ)
]

(8.2.1)

overQl along with isomorphismsp(s) : Hn
I,λ·s
∼= Ad(s)∗Hn

I,λ for s ∈ Sr . Here
Sr acts onπ(X ′ \ I)r from the left by permutation of the factors.

The transposed Hecke correspondences induce a left action of the Hecke al-
gebraHI on these representations which is compatible with the isomorphisms
p(s).

For I ⊆ J the natural mapsHn
I,λ → Hn

J,λ are equivariant with respect to the
inclusionHI ⊆ HJ , the identity onStab(λ), and the natural mapπ(X ′ \ J) →
π(X ′ \ I), and they commute with the isomorphismsp(s). They identifyHn

I,λ with
theKI/KJ -invariants inHn

J,λ.

Proof/Construction.(1) LetU ⊆ (X ′ \ I)r be the complement of all diagonals.
For any permutations ∈ Sr we denote byi(s) : (X ′ \ I)r → (X ′ \ I)r the map
x 7→ x·s = (xs(1) . . . xs(r)), which defines a right action ofSr. The isomorphisms
j(s) from Lemma 3.4.2 induce isomorphisms of smooth sheaves overU

p(s) : i(s)∗Hn
I,λ·s
∼= Hn

I,λ

which automatically extend to(X ′ \ I)r.
(2) LetFi : (X ′\I)r → (X ′\I)r be the product ofFrobq in thei-th component

and the identity in the remaining components. In order to define an action ofFi on
Hn
I,λ we need a cohomological correspondence forICλ over the partial Frobenius

Fri : Sht
≤λ
I

/
aZ ∣∣

U∩F−1
i (U) −→ Sht

≤λ
I

/
aZ ∣∣

Fi(U)∩U .

On (X ′ \ I)r we write

Ql 〈dim(λ)〉 = Ql 〈2(ρ, λ1)〉� . . .�Ql 〈2(ρ, λr)〉

and defineb0i : F ∗
i Ql 〈dim(λ)〉 ∼= Ql 〈dim(λ)〉 as the product of the Frobenius

correspondence in thei-th component and the identity in the remaining compo-
nents. Using the equationICλ = π∗I,λQl 〈dim(λ)〉 onShtλI /a

Z, we can define the
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desired cohomological correspondence overShtλI /a
Z | U∩F−1

i (U) to be

bi : Fr∗i ICλ = π∗I,λF
∗
i Ql 〈dim(λ)〉

b0i
∼= π∗I,λ Ql 〈dim(λ)〉 = ICλ

which admits a unique extension toSht
≤λ
I /aZ |U∩F−1

i (U) becauseFri is a universal

homeomorphism. This in turn induces an isomorphism overU ∩ F−1
i (U):

ci : F ∗
i R(πI,λ)∗ICλ = R(πI,λ)∗Fr∗i ICλ

bi

∼= (RπI,λ)∗ICλ

Since both sides are smooth sheaves, this again extends uniquely to an isomor-
phismci : F ∗

i H
n
I,λ
∼= Hn

I,λ over(X ′ \ I)r.
(3) Theci commute pairwise and are permuted under conjugation withp(s),

which is expressed by the formulaeci◦F ∗
i (cj) = cj ◦F ∗

j (ci) andp(s)◦ i(s)∗(ci) =
cs(i) ◦ F ∗

s(i)(p(s)). The product of allci in any order is the canonical isomorphism
(Frobq)

∗Hn
I,λ
∼= Hn

I,λ.
At first, the smoothl-adic sheavesHn

I,λ determine finite dimensionall-adic
representations of the groupoidπ((X ′ \I)r). By Theorem 8.1.4 the isomorphisms
βi = c−1

i for 1 ≤ i ≤ r andp(s) for s ∈ Sr give rise to an action of the quotient
(8.2.1) along with the asserted equivariant isomorphisms.1

(4) Let π : X → Y be a morphism of schemes of finite type overFq and let
j : U ⊆ X be the open immersion of the smooth locus. Then there is a natural
homomorphism

Corr(X |Y ) −→ End(Rπ!j!∗Ql)
op ,

cf. [Laf97] IV.2, Lemma 3. It maps a finitéetale correspondence[X
p←− Z

q−→ X]
overY to the composition

Rπ!j!∗Ql
Ad−−→ Rπ!p∗p

∗j!∗Ql
∼= Rπ!q∗q

∗j!∗Ql
Tr−−→ Rπ!j!∗Ql

where the middle isomorphism is induced by the equationπp = πq and by the in-
termediate extension of the natural isomorphismp∗Ql

∼= q∗Ql fromp−1U = q−1U
to Z. Let ι be the anti-involution of the algebraCorr(X |Y ) which exchangesp
andq. Using the homomorphismshλI defined in section 3.5 we obtain homomor-
phisms

HT
I

ι◦hλ
I−−−→ Corr

(
Sht

≤λ
I /aZ ∣∣ (X ′

(T ))
r
)op → End

(
Hn
I,λ

∣∣
(X′

(T )
)r

)
= End(Hn

I,λ) ,

1For this it is necessary that theβi are integral, meaning that they are defined on the level
of l-adic systems. In [BBD] 3.3 it is said that the formalism of perverse sheaves, especially the
definition of the intermediate extension, also works with integrall-adic coefficients.
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compatible with the natural embeddingsHT
I ⊆ HT ′

I for T ′ ⊆ T . These define
the desired action ofHI onHn

I,λ. As the homomorphismshλI admit extensions
to equivariant correspondences overFri and overj(s), this action commutes with
the action of[π(X ′ \ I)r/ Stab(λ)] and with the isomorphismsp(s).

(5) For I ⊆ J let β : Sht
≤λ
J /aZ → Sht

≤λ
I /aZ be the reduction of the level

structure. The compatibility ofhλI andhλJ expressed by the commutative diagram
(3.5.1) implies that the natural mapβ∗ : Hn

I,λ → Hn
J,λ is equivariant with respect

to the inclusionHI ⊆ HJ . It is clear thatβ∗ is compatible with the remaining
actions as well.

Sinceβ is a torsor for the finite groupKer(D∗J → D∗I ) which acts by twist-
ing the level structure,Hn

I,λ gets identified with the invariants of this group in
Hn
J,λ. By the construction of the Hecke correspondences the natural isomorphism

Ker(D∗J → D∗I ) = KI/KJ identifies this action with the action induced by the
Hecke correspondences.

We fix an algebraic closureF alg of F and consider this as a geometric pointy ∈
X(F alg). There is a natural isomorphism

GF = Aut(F alg |F ) ∼= lim←−
I

π1(X
′ \ I, y ) .

We denote byH = lim−→I
HI the Hecke algebra of locally constant rational func-

tions with compact support on the locally profinite groupD∗
A.

Corollary 8.2.5. The group[
(GF )r o Stab(λ)

]
×D∗

A
/
aZ

acts on the direct limitHn
λ = lim−→I

Hn
I,λ such thatHn

λ is an l-adic representation

of (GF )r o Stab(λ) overQl and an admissible representation ofD∗
A/a

Z. For any
s ∈ Sr there are isomorphisms of these representationsHn

λ·s
∼= Ad(s)∗Hn

λ .

Proof. We only have to show thataZ acts trivially onHn
λ . By the construction of

the Hecke correspondences the action ofA∗ respects the subspacesHn
I,λ, and on

each of them it is given by the chosen homomorphismA∗ →→ PicI(X) combined
with the geometric action ofPicI(X) onSht

≤λ
I /aZ.

For a given irreducible, admissible (left)H⊗Ql-moduleπ theπ-isotypic compo-
nent of the semisimplification(Hn

λ )ss can be defined as follows. The subspace of
KI-invariantsπKI is either trivial or an irreducibleHI⊗Ql-module which then de-
terminesπ uniquely (cf. for example [Laf97] IV.3, Proposition 2). In this case we
choose a maximal filtration of the finite dimensional(GF )r oStab(λ)×HI⊗Ql-
module(Hn

λ )KI and set

Hn
λ (π) = (Hn

λ )KI (πKI ) = HomHI⊗Ql

(
πKI , gr((Hn

λ )KI )
)
. (8.2.2)
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Up to isomorphism this is independent of the filtration and ofI.
If π is an irreducible admissible rightH⊗Ql-module, we considerπ∨ as a left

H⊗Ql-module and define

Hn
λ (π) = Hn

λ (π∨) = gr((Hn
λ )KI )⊗HI⊗Ql

πKI . (8.2.3)

Corollary 8.2.6. Hn
λ (π) is a semisimple, finite dimensionall-adic representation

of (GF )r o Stab(λ) overQl. For all s ∈ Sr there are isomorphisms

Hn
λ·s(π) ∼= Ad(s)∗Hn

λ (π) .

If theKI-invariants ofπ are nonzero, thenHn
λ (π) is unramified overX ′ \ I, i.e. it

is a representation ofπ1(X
′ \ I, y )r o Stab(λ).

Proof. Since the irreducible representationπ is defined over a finite extension
of Ql (cf. [Laf97] IV.3, Proposition 2), the same holds forHn

λ (π). In view of
(Hn

λ )KI = Hn
I,λ all assertions follow from Proposition 8.2.4.

Remark.The restriction ofHn
λ (π) to (GF )r is semisimple as well and could have

been defined starting fromHn
I,λ considered as a representation ofπ(X ′\I)r×HI⊗

Ql. This follows from the general observation that for a normal subgroupH CG
anyG-semisimple representation is automaticallyH-semisimple: the maximal
H-semisimple subspace isG-stable and therefore has a complement, which then
must be zero.

Definition 8.2.7. For any irreducible, admissible left or rightH ⊗ Ql-moduleπ
let

Hλ(π) =
∑

(−1)nHn
λ (π)

as virtuall-adic representation of(GF )r o Stab(λ) overQl.

9 Consequences of Counting the Fixed Points

A description ofHλ(π) as virtual(GF )r-module follows directly from the compu-
tation of the fixed points in section 7 if the fundamental lemma forGLd is at our
disposal. Its use may be avoided by first proving that to any irreducible automor-
phic representationπ there is an associatedd-dimensional Galois representation
σ(π). The existence of a multiple ofσ(π) was proved by Lafforgue [Laf97]. How-
ever, a finer statement about the localL-functions of these Galois representations
seems to depend on the fundamental lemma for the special coweightλ = µ++µ−.

Unless the contrary is stated explicitly, Assumption 8.2.1 persists.
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9.1 First description of Hλ(π)

First, we need some preliminary explanations.
An irreducible, admissibleH ⊗ Ql-moduleπ can be written as a restricted

tensor productπ ∼=
⊗′

x∈X πx with uniquely determined irreducible, admissible
C∞0 (D∗

x) ⊗ Ql-modulesπx. The moduleπ is unramified (we use this term syn-
onymously for ‘spherical’) at all but finitely many placesx ∈ X ′, which means
(πx)

D∗x is a nontrivial irreducible representation of the algebraC0(D∗
x//D∗x)⊗Ql.

This algebra is isomorphic to the (commutative) algebraQl[z1, z
−1
1 . . . zd, z

−1
d ]Sd

via the Satake isomorphismf 7→ f∨, in particular(πx)D
∗
x is one-dimensional.

The Satake parameter{z1(πx) . . . zd(πx)} ∈ (Q∗
l )
d/Sd is characterised by the

equations

Tr(f, πx) = f∨(z1(πx) . . . zd(πx)) , f ∈ C∞0 (D∗
x//D∗x)⊗Ql (9.1.1)

and determinesπx uniquely. The same information is carried by the localL-factor
Lx(π, T ) =

∏
i(1− zi(πx)T )−1.

The spaceAut = C∞(D∗\D∗
A/a

Z) of locally constant rational functions on
the compact topological spaceD∗\D∗

A/a
Z is an admissible and semisimple right

H-module, cf. [Laf97] IV.4, Proposition 1. For any irreducible, admissible repre-
sentationπ of D∗

A/a
Z overQl letmπ be the (finite) multiplicity ofπ in Aut⊗Ql.

π is called automorphic ifmπ ≥ 1. One might expectmπ = 1 in that case.
Moreover one expects that for any irreducible automorphic representationπ

of D∗
A/a

Z there exists a semisimpled-dimensionall-adicGF -representationσ =
σ(π) over Ql which is uniquely determined by the following condition: ifπ is
unramified at some placex ∈ X ′, then so isσ, and we have

Lx(σ, T ) = Lx(π, T ) . (9.1.2)

This means that the set of eigenvalues of the geometric Frobeniusτx onσ equals
{z1(πx) . . . zd(πx)}. In Theorem 9.3.1 we will show the existence of suchσ(π)
satisfying (9.1.2) outside some finite set of places.

The set of dominant coweightsλ for GLd can be naturally identified with
the set of dominant weights for the dual groupGLd(Ql). Let ρλ : GLd(Ql) →
GL(Vλ) be the irreducible representation with highest weightλ. As a complete
description of the virtual(GF )r o Stab(λ)-moduleHλ(π) one might expect

Hλ(π) = mπ · (ρλ1 ◦ σ(π))� . . .� (ρλr ◦ σ(π)) (9.1.3)

whereStab(λ) acts on the right hand side by permutation of the tensor factors.
The remainder of this section is concerned with the proof of the following

partial result, which will later be improved by Theorem 9.3.3 and by Theorem
10.4.3 and its corollary.
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Theorem 9.1.1.Letπ be an irreducible, admissible representation ofD∗
A/a

Z over
Ql and letT (π) ⊂ |X| be the finite set of places at whichπ is ramified. Suppose
that all λi ∈ {µ+, µ−} or that the fundamental lemma forGLd holds. Then there
is a finite setT ′(π) ⊂ |X| includingT (π) andT (a) such that for any choice of
closed pointsx1 . . . xr ∈ X ′ \ T ′(π) and for any integerss1 . . . sr we have the
following equation.

Tr
(
τ s1x1
× . . .× τ sr

xr
, Hλ(π)

)
= mπ ·

r∏
i=1

f∨λi

(
z1(πxi

)si , . . . , zd(πxi
)si

)
(9.1.4)

Heref∨λ ∈ Ql[z1, z
−1
1 . . . zd, z

−1
d ]Sd denotes the character of the irreducible rep-

resentation ofGLd(Ql) with highest weightλ.

The caseλ = (µ+, µ−) or (µ−, µ+) is [Laf97] IV.4, Theorem 9.

Proof. First we reduce the assertion to the case that thexi are pairwise distinct.
Letαi : GF ⊆ Gr

F be the embedding of thei-th component. Assuming (9.1.4) for
pairwise distinctxi we get for anyx ∈ X ′ \ T ′(π) ands ∈ Z

Tr
(
τ sx , α

∗
iHλ(π)

)
= mπ ·

∏
j 6=i

dimQl
(Vλj

) · f∨λi

(
z1(πx)

s, . . . , zd(πx)
s
)

by settingsj = 0 for j 6= i and choosing any permittedxj. Writing M = mπ ·∏r
i=1 dimVλi

it follows thatM r−1 ·Hλ(π) = α∗1Hλ(π)� . . .�α∗rHλ(π), because
the traces of a dense set ofGr

F on both sides of this equation coincide. Since
M 6= 0 this allows to compute the left hand side of (9.1.4) in the case that some
xi coincide as well.

Furthermore it is sufficient to consider exponentssi ≥ 1 because both sides of
(9.1.4) are finite sums of termsnβs11 . . . βsr

r with n ∈ Z andβi ∈ Q∗
l . Such sums

are uniquely determined by their values for positivesi.
Let I ⊂ X be a finite closed subscheme such thatπ has nontrivialKI-

invariants, i.e.Hn
λ (π) = Hn

I,λ(π
KI ) for all n. SinceAut is an admissibleH-

module, there are only finitely many isomorphism classes of irreducibleHI ⊗Ql-
modulesπν which occur inAutKI ⊗Ql or in one of the finitely manyHn

I,λ. Hence
there is a functionf ∈ HI ⊗Ql satisfyingTr(f, πKI ) = 1 andTr(f, πν) = 0 for
all πν 6∼= πKI , cf. Bourbaki Alg̀ebre, Ch. 8,§12, Proposition 3. This function is
concentrated at finitely many places, which means there is a finite setT ′(π) ⊂ |X|
such thatf ∈ HT

I ⊗ Ql for any finiteT ⊂ |X| disjoint fromT ′(π). We enlarge
T ′(π) by I andT (a). Then Proposition 9.1.2 below for the chosenf and for
pairwise distinct closed pointsx1 . . . xr ∈ X ′ \ T ′(π) implies

Tr
(
τ s1x1
× . . .× τ sr

xr
, Hλ(π)

)
= mπ ·

r∏
i=1

Tr
(
bsi

(fλi
), πxi

)
.
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Using the characterisation of the Satake parameter (9.1.1) this is equal to the right
hand side of (9.1.4).

Proposition 9.1.2.Suppose that allλi ∈ {µ+, µ−} or that the fundamental lemma
for GLd holds. Letx1 . . . xr ∈ X ′ \ T (a) be pairwise distinct closed points and
T = {x1 . . . xr}, and letI ⊂ X be a finite closed subscheme withI∩T = ∅. Then
for any positive integerss1 . . . sr ≥ 1 and anyfT ∈ HT

I the following equation
holds.

Tr
(
τ s1x1
× . . .× τ sr

xr
× fT , H∗

I,λ

)
= Tr

(
fT ·

r∏
i=1

bsi
(fλi

),Aut⊗Q(
√
q)

)
(9.1.5)

Herefλ ∈ C0(D∗
x//D∗x) ⊗ Q(

√
q) denotes the Hecke function with Satake trans-

formf∨λ .

Proof. This assertion follows rather formally from the computation of fixed points
(Corollary 7.3.4). We may assumefT = 1lKIgKI

for someg ∈ (DT
A)∗, i.e.fT acts

by theµT (KT
I )-fold of the finiteétale correspondenceΓ≤λI (g)op. Let

p, q : Γ
≤λ
I (g) −→ Sht

≤λ
I /aZ

be the given morphisms. We setai = si deg(xi) for i = 1 . . . r and choose
geometric pointszi ∈ X(Fq) overxi, which will also be written asz ∈ Xr(Fq).
By the functoriality of Theorem 8.1.4 (see Remark 8.1.5) the left hand side of
(9.1.5) equals

LHS (9.1.5)= Tr
(
ca1
1 × . . .× car

r × fT , (H∗
I,λ)z

)
(9.1.6)

Here ci has been defined in the proof of Proposition 8.2.4, and the trace more
precisely means the trace of the composition:

(Hn
I,λ)z = ((F a)∗Hn

I,λ)z
c
a1
1 ×...×car

r ×fT

−−−−−−−−−−→ (Hn
I,λ)z

Let Sht
≤λ
I

/
aZ |z → Spec Fq be the fibre ofπI,λ in z and denote by(ICλ)z the

restriction ofICλ to this variety. Sincez factors overΛ(T ), the Hecke correspond-

enceΓ
≤λ
I (g) can be restricted to the fibre inz, and the partial FrobeniiFr

deg(xi)
i

induce endomorphisms of this fibre. Via the base change isomorphism

(Hn
I,λ)z = Hn

(
Sht

≤λ
I

/
aZ ∣∣

z , (ICλ)z
)

the actions ofcai
i and offT coincide with the actions induced by the restrictions

of the given cohomological correspondences.
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As Fra factors over the absolute Frobenius, the finite geometric correspon-
dence[

(Fra)z
]
◦

[
Γ
≤λ
I (g)op

z

]
=[

Sht
≤λ
I /aZ|z

(Fra)z←−−−− Sht
≤λ
I /aZ|z

q←−− Γ
≤λ
I (g)z

p−−→ Sht
≤λ
I /aZ|z

]
is contracting in the sense that it satisfies the hypothesis of [Fu] Theorem 5.2.1.
Consequently the local terms in the Lefschetz-Verdier formula coincide with the
naive local terms and we get from (9.1.6):

LHS (9.1.5)= µT (KT
I ) ·

∑
y∈Fix

≤λ
I (g,a)(z)

naive.locy
(
[ Fra ] ◦ [ Γ

≤λ
I (g)op ], ICλ

)
. (9.1.7)

The naive local term aty is by definition the trace of the endomorphism of the
fibre (ICλ)y which is induced by the composition of the cohomological corre-
spondencesbai

i : (Frai
i )∗ICλ ∼= ICλ andb : p∗ICλ ∼= q∗ICλ.

In order to determine this trace we choose for eachi = 1 . . . r an integer
ni ≥ 0 such that in the sequence

λ′ = (−n1λ0 , λ1 + n1λ0 , . . . ,−nrλ0 , λr + nrλ0)

all λ′2i = λi + niλ0 are positive, i.e.λ′2i ∈ P++ anddeg(λ′2i) ≥ 0. ThenπI,λ can
be written as the composition

Sht
≤λ
I

/
aZ α−−→

r∏
i=1

coh
≤λ′2i
D −→ (X ′ \ I)r

whereα is given by the quotientsEi−1(ni · xi)/Ei. This is a smooth morphism
by Lemma 3.3.4, Corollary 3.3.6 and using thatcoh

≤niλ0
D is smooth overX ′ (of

negative dimension ifni > 0).
Let j′i : coh

λ′2i
D ⊆ coh

≤λ′2i
D be the natural embeddings and letj′ =

∏r
i=1 j

′
i. We

setFi = (j′i)!∗Ql 〈2(ρ, λi)〉 and

F = j!∗Ql 〈dim(λ)〉 = F1 � . . .� Fr .

Let b′i : F ∗
i F ∼= F be the product of the Frobenius correspondence in thei-th

component and the identity in the remaining components. Sinceα is smooth,
there is a canonical isomorphismICλ = α∗F . Using this, the cohomological
correspondencebi coincides with the composition:

Fr∗iα
∗F ∼= α∗F ∗

i F
α∗b′i−−−→ α∗F
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Moreover the given 2-isomorphismα◦p ∼= α◦q induces an isomorphismp∗α∗F ∼=
q∗α∗F which coincides with the isomorphismp∗ICλ ∼= q∗ICλ chosen before.
Denotingα(y) = y′ = (y′1 . . . y

′
r) this implies

naive.locy
(
[ Fra ] ◦ [ Γ

≤λ
I (g)op ], ICλ

)
= naive.locy′

(
[F a ],F

)
=

r∏
i=1

naive.locy′i
(
[ Frobai

q ],Fi
)
. (9.1.8)

Herey′i is an object ofcoh
≤λ′2i
D (Fq) overzi plus an isomorphism(Frobai

q )∗y′i
∼= y′i,

which means thaty′i is defined overFqai . The local term aty′i depends only on the
type of this coherent sheaf, which up to a shift byniλ0 coincides with the type of
the modification of theD-shtukay in zi.

Inserting (9.1.8) into (9.1.7) we get that the left hand side of (9.1.5) equals
the sum over the fixed points of a function which only depends on the type of
the modifications. This function is determined by Lemma 9.1.3 below, and using
Corollary 7.3.4 we get the right hand side of (9.1.5).

Lemma 9.1.3.For anym ≥ 0 andλ ∈ P++
m let jλ : cohλD ⊆ cohD be the natural

immersion and setFλ = (jλ)!∗Ql 〈2(ρ, λ)〉. Let

t : cohD(Fq)
/
∼ −→ P++ = GLd

(
Fq((t))

)//
GLd

(
Fq[[t]]

)
be the map given by the type of the coherent sheaf. Then the function oncohD(Fq)/∼
given byy 7→ Tr(τy,Fλ) equals(−1)2(ρ,λ)fλ ◦ t wherefλ is the Hecke function
such that the Satake transformf∨λ is the character of the irreducible representa-
tion ofGLd(Ql) with highest weightλ.

Proof. This follows almost immediately from the corresponding statement about
the affine Grassmannian ofGLd, which in a more sophisticated way can be ex-
pressed as an equivalence of the tensor category of perverse sheaves of weight
zero on the affine Grassmannian and the tensor category of representations of the
dual groupGLd(Ql), see [FGKV], Proposition 5.1.

More precisely, letx ∈ X be a closed point and letGr(x) be the fibred product

Gr(x) //

��

Spec k(x)

��

ModD
(E, can)

// Vect1
D ×X ′

with the right vertical map given byD ∈ Vect1
D(Fq) and the natural immersion

Spec k(x) → X ′. An isomorphismDx ∼= Md(Ox) identifiesGr(x) with the
maximal reduced closed subscheme of the affine Grassmannian.
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The inverse image of the stackMod+
D ⊂ ModD of positive modifications

Gr+(x) ⊂ Gr(x) corresponds to the positive Grassmannian. The quotientE/E ′
defines a morphism

π : Gr+(x) −→ cohD ×X′ Spec k(x) = cohD(x)

which is smooth (for example by Lemma 3.3.2) and compatible with the stratifi-
cations of both sides indexed by the positiveλ ∈ P++. It remains to show that
π∗(Fλ | cohD(x)) is the intermediate extension of the sheafQl 〈2(ρ, λ)〉 onGrλ(x),
or equivalently the corresponding assertion forFλ | cohD(x). This follows from
the fact thatcohD → X ′ is étale locally inX ′ isomorphic to the projection of a
product onto the second factor (Lemma 10.1.5 below).

Corollary 9.1.4. If all λi ∈ {µ+, µ−} or if the fundamental lemma forGLd holds,
thenHn

I,λ vanishes for oddn.

Proof. SinceICλ is pure of weight zero, the same holds forR(πI,λ)∗ICλ, i.e. all
eigenvalues of the geometric Frobeniusτ on the smoothl-adic sheafHn

I,λ have
absolute valueqn/2.

Let x1 . . . xr ∈ X ′ be any pairwise distinct closed points which do not meet
I or T (a), let N be a common multiple of the numbersdeg(xi), and letsi =
N/ deg(xi). Choosing forfT the unit element ofHT

I , Proposition 9.1.2 yields for

Tr
(
τ rN , H∗

I,λ

)
= Tr

(
τ rs1x1
× . . .× τ rsr

xr
× fT , H∗

I,λ

)
a presentation as a finite sum

∑
niα

r
i with positive integersni. By purity a non-

trivial Hn
I,λ for an oddn would be reflected in this sum by a negative coeffi-

cient.

9.2 Remarks on the non-proper case

For sufficiently largeλ with respect toD the morphismπI,λ will in general not
be proper. Nevertheless in the caseI 6= ∅ it is representable quasiprojective, and
Definition 8.2.2 may be replaced by

0Hn
I,λ = Rn(πI,λ)!ICλ

with ICλ as before. Thesel-adic sheaves are smooth in some neighbourhood of
the generic pointU ⊆ (X ′ \ I)r, but this might be small.

Lemma 9.2.1.The largest open subsetU ′ ⊆ (X ′ \ I)r to which all 0Hn
I,λ | U can

be extended as smoothl-adic sheaves has the formU ′ = U1 × . . .×Ur with open
setsUi ⊆ X.
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Proof. U ′ is the complement of a divisor and is stable under the Frobenii of the
componentsFi : Xr → Xr thanks to the partial Frobenii. Hence it suffices to
show that any closed subsetY ⊆ Xr of pure codimension1 which is stable under
all Fi is the union of sets of the formp−1

i (x) for closed pointsx ∈ X, where
pi : Xr → X denotes thei-th projection.

First we consider the caser = 2. To an irreducible divisor inX2 which is
mapped surjectively onto both components one can assign a degree inQ>0 such
that transforming the divisor byF1 multiplies its degree byq. Therefore these
divisors have infinite order under the action ofF1 and cannot be part of aF1-
stableY ⊂ X2 of codimension1.

In the general case letqi : Xr → Xr−1 by the projection outsidei and let
Yi ⊆ Y be the maximal subset such thatq−1

i (qiYi) ⊆ Y . ThenYi is closed inY ,
and the caser = 2 implies thatY is covered byY1 andY2. This remains true when
theYi are replaced by their maximal closed subsets of pure codimension1 in Xr.
Since thenY i = qiYi ⊂ Xr−1 for i = 1, 2 satisfy the hypotheses of the Lemma,
we can proceed by induction.

Similarly U ′ is stable under the action ofStab(λ), i.e.λi = λj impliesUi = Uj.
Let Hn

I,λ be the smoothl-adic sheaf onU ′ which overU coincides with0Hn
I,λ.

Like in the proper case this becomes a representation of(
π(U1)× . . .× π(Ur)

)
o Stab(λ)×H∅

I .

Again, in the direct limit overI for any irreducible admissible representationπ of
D∗

A/a
Z overQl we getl-adic representationsHn

λ (π) of (GF )roStab(λ), but their
ramification locus is not a priori bounded by the ramification loci ofπ andD as
in the proper case (Corollary 8.2.6).

Theorem 9.2.2.The statement of Theorem 9.1.1 about the trace ofτ s1x1
× . . .× τ sr

xr

onHλ(π) holds literally in the non-proper case (with a possibly larger setT ′(π).)

Proof. Like in the proof of Theorem 9.1.1, the proof can be reduced to the as-
sertion that the calculation of the traces onH∗

I,λ stated in Proposition 9.1.2 holds
under the additional conditionSpec k(x1) × . . . × Spec k(xr) ⊂ U and for suffi-
ciently large exponentss1, . . . , sr � 1. This assertion is proved in precisely the
same way as before except that in the Lefschetz-Verdier formula there might be
contributions from infinity. These vanish for sufficiently large exponents by [Fu]
Corollary 5.4.5 (‘Deligne Conjecture’).

In the non-proper case we cannot expect the analogue of Corollary 9.1.4 (purity).
Therefore it is not clear whether the virtual representationHλ(π) can be written
as a sum of irreducible representations with positive coefficients.
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9.3 Second description ofHλ(π)

Theorem 9.3.1.Suppose the morphismSht(µ+, µ−)/aZ → X ′ ×X ′ is proper, for
example whenD is sufficiently ramified with respect to1.

Then for any irreducible automorphic representationπ of D∗
A/a

Z over Ql

there exists ad-dimensionall-adicGF -representationσ = σ(π) over Ql which
is uniquely determined by the following property: if for some closedx ∈ X ′ the
local componentπx is unramified, thenσ is unramified atx, and for all but finitely
many suchx we haveLx(π, T ) = Lx(σ, T ).

Proof. By Lafforgue’s case of Theorem 9.1.1 at least a multiple of the desired
representationσ exists, i.e. we can writeσ as a linear combination of irreducible
representations with positive rational coefficients (positive by Corollary 9.1.4).

Let N(σ) be the denominator ofσ, that is the least positive integer such that
N(σ) ·σ is a true representation. For any integerm ≥ 1 we consider the sequence
λ(m) of length2m

λ(m) = (µ+)m(µ−)m = (µ+ . . . µ+, µ− . . . µ−) .

Theorem 9.2.2 then implies the equationsHλ(m) = mπ · σ�m � σ∨�m of virtual
representations of(GF )2m. Consequently all powersN(σ)2m divide the fixed
numbermπ, which impliesN(σ) = 1.

Remark.For givenD only finitely many of the stacksSht≤λ(m)/aZ are proper
over (X ′)2m. If Sht(µ+, µ−)/aZ → X ′ × X ′ is not proper, the above proof only
gives the existence ofσ as virtual representation with integer coefficients.

Remark 9.3.2. In [Lau97] it is conjectured that there is an irreduciblel-adic rep-
resentationσ′ = σ′(π) with dimensiond′ dividing d, which is pure of weight
1− d/d′ such that

σ(π) = σ′ ⊕ σ′(−1)⊕ . . .⊕ σ′(1− d/d′) .

In particularσ(π) does not contain any irreducible representation with multiplicity
greater than1.

Theorem 9.3.3.SupposeSht(µ+, µ−)/aZ is proper overX ′ ×X ′ andSht≤λ/aZ is
proper over(X ′)r. Then there is an isomorphism of virtual(GF )r-modules

Hλ(π) ∼= mπ · (ρλ1 ◦ σ(π))� . . .� (ρλr ◦ σ(π)) . (9.3.1)

For oddn we haveHn
λ (π) = 0.
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Proof. To prove equation (9.3.1) we have to show that the traces of a dense subset
of (GF )r coincide on both sides. One class of such subsets is given by the products
τx1 × . . .× τxr wherex1 . . . xr are pairwise distinct closed points inX ′ which do
not meet a fixed finite setT ′(π). Like in the proof of Theorem 9.1.1 the equality
of traces on these elements can be reduced to the casesi = 1 of Proposition 9.1.2,
and (9.3.1) is proved.

This in turn implies the equality of traces (9.1.4) outside a finite set of places.
The vanishing statement for oddn then follows from purity ofHn

I,λ as in the proof
of Corollary 9.1.4.

Theorem 9.3.4.Assume thatSht(µ+, µ−)/aZ is proper overX ′×X ′ and letI ⊂ X
be fixed. Then the following three conditions are equivalent.

(1) Letλ be a sequence of dominant coweights for whichSht≤λ/aZ is proper
over (X ′)r. Then for any pairwise distinct closed pointsx1 . . . xr ∈ X ′ \
(I∪T (a)) andT = {x1 . . . xr}, anyf ∈ HT

I , and any integerss1 . . . sr ≥ 1
equation(9.1.5)holds.

(2) The same condition forλ = (µ+ + µ−) with µ+ + µ− = (1, 0, . . . , 0,−1).

(3) For any irreducible automorphic representationπ of D∗
A/a

Z with nontriv-
ial KI-invariants and for any closed pointx ∈ X ′ \ (I ∪ T (a)) we have
Lx(π, T ) = Lx(σ(π), T ).

Remark.The hypothesis of the theorem implies thatSht≤(µ++µ−)/aZ is proper
overX ′ because there is a surjective map

∆∗Sht≤(µ+, µ−)
/
aZ −→ Sht≤(µ++µ−)

/
aZ.

(This is the resolution of singularities of Proposition 3.1.9.)

Corollary 9.3.5. Suppose the fundamental lemma forGLd holds for the charac-
teristic function of the double coset of$µ++µ−. Then in the situation of Theorem
9.3.1 we haveLx(π, T ) = Lx(σ, T ) for anyx ∈ X ′ such thatπx is unramified.

Proof. In view of Proposition 9.1.2 this is clear ifx 6∈ T (a). However, for any
irreducible automorphic representationπ of D∗

A/a
Z we can find a newa′ ∈ A∗ of

degree1 such thatT (a′) avoids a given finite set of places andπ is a representation
of D∗

A/a
′Z as well.

In fact, via class field theory the central characterF ∗\A∗/aZ → Q∗
l of π

corresponds to a cyclic extensionE |F which contains no constant extension. Let
T be the set of places ofF which decompose completely inE, then anya′ with
T (a′) ⊂ T acts trivially onπ. Thus it suffices to show that for any finite set of
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placesS the greatest common divisor ofdeg(x) for x ∈ T \ S is 1. Otherwise
there is a nontrivial extensionFqn of Fq such that anyx ∈ T \ S decomposes
completely inF ⊗Fqn as well. This means thatT \S is contained in the analogue
setT ′ for the fieldE ⊗Fq Fqn, which contradicts Dirichlet densities.

Proof of Theorem 9.3.4.For anyλ as in (1), Theorem 9.3.3 implies the equation
of virtualHT

I × π(X ′ \ I)r-modules

HI,λ =
⊕
π

mπ · πKI � (ρλ1 ◦ σ(π))� . . .� (ρλr ◦ σ(π))

with π running through the irreducible automorphic representations ofD∗
A/a

Z

having nontrivialKI-invariants.
AssumingLxi

(σ(π), T ) = Lxi
(π, T ) for all i and for all occurringπ this im-

plies equation (9.1.5), so we have (3)⇒(1)⇒(2), and it remains to show (2)⇒(3).
For a fixed closed pointx ∈ X ′ \ (I ∪ T (a)) let π1 . . . πk be a maximal family

of irreducible automorphic representations with nontrivialKI-invariants which
differ only in thex-component. In particular they all have the same associated
Galois representationσ(π1) ∼= . . . ∼= σ(πk) = σ. There is a functionf ∈ HT

I

satisfyingTr(f, πν) = 1 for all ν andTr(f, π) = 0 for any otherπ.
By Proposition 9.1.2, equation (9.1.5) holds in the caseλ = (µ+, µ−). Using

the chosenf , for the set{z1(σ) . . . zd(σ)} of the eigenvalues ofτx onσ we get∑
ν

mπν ·
{
z1(σ) . . . zd(σ)

}
=

⊔
ν

mπν ·
{
z1(πν,x) . . . zd(πν,x)

}
. (9.3.2)

Similarly condition (2) gives the additional equation∑
ν

mπν ·
{
zi(σ)/zj(σ)

}
i6=j =

⊔
ν

mπν ·
{
zi(πν,x)/zj(πν,x)

}
i6=j . (9.3.3)

Now (9.3.2) implies that the multiplicity of1 on the left hand side of (9.3.3) is
≤ the multiplicity of 1 on the right hand side with equality if and only if the sets
{zi(πν,x)}i are equal for allν. This means (2)⇒(3).

10 Decomposition under the Symmetric Groups

If the sequenceλ consists only of repetitions ofµ+ andµ−, then the isotypical
components ofHn

I,λ with respect to the irreducible representations of the finite
groupStab(λ) can be recognised as certainHn

I,λ′ for differentλ′. This follows
rather formally from the sheaf theoretic version of the Springer correspondence
for gln, which we recall first.
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10.1 Generalities onCohD

In the sequelX may be any smooth curve overFq. The stackCohmX classifies
coherentOX-modules of lengthm and is equipped with a natural morphism norm:

N : CohmX −→ X(m)

We denote byN0 : cohmX → X its base change by the diagonalm : X → X(m),
and for a closed pointx ∈ X let

cohm(x) −→ Spec k(x)

be the base change ofN0 by the immersionSpec k(x)→ X. This meanscohm(x)
classifies coherentOX-modules with support inx. The notation is justified be-
cause this stack only depends on the complete local ringOx, which only depends
onk(x).

Example 10.1.1.In the caseX = A1 = Spec Fq[t] a coherentOX-module of
lengthm is the same as anm-dimensional vector space overFq with a linear
action of the variablet, so

CohmA1 = glm
/

GLm . (10.1.1)

Under this isomorphism the norm can be identified with the mapglm /GLm →
Am given by the coefficients of the characteristic polynomial. LetN ⊆ glm be the
closed subscheme where all coefficients of the characteristic polynomial vanish.
Then (10.1.1) induces an isomorphismcohm(0) ∼= N/GLm . Using translations
in A1 this extends to

cohmA1
∼= cohm(0)× A1 .

Lemma 10.1.2.Let f : X → Y be a dominant morphism of smooth curves over
Fq. Then the morphismf∗ : CohmX → CohmY is representable affine of finite type.

Proof. If f is an open immersion, the same is true forf∗. Thus we have to show
that for finitef and forK ∈ CohmY (S) the fibre of the morphismf∗ in K is a
relatively affine scheme overS of finite type. LetN(K) ⊆ Y × S be the norm of
K and letZ = N(K)×Y X.

Z
ψ−−→ N(K)

π−−→ S

Here both morphisms are finite and flat. SinceK is anON(K)-module, the struc-
ture of anOY×S-module forK can be considered as a section of the vector bundle

HomOS

(
π∗ψ∗OZ ⊗OS

π∗K , π∗K
)
−→ S

satisfying certain closed conditions (compatible withS ′ → S).
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Lemma 10.1.3.Let f : X → Y be anétale morphism of smooth curves over
Fq. Then the morphismf∗ : CohmX → CohmY is étale in precisely those points
K ∈ CohmY (Fq) for which no two points ofN(K) have the same image underf .

Moreover the following diagram is 2-cartesian, in particular the upper mor-
phismf∗ is étale.

cohX
f∗ //

��

cohY

��

X
f

// Y

Proof. We need to show thatf∗ is formally étale and that theS-valued points of
the diagram are 2-cartesian. For both assertions it is sufficient to consider the
category ofS which are finite overFq, in which case they follow from the fact
thatf induces isomorphisms of the complete local rings ofXFq

andYFq
.

(If two points ofN(K) coincide, then the dimension ofAut(f∗K) is greater
than the dimension ofAut(K), which means the fibre off∗ has positive dimension
in K.)

Corollary 10.1.4. Locally inX there is an isomorphismcohmX
∼= cohm(0) × X

such that the morphismN0 is identified with the second projection. In particular
the stackcohmX is reduced.

Proof. Locally inX there is ańetale morphism toA1, which proves the first asser-
tion. The schemeN is reduced because it is generically smooth and a complete in-
tersection (it is defined bym equations), i.e. it has no embedded components.

Let nowD be an Azumaya algebra of rankd2 onX. As in Definition 1.1.1 we
can define the stackCohmD of coherentD-modules of lengthm, which is equipped
with a morphism norm:

N : CohmD −→ X(m)

As before, the base change ofN by the diagonal is denoted byN0 : cohmD → X,
and the restriction ofN0 to a closed pointx ∈ X is cohmD (x)→ Spec k(x). Since
an isomorphismDx ∼= Md(OX) induces an isomorphismcohmD (x) ∼= cohm(x),
this stack is independent ofD. Moreover a trivialisation ofD overFqn induces an
isomorphismCohmD ⊗ Fqn ∼= CohmX ⊗ Fqn (cf. section 1.2). So Corollary 10.1.4
implies:

Corollary 10.1.5. Locally inX there is an isomorphism

cohmD ⊗ Fqn ∼= (cohm(0)×X)⊗ Fqn

such that the morphismN0 is identified with the second projection. In particular
the stackcohmD is reduced.
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Definition 10.1.6.Let C̃ohmD (S) be the groupoid ofK ∈ CohmD (S) equipped with
a filtration

K = Km ⊃ . . . ⊃ K1 ⊃ K0 = 0

such that allKi/Ki−1 lie in Coh1
D(S).

In the following commutative diagram the morphismNm is given by the quotients
Ki/Ki−1, andp is given by forgetting the filtration.

C̃ohmD
Nm

//

p

��

Xm

��

CohmD
N // X(m)

(10.1.2)

We denote byX(m)
rss ⊆ X(m) the complement of all diagonals.

Proposition 10.1.7.The morphismp is representable projective. OverX(m)
rss dia-

gram(10.1.2)is 2-cartesian, in particular therep is anSm-torsor.

Proof. The fibre ofp in K ∈ CohmD (S) can be viewed as a subsheaf of a flag
variety of (p2)∗K which is defined by closed conditions (herep2 : X × S → S
denotes the second projection). Thusp is representable projective.

OverX(m)
rss any filtration ofK splits uniquely, and a decompositionN(K) =

N1 + . . . + Nm with effective divisorsNi is equivalent to a decompositionK =
K1⊕. . .⊕Km withN(Ki) = Ni. The groupSm acts in both cases by permutation
of the constituents.

Proposition 10.1.8.The morphismNm : C̃ohmD → Xm is smooth of relative
dimension−m.

Proof. First assumem = 1. OverFq, using a trivialisation ofD the norm can
be identified with the smooth morphismX/Gm → X. The general case follows
inductively using Lemma 3.2.9.

Let c̃ohmD → X be the base change ofNm by the diagonalX → Xm. The
morphism

q : c̃ohmD −→ cohmD

given by forgetting the filtration is the resolution of singularities of Definition
3.2.7 in the special case of the generic stratum. Up to a closed immersion with a
nilpotent ideal it coincides with the base change ofp. Its fibre in the closed point
x ∈ X, which we write asq(x) : c̃ohmD (x)→ cohmD (x), can be identified with the
Springer resolutioñN/GLm → N/GLm overk(x).
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In section 3.2 we defined locally closed substacksCohmD ⊆ CohmD and their
inverse imagescohmD ⊆ cohmD . By Proposition 3.2.4 the latter are smooth overX
of relative dimension−m− d(m), using the notation

d(m) = 2
∑

(i− 1)mi . (10.1.3)

Hence the codimension ofcohmD ⊆ cohmD is d(m).

Proposition 10.1.9.The morphismp is small with respect to the given stratifica-
tion. The morphismsq and q(x) are semismall and all strata are relevant (this
means the dimension of the fibre equals half the dimension of the stratum).

Proof. Each stratumCohmD has constant dimension in all points (Proposition 3.2.1)
and only the generic stratum is mapped surjectively toX(m) by the norm. So we
need to show that all fibres ofp overCohmD have dimensiond(m)/2.

ForK = K1 ⊕ K2 in CohmD (Fq) such that theKi have disjoint supports, the
numberd(m) is additive. Since the natural map from the maximal filtrations of
K to the pairs of maximal filtrations of theKi is finite and surjective, it suffices
to consider the fibres ofq. Their dimension has been computed in Proposition
3.2.10.

10.2 Springer correspondence forCohD

First we recall the classical parametrisation of the irreducible representations of
the symmetric groups and their connection with the irreducible representations of
the general linear groups.

Let m ≥ 0 be an integer and letV be a finite dimensional vector space over
Ql. On V ⊗m there is the diagonal action ofGL(V ) and the action ofSm by
permutation of the tensor factors. For any finite dimensional representationχ of
Sm overQl we denote byV (χ) theGL(V )-representationHomSm(χ, V ⊗m).

For any partitionm = (m1 ≥ . . . ≥ mr) of the integerm we write Sm =
Sm1 × . . . ×Smr ⊆ Sm and letIm = IndSm

Sm
1l, where1l denotes the trivial one-

dimensional representation. There is a natural bijectionm 7→ λm between the
partitions ofm of length≤ dim(V ) and the positive dominant weights of degree
m for the groupGL(V ), given byλ(i)

m = mi.
For any dominant weightλ we denote byVλ the irreducible representation of

GL(V ) with highest weightλ.

Lemma 10.2.1.There is a unique parametrisationm 7→ χm of the irreducible
representations ofSm by the partitions ofm such thatIm ≡ χm modulo all
representationsχm′ withm′ > m. If the length ofm is at mostdim(V ), we have
V (χm) ∼= Vλm, andV (χm) = 0 otherwise.
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This is completely classical. A refinement of Lemma 10.2.1 is that if the length
of m is at mostdim(V ), then the multiplicity ofχm in Im′ equals the dimension
of theλm′-eigenspace inVλm. A Reference for these assertions is [FH], Lemma
4.24, Corollary 4.39, Theorem 6.3, Proposition 15.47, and Formula (A.19).

We denote byCohmD,rss the inverse image ofX(m)
rss under the norm and by

j : CohmD,rss ⊆ CohmD the natural embedding. Writingp′ : C̃ohmD,rss → CohmD,rss
for the restriction ofp, Proposition 10.1.9 implies

Rp∗Ql = j!∗Rp
′
∗Ql .

Therefore the naturalSm-action onRp′∗Ql (Proposition 10.1.7) extends uniquely
to an action onRp∗Ql, which in turn induces an action onRq∗Ql by pullback.
SinceCohmD is smooth, the equation(Rp′∗Ql)

Sm = Ql gives(Rp∗Ql)
Sm = Ql by

intermediate extension. This implies

(Rq∗Ql)
Sm = Ql .

Lemma 10.2.2.Let f : X → Y be anétale morphism of smooth curves overFq
and letϕ0 = f∗ : cohmX → cohmY . Then the natural homomorphism

c : ϕ∗0R(qY )∗Ql −→ R(qX)∗Ql

is aSm-equivariant isomorphism.

Proof. Let U ⊆ CohmX be the open subset whereϕ = f∗ : CohmX → CohmY is
étale. By Lemma 10.1.3 we haveU ′ = ϕ−1(CohmY,rss) ⊆ U . OverU ′ the natural
map

b : ϕ∗R(pY )∗Ql −→ R(pX)∗Ql

is an equivariant isomorphism, because it comes from a morphism ofSm-torsors.
This property extends toU by intermediate extension. Nowc is the base change of
b by the natural morphismcohmX → CohmX , which factors overU , and the assertion
follows by pullback.

For any irreducible representationχ of Sm over Ql the χ-isotypic component
(Rq∗Ql)(χ) is defined in such a way thatRq∗Ql is canonically isomorphic to the
direct sum of all(Rq∗Ql)(χ)⊗χ. Letjm : cohmD ⊆ cohmD be the natural embedding
and let

Fm = (jm)!∗Ql 〈−d(m)〉 .
The sheaf theoretic version of the Springer correspondence forglm in this context
assumes the following form.

Theorem 10.2.3.For anym there is an isomorphism

(Rq∗Ql)(χm) ∼= Fm .
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Proof. It has been remarked in [Lau87] that the corresponding statement forq(0) :
c̃ohm(0) → cohm(0) is precisely the Springer correspondence forglm, which is
explained in [KW], Chapter VI.

Using the isomorphismscohmA1
∼= cohm(0) × A1 andc̃ohmA1

∼= c̃ohm(0) × A1

we obtain the assertion of the theorem in the caseX = A1 with trivial D. Since
anyX admits locally ańetale map toA1, Lemma 10.2.2 implies the assertion for
arbitraryX with trivial D (that (Rq∗Ql)(χm) is the intermediate extension of a
smooth sheaf byjm is a local statement, and the isomorphism class of this smooth
sheaf can be detected locally as well).

For the proof of the general case letX be geometrically irreducible. Over
Fq there exists the desired isomorphism because thereD can be trivialised. This
means that

G = (Rq∗Ql)(χm) 〈d(m)〉
∣∣

coh
m
D

is a smooth one-dimensionall-adic sheaf which is trivial overFq, and we have
to show thatG is trivial itself. SincecohmD is geometrically irreducible,G can be
considered as a one-dimensionall-adic representation ofGal(Fq |Fq).

The isomorphismscohmD (x) ∼= cohm(x) and c̃ohmD (x) ∼= c̃ohm(x) imply the
assertion of the theorem for the morphismsq(x). Because eachcohmD (x) is geo-
metrically irreducible overSpec k(x), this means that the restrictions of the repre-
sentationG to Gal(Fq | k(x)) are trivial. These subgroups generateGal(Fq |Fq).

Remark.The construction of the Springer correspondence as explained in Chap-
ter VI of [KW] only shows that the statement of the theorem holds for some
parametrisation of the irreducible representations ofSm by the set of partitions
m.

We sketch a proof that this parametrisation coincides with the one we fixed
before: in view of the characterisation of our parametrisation in Lemma 10.2.1, we
have to show that every(Rq∗Ql)

Sm is the direct sum of someFm′ with m′ ≥ m.
This is equivalent to the condition

m′ 6≥ m =⇒ Hd(m′)(Rq∗Ql)
Sm

∣∣
cohm′ = 0.

To prove this condition, we factorq as c̃ohm
q′−→ c̃oh′

q′′−→ cohm where c̃oh′

parametrises partial filtrations of typem, i.e. with quotients of lengthsm1 . . .mr.
Then there is a natural action ofSm onRq′∗Ql with invariantsQl, which implies

(Rq∗Ql)
Sm = Rq′′∗Ql.

Thus we have to prove that in the casem′ 6≥ m the dimension of the fibres of
q′′ over cohm

′
is strictly less thand(m′)/2. An equivalent statement is that over
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cohm
′
the mapq′ does not have a fibre of dimension zero. The existence of such

a fibre means that a sheaf of typem′ admits a filtration of typem such that all its
subquotients are cyclic sheaves. This is possible precisely form′ ≥ m.

10.3 Decomposition of cohomology

We now change the notation. We fix a sequence of integersm = (m1, . . . ,mr)
with sum zero and call a sequence of dominant coweightsλ = (λ1, . . . , λr) defi-
nite of degreem if λi ∈ P++

mi
for all i. For suchλ we consider

λ+
i =

{
λi if mi ≥ 0

w0λ
∨
i if mi ≤ 0

as a partition of|mi| of length≤ d. The sequencesλ+ which arise in this way
parametrise a subset of the irreducible representations ofSm = S|m1|×. . .×S|mr|

overQl via
λ+ 7−→ χλ+ = χλ+

1
� . . .� χλ+

r

using the notation of Lemma 10.2.1. The permutation action ofStab(λ) makes
χλ+ into a representation of the semidirect productSm o Stab(λ).

We form the following sequencẽλ of lengthM =
∑
|mi|.

λ̃ = λ̃(1) . . . λ̃(r) , λ̃(i) =

{
(µ+)mi = (µ+, . . . , µ+) if mi ≥ 0

(µ−)−mi = (µ−, . . . , µ−) if mi ≤ 0

Then the stabiliserStab(λ̃) ⊆ SM is isomorphic to(SM/2)
2 and contains the nat-

urally embedded subgroupSm o Stab(m), which respects the given decomposi-
tion of λ̃ into subsequences (but not necessarily the order of these subsequences).

Assumption 10.3.1.The stackShtλ̃/aZ is proper over(X ′)M .

This implies that allSht≤λ/aZ for definiteλ of degreem are proper over(X ′)r as
well. The assumption holds for example ifD is sufficiently ramified with respect
toM/2.

The direct imagesHn
I,λ̃ introduced in Definition 8.2.2 are smoothl-adic sheaves

on (X ′ \ I)M (Lemma 8.2.3), which via the construction in Proposition 8.2.4 are
made intol-adic representations of

π1(X
′ \ I, y )M o Stab(λ̃)×HI .

Herey ∈ X(F alg) is the natural geometric point.
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Let ∆ be the multi-diagonal(x1 . . . xr) 7→ (x
|m1|
1 . . . x

|mr|
r ), which may be

considered either as a morphism(X ′ \ I)r → (X ′ \ I)M or as a mapGr
F → GM

F .
The equivariant action ofStab(λ̃) onHn

I,λ̃ restricts to an ordinary action ofSm on
∆∗Hn

I,λ̃, considered either as a sheaf or as a representation. So for any irreducible
representationχ of Sm theχ-isotypic component∆∗Hn

I,λ̃(χ) is defined. In the
caseχ = χλ+ this is a representation ofπ1(X

′ \ I, y )r o Stab(λ)×HI .

Theorem 10.3.2.For any definiteλ of degreem there is an isomorphism ofl-adic
sheaves of(X ′ \ I)r

(∆∗Hn
I,λ̃)(χλ+) ∼= Hn

I,λ , (10.3.1)

which is compatible with the action ofπ1(X
′ \ I, y )r o Stab(λ) × HI and with

the natural inclusions forI ⊆ J . For any other irreducible representationχ of
Sm the isotypic component(∆∗Hn

I,λ̃)(χ) vanishes.

Corollary 10.3.3. Letπ be an irreducible automorphic representation ofD∗
A/a

Z

overQl. Then for any definiteλ of degreem there are isomorphisms(
∆∗Hn

λ̃
(π)

)
(χλ+) ∼= Hn

λ (π)

of semisimple representations of(GF )r oStab(λ), while(∆∗Hn
λ̃
(π))(χ) vanishes

for any other irreducible representationχ of Sm.

In the remainder of this section we will deduce Theorem 10.3.2 from the Springer
correspondence forCohD (Theorem 10.2.3), which is a rather formal matter. We
start from the following commutative diagram with 2-cartesian left half.

π̃ : Shtλ̃I
/
aZ α̃ //

p′

��

∏
C̃oh

|mi|
D

//

p

��

(X ′ \ I)M

r

��

π : ShtmI
/
aZ

α
//
∏

Coh
|mi|
D

//
∏

(X ′ \ I)(|mi|)

(10.3.2)

Herep is the product of the morphismspi : C̃oh
|mi|
D → Coh

|mi|
D given by forget-

ting the filtration, whilep′ has been called a collapsing map in section 2.3. Over∏
(X ′ \ I)(|mi|)

rss the right square is 2-cartesian as well, and there the morphismsr,
p, p′ areSm-torsors. Let

∆ : (X ′ \ I)r −→
∏

(X ′ \ I)|mi| = (X ′ \ I)M

and

δ : (X ′ \ I)r −→
∏

(X ′ \ I)(|mi|)
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be the products of the respective diagonals of lengths|m1| . . . |mr|. Up to a closed
immersion with a nilpotent ideal the base change of (10.3.2) byδ is the diagram

π̃0 : ∆∗ Shtλ̃I
/
aZ α̃0 //

q′

��

∏
c̃oh

|mi|
D

//

q

��

(X ′ \ I)r

π0 : δ∗ ShtmI
/
aZ

α0

//
∏

coh
|mi|
D

// (X ′ \ I)r

(10.3.3)

Hereq is the product of the morphismsqi : c̃oh
|mi|
D → coh

|mi|
D .

TheS|mi|-action onR(qi)∗Ql induces aSm-action on

Rq′∗Ql = α∗0Rq∗Ql = α∗0
(
R(q1)∗Ql � . . .�R(qr)∗Ql

)
Using the equatioñπ0 = π0 q

′ this gives aSm-action onR(π̃0)∗Ql and hence on

∆∗Hn
I,λ̃ = Rn(π̃0)∗Ql〈dim(λ̃)〉

with dim(λ̃) = M(d− 1).

Lemma 10.3.4.The such definedSm-action on∆∗Hn
I,λ̃ coincides with the re-

striction of the equivariant action ofStab(λ̃) onHn
I,λ̃ which has been constructed

in Proposition 8.2.4.

Proof. TheSm-action onRq∗Ql = δ∗Rp∗Ql we used above comes from an action
onRp∗Ql. Therefore the action on the direct images ofπ̃0 can be obtained in the
following way as well:

p  α∗p = p′  πp′ = rπ̃  δ∗(rπ̃)
i

⊇ ∆∗π̃ = π̃0

In the last step we use that the infinitesimal closed immersioni induces an iso-
morphism

δ∗r∗H
n
I,λ̃ = ∆∗Hn

I,λ̃ .

So we have to show that theSm-action onRp∗Ql and the equivariantSm-action
onRnπ̃∗Ql〈dim(λ̃)〉 give the same action onr∗Rnπ̃∗Ql〈dim(λ̃)〉. Over the dense
open subset

j :
∏

(X ′ \ I)(|mi|)
rss ⊆

∏
(X ′ \ I)(|mi|)

this is true because both actions arise from theSm-action on the upper row of
(10.3.2). SinceHn

I,λ̃ is smooth, the mapEnd(r∗H
n
I,λ̃) → End(j∗r∗H

n
I,λ̃) is injec-

tive.
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Proof of Theorem 10.3.2.For any definite sequenceλ of weightm let jλ+ be the
product of the natural embeddings

jλ+
i

: coh
λ+

i
D ⊆ coh

|mi|
D

for i = 1 . . . r, letFλ+
i

= (jλ+
i
)!∗Ql〈−d(λ+

i )〉 whered(λ+
i ) is the codimension of

jλ+
i

(see (10.1.3)) and let

Fλ+ = Fλ+
1
� . . .� Fλ+

r
.

The base change ofjλ+ byα0 is the natural embeddingjλ : ShtλI /a
Z ⊆ δ∗ ShtmI /a

Z.
By smoothness ofα0 we get a canonical isomorphism

α∗0Fλ+〈dim(λ̃)〉 = (jλ)!∗Ql〈dim(λ)〉 = ICλ .

Thus Theorem 10.2.3 gives isomorphisms(
Rq′∗Ql〈dim(λ̃)〉

)
(χλ+) ∼= ICλ , (10.3.4)

while the isotypic components ofRq′∗Ql for all other irreducible representations
of Sm vanish. In view of Lemma 10.3.4 the application ofRn(π0)∗ results in the
desired isomorphisms (10.3.1) of sheaves on(X ′ \ I)r:(
∆∗Rnπ̃∗Ql〈dim(λ̃)〉

)
(χλ+) =

(1)

(
Rn(π0)∗Rq

′
∗Ql〈dim(λ̃)〉

)
(χλ+) ∼=

(2)
Rn(π0)∗ICλ

(10.3.5)
It remains to show that these are compatible with the various actions.

To begin with, the compatibility ofq′ with the Hecke correspondences, with
the partial Frobenii, and with the permutations inStab(m) allows to construct
cohomological correspondences forRq′∗Ql〈dim(λ̃)〉 coming from the cohomo-

logical correspondences forQl〈dim(λ̃)〉 onShtλ̃I /a
Z, for which (1) is equivariant.

Here the partial FrobeniusFi for ShtmI /a
Z is related to the product

F̃i = F|m1|+...+|mi−1|+1 ◦ . . . ◦ F|m1|+...+|mi|

onShtλ̃I , which is defined on an open subset of(X ′ \ I)M containing the∆-image
of the complement of all diagonals. Something similar holds for the permutations.

On the other hand, on

Rq∗Ql〈dim(λ̃)〉 = R(q1)∗Ql〈|m1|(d− 1)〉� . . .�R(qr)∗Ql〈|mr|(d− 1)〉

we have the action ofFi by the absolute Frobenius of thei-th component and the
action ofStab(m) by permutation of the factors. Since the morphismα0 is invari-
ant under the Hecke correspondences and equivariant with respect to the action of
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the partial Frobenii and ofStab(m), we obtain cohomological correspondences
for Rq′∗Ql〈dim(λ̃)〉 = α∗0Rq∗Ql〈dim(λ̃)〉 over the Hecke correspondences, over
the partial Frobenii, and over the permutations inStab(λ) ⊆ Stab(m). With
respect to the induced actions on the middle term of (10.3.5) the map (2) is equiv-
ariant.

It is easy to see that the two constructions of cohomological correspondences
for Rq′∗Ql〈dim(λ̃)〉 give the same result.

10.4 Applications

Originally the idea was to use the decomposition of the Galois representations in
Corollary 10.3.3 in order to reduce the computation of allHλ(π) to the case that
all λi areµ+ or µ−, because then Drinfeld’s case of the fundamental lemma can
be applied. However, this only gives the description of these restrictedHλ(π) as
Galois representations without the action of the symmetric groups. On the other
hand we have seen that the computation of allHλ(π) is possible without using
the general case of the fundamental lemma. Therefore the decomposition can be
used in the other direction to obtain information about the action of the symmetric
groups.

The following statement without the action ofSm would be a direct conse-
quence of Theorem 9.3.3. We keep the notations and assumptions of section 10.3.

Proposition 10.4.1.There is an isomorphism of(GF )r ×Sm-modules

∆∗Hλ̃(π) = mπ · σ(π)⊗m1 � . . .� σ(π)⊗mr (10.4.1)

whereS|mi| acts onσ(π)⊗mi by permutation of the factors.

Proof. We have to show that for any irreducible representation ofSm the isotypic
components of both sides of (10.4.1) are isomorphic as(GF )r-modules. In view
of Corollary 10.3.3 applied to the left hand side and Lemma 10.2.1 applied to the
right hand side this means

Hλ(π) = mπ · (ρλ1 ◦ σ(π))� . . .� (ρλr ◦ σ(π)) (10.4.2)

as(GF )r-modules for all definiteλ of degreem, which is the statement of Theo-
rem 9.3.3.

Proposition 10.4.2.In the situation of Proposition 10.4.1 there is an isomorphism
(10.4.1)of (Gr

F ×Sm) o Stab(m)-modules if and only if there are isomorphisms
(10.4.2)of (GF )r o Stab(λ)-modules for all definiteλ of degreem where the
symmetric groups act on the right hand sides by the obvious permutations.
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Proof. The subgroupStab(λ) ⊆ Stab(m) coincides with the stabiliser of the iso-
morphism class of the irreducible representationχλ+ of Sm. Hence using Corol-
lary 10.3.3 there is an isomorphism of(Gr

F ×Sm) o Stab(m)-modules

∆∗Hλ̃(π) =
⊕
λ

Ind
(GF )roStab(m)
(GF )roStab(λ) Hλ(π)

whereλ runs through a set of representatives of theStab(m)-orbits in the set of
definiteλ’s of degreem. There is a similar connection between the right hand
sides of (10.4.1) and (10.4.2).

For any integerm ≥ 1 we form the sequence

λ̃ = λ(m) = (µ+)m(µ+)m = (µ+, . . . , µ+, µ−, . . . , µ−)

and writeHm(π) = Hλ(m)(π).

Theorem 10.4.3.Assume that for a given integerm ≥ 1 the stackSht≤λ(m)/aZ

is proper over(X ′)2m. If for some irreducible automorphic representationπ of
D∗

A/a
Z the associated Galois representationσ(π) contains no irreducible rep-

resentation with multiplicity greater than1 (cf. Remark 9.3.2), then there is an
isomorphism

Hm(π) = mπ · σ(π)�m � σ(π)∨�m (10.4.3)

of (GF )2m o (Sm)2-modules.

Corollary 10.4.4. AssumeSht(µ+, µ−)/aZ is proper over(X ′)2 and D is suffi-
ciently ramified with respect toλ. If for some irreducible automorphic representa-
tionπ ofD∗

A/a
Z the associated Galois representationσ(π) contains no irreducible

representation with multiplicity greater than1, then there is an isomorphism

Hλ(π) ∼= mπ · (ρλ1 ◦ σ(π))� . . .� (ρλr ◦ σ(π))

of (GF )r o Stab(λ)-modules.

The hypothesis onλ in the corollary can be weakened by demanding that a certain
stackShtλ̃/aZ is proper over(X ′)M .

Proof of Corollary 10.4.4.If all λi are definite, the claim follows directly from
Theorem 10.4.3 and Proposition 10.4.2. Lemma 3.3.4 allows to reduce the general
case to this.
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Proof of Theorem 10.4.3.First we assume thatσ = σ(π) is actually irreducible.
Let V0 be theG2m

F o Sm-moduleσ�m � σ∨�m. By Theorem 9.3.3 there is an
isomorphism ofG2m

F -modules

Hm(π) ∼= mπ · V0 .

Therefore the isomorphism class ofHm(π) as aG2m
F o S2

m-module is determined
by themπ-dimensionalS2

m-module

W = HomG2m
F

(V0, Hm(π))

whereS2
m acts on homomorphisms by conjugation;Hm(π) = W ⊗ V0.

Let 1l be the trivial one-dimensional representation ofS2
m. By Proposition

10.4.1 the isotypic componentsHm(π)(1l) and(1lmπ ⊗ V0)(1l) are isomorphic as
G2
F -modules, in particular they have the same dimension. In view of Lemma

10.4.5 below, formπ-dimensionalS2
m-modulesW ′ the dimension of(W ′⊗V0)(1l)

is strictly maximal in the caseW ′ ∼= 1lmπ . This impliesW ∼= 1lmπ and finishes the
proof if σ is irreducible.

Lemma 10.4.5.LetW be an irreducible representation ofSm and letV be the
isotypic componentV = (Qd

l )
⊗m(W ). Then we have

dim(V )

dim(W )
=

∏
(d− i+ j)

m!

with the product over all positions(i, j) of the boxes in the Young diagram ofW .
In the caseW = 1l these are the pairs(0, j) for 0 ≤ j < d.

Proof. By the Hook Length Formula [FH] 4.12, the dimension ofW ism! divided
by a certain product of hook lengths, while by [FH] Exercise 6.4 the dimension of
V is

∏
(d− i− j) divided by the same product of hook lengths.

Continuation of the proof of theorem 10.4.3.For generalσ we use the same ap-
proach as in the irreducible case. Again both sides of (10.4.3) are isomorphic as
G2m
F -modules, and the dimensions of their1l-isotypic components agree.

Let σ = σ1 ⊕ . . . ⊕ σr be a decomposition into pairwise non-isomorphic
irreducible factors. For any additive decompositionm = m1 + . . . + mr with
mi ≥ 0 let Sm ⊆ Sm be the naturally embedded subgroupSm1× . . .×Smr , and
let

Vm = σ�m1
1 � . . .� σ�mr

r

asGm
F o Sm-module. The isomorphism class of theG2m

F o S2
m-moduleHm(π)

is uniquely determined by the family ofmπ-dimensionalSm ×Sm′-modules

Wm,m′ = HomG2m
F

(
Vm � V

∨
m′ , Hm(π)

)
,
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more precisely

Hm(π) =
⊕
m,m′

Ind
G2m

F oS2
m

G2m
F o(Sm×Sm′ )

Wm,m′ ⊗ (Vm � V
∨
m′) . (10.4.4)

The existence of an isomorphism (10.4.3) means that eachWm,m′ is the trivialmπ-
dimensional representation ofSm×Sm′. To prove that this is true, it is sufficient
to see that the dimension of the1l-isotypic component of each single summand in
(10.4.4) is strictly maximal in the case of trivialWm,m′. But this dimension equals

dimH0
(
Sm ×Sm′ ,Wm,m′ ⊗ (Qd

l )
⊗2m

)
and we can apply Lemma 10.4.5 again.
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Appendix

A Properness ofD-Shtukas

In section 1.5 we claimed that the natural morphism

πm : Shtm/aZ −→ X ′(m) ×X ′(m)

is not always proper contrary to the expectation (and the assertion in [Laf97] IV.1,
Theorem 1 in the casem = 1).

On the following pages we show that ford = 2 the criterion given in propo-
sition 1.5.2 is optimal. Since in this case the local invariants ofD are0 or 1/2,
the criterion says that the above morphism is proper ifD is ramified at more than
2m places. For the proof of non-properness in the case of less ramification it
would be sufficient to find one degenerating family, but we in fact construct a par-
tial (non-separated) compactification, based on the constructions in [Dri89] and
[Laf98].

For generald there is a precise criterion for properness as well, which we
will prove in a later work: forα ∈ Q/Z let [α] ∈ [0, 1) be the unique inverse
image. The morphismπm is proper if and only if for every integer0 < k < d the
following inequality holds.∑

x∈X

[ k invx(D) ] ≥ m+ 1

For properness ofSht≤λ/aZ over(X ′)r a similar criterion can be formulated.

A.1 Remarks on projective modules

Let R → R′ be a local homomorphism of local noetherian rings, letA be a (not
necessarily commutative)R-algebra, which is free of finite rank as anR-module,
and letA′ = A⊗RR′. We consider a finitely generated rightA-moduleM which
is free as anR-module and writeM ′ = M ⊗A A′. Any projectiveA-module is
free as anR-module.
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By [Laf97] I.2, Lemma 4M is a freeA-module if and only ifM ′ is free over
A′. (This does not depend on the noetherian assumption. Neither does the follow-
ing statement, as everything can be defined over a finitely generated subring).

Lemma A.1.1. M is a projectiveA-module if and only ifM ′ is projective over
A′.

Proof. We have to show that ifM ′ is projective, then so isM . If R → R′ is flat
(hence faithfully flat), this follows from the equations

Ext1
A(M,N)⊗R R′ = Ext1

A′(M
′, N ⊗A A′)

for all A-modulesN . In general we may therefore replaceR′ by its residue field
andR by its completion, which in the noetherian case is flat overR.

If M ′ is a freeA′-module, then any inverse image of anA′-basis ofM ′ is
anA-basis ofM by Nakayama’s lemma and flatness ofM overR. If M ′ is
only projective, there is a finitely generated projectiveA′-moduleN ′ such that
N ′ ⊕M ′ is free. SinceR is complete, this module has the formN ′ = N ⊗A A′
with a finitely generated projectiveA-moduleN (lifting of idempotents). Then
N ⊕M is free overA, which meansM is projective.

Lemma A.1.2. The natural map from the set of isomorphism classes of finitely
generated projectiveA-modules to the set of isomorphism classes of finitely gen-
erated projectiveA′-modules is injective. IfR is complete andR′ is a quotient of
R, then this map is bijective.

Proof. We only have to consider the two cases thatR′ is the residue filed ofR
or that bothR andR′ are fields. In the second case the isomorphism class of a
finitely generated projectiveA-moduleM is determined by theR-dimensions of
M ⊗A Ai with Ai running through the simple quotients ofA. These dimensions
can be read off fromM ′.

In any case for two finitely generated projectiveA-modulesM andN we have

HomA(M,N)⊗R R′ = HomA′(M ⊗A A′, N ⊗A A′) ,

because this holds for free modules and this property carries over from a direct
sum to each of the factors.

Thus ifR → R′ is surjective, any isomorphismM ⊗A A′ ∼= N ⊗A A′ can
be lifted to homomorphismsM → N andN → M , which are surjective by
Nakayama’s lemma. Since any surjective endomorphism of a finitely generated
R-module is bijective, they are even bijective. If in additionR is complete, then
the idempotent element corresponding to a direct factor ofA′n can be lifted to
Mn(A).
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Now letX andD be as defined on page xi.

Lemma A.1.3. Any rightD �OS-moduleE which is locally free of finite rank as
anOX×S-module is locally projective overD �OS.

Proof. In view of Lemma A.1.1 it suffices to show that for an algebraically closed
fieldk and a geometric pointy = (x, s) ∈ (X×S)(k) the geometric fibreE⊗k(y)
is projective over(D �OS)⊗ k(y).

In the casex ∈ X ′(k) this algebra is an Azumaya algebra overk and therefore
any module is projective. Otherwisex is concentrated in a closed pointx ∈
X \ X ′. SinceDx ⊂ Dx is a maximal order, the order(D ⊗ k)x ⊂ (D ⊗ k)x is
hereditary, which implies(E ⊗OS

k)x is projective over this algebra.

A.2 Complete homomorphisms forD (d = 2)

The functorH which to a ringR assigns the set of

(u, v, α) ∈ End(R2)× End(R)×R

is representable by the 6-dimensional affine space overZ.
Let Ω1 ⊂ H be the locally closed subscheme whereu, v are invertible and

Λ2u = αv, let Ω be the schematic closure ofΩ1 in the open subset ofH where
u, v do not vanish at any point, and letΩ0 ⊂ Ω be the fibre in{0} of the morphism
Ω→ A1 which is given byα.

By [Laf98], Proposition 1.1 the subsetΩ0(R) ⊆ End(R2)× End(R) is given
by the conditions that the cokernel ofu is locally free of rank1 and thatv is in-
vertible. When this holds, the natural isomorphismsΛ2R2 = Ker(u)⊗ Im(u) and
Λ2R2 = Im(u)⊗ Coker(u) allow to considerv as an isomorphismw : Ker(u) ∼=
Coker(u).

For a given Azumaya algebraA |R of rank4 let

Ω(A |R) ⊆ A×R×R

be the subset of elements(u, v, α) which étale locally via a trivialisation ofA
become elements ofΩ(R). The conditionα = 0 defines a subsetΩ0(A |R) ⊆
Ω(A |R) which is naturally bijective to the set of pairs(u,w) of the following
kind: the cokernel of left multiplication byu ∈ A is locally free overR of rank2,
andw : Ker(u) ∼= Coker(u) is an isomorphism of rightA-modules.

Definition A.2.1. Let H̃(S) be the groupoid of collections(L , l, E , E ′, u, v) with

– L invertible sheaf onS andl ∈ Γ(S,L ),

– u : E → E ′ homomorphism of locally freeD �OS-modules of rank1,
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– v : L ⊗ det(E) ∼= det E ′ with det(u) = l · v,

such that(u, v, l) is locally inX ′ × S an element ofΩ(D � OS | OX′×S) (after
trivialising L andE , E ′).

Since the pairs(L , l) are parametrised byA1/Gm we get a natural morphism
H̃ → A1/Gm. LetH̃1 be the fibre overGm/Gm andH̃0 be the fibre over{0}/Gm.
The two maps̃H1 → Vect1

D given byE or byE ′ are isomorphisms.
For any(L , 0, E , E ′, u, v) ∈ H̃0(S) the restriction ofCoker(u) to X ′ × S is

locally free of rank2 overOX′×S.

Definition A.2.2. We denote byH0 ⊆ H̃0 the open substack whereCoker(u)
is locally free of rank2 overOX×S. In view of Lemma A.1.3, thereCoker(u),
Im(u), andKer(u) are locally projective overD�OS. LetH ⊆ H̃ be the maximal
open substack satisfyingH ∩ H̃0 = H0.

Lemma A.2.3. Let u : E → E ′ be a homomorphism of locally freeD � OS-
modules of rank1 such that its cokernel is locally free of rank2 overOX×S. As
explained above,u defines an isomorphism

HomD�OS
(Keru,Cokeru) ∼= HomOX×S

(det E , det E ′) (A.2.1)

overX ′×S. This extends to an isomorphism overX×S, which in both directions
carries isomorphisms to isomorphisms.

Proof. By Lemma A.1.3 the kernel and the cokernel ofu are locally inX × S
direct factors of freeD�OS-modules. ThusHomD�OS

(Keru,Cokeru) is locally
a direct factor of a freeOX×S-module, i.e. both sides of (A.2.1) are locally free
OX×S-modules. BecauseX ′ and the finitely manySpecOx for x ∈ X \X ′ form
an fpqc-covering ofX, the assertion must be proved only overDx �OS for these
x.

Let D̃i ⊃ Dx for i = 1, 2 be the two maximal orders, which are Azumaya
algebras. For anyi there is a commutative diagram with exact rows:

0 // Ex //

u

��

Ex ⊗Dx
D̃i //

u′

��

Ex ⊗Dx
D̃i/Dx //

u
��

0

0 // E ′x // E ′x ⊗Dx
D̃i // E ′x ⊗Dx

D̃i/Dx // 0

Therefore on the open subsetSi ⊆ S where the mapu is an isomorphism we have

HomDx�OS
(Keru,Cokeru) = HomDx�OS

(Keru′,Cokeru′)

= HomD̃i�OS
(Keru′,Cokeru′) ∼= Hom(det E , det E ′)
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where the last isomorphism is due to the fact thatD̃i is an Azumaya algebra.
It remains to show thatS is covered byS1 andS2. For this we may assume

S = Spec k with an algebraically closed fieldk. Using an isomorphismDx ∼=(
O O
$O O

)
and trivialisations ofE and ofE ′, u can be represented by a matrix

(
a b
$c d

)
with a, b, c, d ∈ Ox ⊗̂ k. The defining conditions for the twoSi are thena 6≡ 0
respectivelyd 6≡ 0 modulo$x. Now a ≡ 0 andd ≡ 0 would imply bc 6≡ 0,
becauseCoker(u) has rank2 in x. Then overDx ⊗̂ k det(u) would be invertible,
contradicting the hypothesis thatu is not invertible in any point.

Corollary A.2.4. H0 is naturally isomorphic to the stack of(L , E , E ′, u, w) with

– L invertible sheaf onS,

– u : E → E ′ homomorphism of locally freeD �OS-modules of rank1,

– Coker(u) locally free of rank2 overOX×S ,

– w : L ⊗Ker(u) ∼= Coker(u) asD �OS-modules.

A.3 Smoothness ofH
Lemma A.3.1. LetE andF be locally projectiveD�OS-modules of rank2 over
OX×S. ThenHomD�OS

(E ,F) is an invertibleOX×S-module, and fors ∈ S we
have

0 ≤ 1

2

(
degFs − deg Es

)
− degHomD�OS

(E ,F)s ≤
1

2

∑
x∈X\X′

deg(x) .

Proof. Like in the proof of Lemma A.2.3 theOX×S-moduleHomD�OS
(E ,F) is

locally free. Its rank can be seenétale locally overX ′×S, whereD is trivialisable.
To prove the inequality we may assumeS = Spec k with an algebraically closed
field k.

For x ∈ (X \ X ′)(k) we haveDx ∼=
(

O O
$O O

)
, from which we see that there

are embeddings of the completionsEx ⊆ Fx ⊂ $−1Ex such that the second is
not an isomorphism. OverX ′, E andF are locally isomorphic. Hence there are
embeddings

E ⊆ F ⊗L ⊂ E
( ∑
x∈X\X′

x
)

with some invertibleOX×S-moduleL such that the second embedding is not
bijective at any point overx ∈ X \ X ′. We concludeHomD�OS

(E ,F) ⊗L =
EndD�OS

(E) = OX×S and thus

1

2

(
degF − deg E

)
− degHomD(E ,F) =

1

2

(
deg(F ⊗L )− deg E

)
.

This number satisfies the asserted inequalities.
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Definition A.3.2. For any integerC letHC
0 ⊆ H0 be the open substack where the

inequality
2 · deg(Cokerus) ≤ deg Es − C (A.3.1)

holds. LetHC ⊆ H be the maximal open substack satisfyingHC ∩H0 = HC
0 .

Since Corollary A.2.4 impliesdeg(Es) = deg(E ′s), inequality (A.3.1) is equivalent
to deg(Cokerus) ≤ deg(Imus)− C.

Proposition A.3.3. For sufficiently largeC the morphism

HC
0 −→ Vect1

D × {0}/Gm

given byE andL is smooth of relative dimension zero.

Proof. By Corollary A.2.4, the fibre of the morphism in question overL = OS
and a givenE is the groupoid of quotientsπ : E →→ F such thatF is locally
free of rank2 overOX×S plus an extension0 → F → E ′ → Ker(π) → 0 of
D � OS-modules. SinceF andKer(π) are locally projectiveD � OS-modules,
for any such extensionE andE ′ are locally isomorphic, which meansE ′ is locally
free overD �OS.

The quotientsE →→ F as above are parametrised by a closed subschemeQ ⊆
QuotE/X×S/S, which we claim is smooth overS. Let A be a local Artin ring of
finite type overFq and letI ⊂ A be an ideal withI ∼= Fq. Locally inX, quotients
E →→ F in Q can be lifted fromA/I to A becauseF is locally projective over
D �OS (lifting of idempotents). The obstruction to a global lifting lies in

H1
(
X ⊗ Fq,HomD⊗Fq

(Ker(π)⊗ Fq,F ⊗ I)
)
.

As a consequence of Lemma A.3.1, this cohomology vanishes ifdeg Ker(π) −
degF is sufficiently small. In that case the relative dimension ofQ→ S is

n = dimH0(X ⊗ Fq,HomD⊗Fq
(Ker(π)⊗ Fq,F ⊗ I)).

Now we consider the extensions. In any caseExt1D�OS
(Ker(π),F) vanishes, and

under the same condition on the degrees as beforeR1p2,∗HomD�OS
(Ker(π),F)

vanishes as well, withp2 : X × S → S. In this case our stack of extensions is a
gerbe overQ with structure groupp2,∗HomD�OS

(Ker(π),F), which is a locally
freeOS-module of rankn.

Proposition A.3.4. For sufficiently largeC the morphism

HC −→ Vect1
D × A1/Gm (A.3.2)

given byE and(L , l) is smooth of relative dimension zero.
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Proof. Over Gm/Gm the morphism is an isomorphism. In view of Proposition
A.3.3 it remains to show that the morphism (A.3.2) is flat. This is equivalent to
H1 ⊆ HC being dense. In fact, using smoothness ofVect1

D this density implies
thatHC

0 ⊂ HC is a smooth divisor with smooth complement. Hence both sides of
(A.3.2) are smooth overFq, and the dimension of the fibres is constantly zero.

We want to show that any givenE0 = (E0, E ′0, u0, v0) ∈ H0(Fq) can be ex-
tended to(L = Fq[[t]], l = t, E , E ′, u, v) ∈ H(Fq[[t]]), which means that even
H1 ⊆ H is dense. LetAn = Fq[t]/tn+1. We will construct extensions

En = (En, E ′n, un, vn)

overX⊗An satisfyingdet(un) = t·vn along with isomorphismsEn ∼= En+1⊗An.
Then there is anE = (E , E ′, u, v) overX ⊗ Fq[[t]] with En ∼= E ⊗ An. Together
with l = t this is the desired element ofH(Fq[[t]]), because over the schematically
dense open subsetX ′ ⊗ Fq((t)) ⊂ X ′ ⊗ Fq[[t]] we have locally an element ofΩ1.
We also see that allEn lie inH(An), which might not have been clear a priori.

Locally in X ⊗ Fq there are isomorphismsE0 ∼= F0 ⊕ F ′0 ∼= E ′0 with projec-
tive D � OS-modulesF0 andF ′0 of rank2 overOX⊗Fq

such thatu0 is the map
E0→→F0 ↪→ E ′0. Using the notation of Lemma A.3.5 below, this can be written as
u0 =

(
1 0
0 0

)
andv0 = 1 ∈ OX⊗Fq

= End(det E0). We can liftF0 andF ′0 to Fn
andF ′n such that their direct sum is free overD⊗An. Then for anyn, un =

(
1 0
0 t

)
andvn = 1 define one local liftingEn of E0.

Next we show that all local liftings of thisEn−1 toAn are isomorphic. Induc-
tively this implies that all local liftings ofE0 to An are isomorphic and that any
such local lifting can be lifted further toAn+1.

We write u′n = un + tnδ and v′n = vn + tnε with δ ∈ Hom(E0, E ′0) and
ε ∈ Hom(det E0, det E ′0). Using Lemma A.3.5, the conditiondetu′ = t · v′n
means that the restriction̄δ : Ker(u0)→ Coker(u0) vanishes, while no condition
is imposed onε. Since the map

End(E0)⊕ End(E ′0) −→ Ker
(
Hom(E0, E ′0)→ Hom(Keru0,Cokeru0)

)
⊕Hom(det E0, det E ′0)

(α, β) 7−→ (u0α+ βu0, v0tr(α) + tr(β)v0) (A.3.3)

is surjective, the local liftings are isomorphic as claimed.
Therefore any global extensionE ′

n−1 of E0 can locally be lifted further toAn.
The sheafK of the local automorphisms of these liftings is locally isomorphic
to the kernel of the map (A.3.3). The obstruction to the existence of a global
extension lies inH2(X,K) = 0.

Lemma A.3.5. Let E be a locally freeD � OS-module of rank1 given over an
open subsetU ⊆ X × S, and letE = F ⊕ F ′ be a decomposition such that
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both factors have rank2 overOU . By Lemma A.3.1L = HomD�OS
(F ′,F) and

L ′ = HomD�OS
(F ,F ′) are invertibleOU -modules.

Then using the natural isomorphismsEnd(F) ∼= OX×S ∼= End(F ′), the
composition of endomorphisms in both directions defines the same isomorphism
L ⊗L ′ ∼= OX×S(−

∑
X\X′ x). In terms of the natural isomorphism

EndD�OS
(E) =

(
OX×S L ′

L OX×S

)
, u 7→

(
a b
c d

)
we have the formulaedet(u) = ad− bc andtr(u) = a+ d.

Proof. We may assumeS is of finite type overFq. SinceD can be trivialised́etale
locally onX ′, the assertions must be proved only overOx ⊗̂OS,s for x ∈ X \X ′

and for a closed points ∈ S.
There are precisely two isomorphism classes of projectiveDx-modules of rank

2 overOx. Because the direct sum ofF = F/msF andF ′ = F ′/msF ′ is
isomorphic toDx, F andF ′ are representatives of the two classes. Then by
Lemma A.1.2 the decompositionE ∼= F ⊕ F ′ is isomorphic toDx ⊗̂OS,s ∼=
F ⊗̂OS,s ⊕ F ′ ⊗̂OS,s. Using an isomorphismDx ∼=

(
O O
$O O

)
, for these modules

everything can be written down explicitly sincedet andtr are compatible with the
embeddingDx ⊂M2(Ox).

A.4 Degenerations ofD-shtukas (d = 2)

For any integerm ≥ 0 we have the stackShtm = ShtmD of D-shtukas with modi-
fications of lengthm and with zero and pole inX ′. In the casem = 1 this is the
restriction of Lafforgue’s [Laf97] stackCht1

D to X ′ × X ′ (here the superscript1
denotes rank1).

Definition A.4.1. Let Cm(S) be the groupoid of
[
L , l, E j−→E ′ t←−E ′′, u, v

]
with

– L invertible sheaf onS andl ∈ Γ(S,L ),

– E , E ′, E ′′ locally freeD �OS-modules of rank1,

– j, t modifications inInj1,mD (S), cf. definition 1.2.3,

– u : τE → E ′′ homomorphism ofD �OS-modules,

– v : L q−1 ⊗ det τE ∼= det E ′′ with det(u) = lq−1 · v,

such that(L q−1, lq−1, τE , E ′′, u, v) ∈ H(S). Moreover for any geometric point
s ∈ S we require that theσq-linear endomorphismj−1tu of the generic fibre ofEs
is not nilpotent.

There is a sequence of natural morphisms

Cm −→ H −→ A1/Gm
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defined by(L q−1, lq−1, τE , E ′′, u, v) and by(L , l). The inverse image ofGm/Gm

⊂ A1/Gm in Cm is canonically isomorphic toShtm. Let Cm0 ⊂ Cm be the inverse
image of{0}/Gm. For any integerC we denote byCm,C ⊆ Cm and byCm,C0 ⊆ Cm0
the inverse images ofHC ⊆ H.

Theorem A.4.2. For sufficiently largeC the morphism

Cm,C −→ CohmD × CohmD × A1/Gm

given by(E ′/E ′′, E ′/E ,L , l) is smooth of relative dimension4m (= 2dm).

Proof. Let Hecke′mD be the stack of[ L , l, E → E ′ ← E ′′, E ′′′, u, v ] with (E →
E ′←E ′′) like in Definition A.4.1 and(L q−1, lq−1, E ′′′, E ′′, u, v) ∈ Hm,C(S). The
definition ofCm,C can be expressed by the 2-cartesian diagram:

Cm,C //

��

Vect1
D

(Frobq ,id)

��

Hecke′mD
(E ′′′, E)

// Vect1
D × Vect1

D

By Proposition A.3.4 and Lemma 1.3.4 the morphismHecke′mD → Vect1
D ×

CohmD × CohmD × A1/Gm given by(E ′′′, E ′/E ′′, E ′/E ,L , l) is smooth of relative
dimension4m. Hence the assertion follows from Lemma 1.3.6 (its hypothesis that
α is representable is not essential for the conclusion of smoothness).

For a given[ L , 0, E → E ′← E ′′, u, v ] ∈ C0(S) we setF ′′ = Im(u) ⊂ E ′′ and
F = Ker(u) ⊂ τE . These are locally projectiveD � OS-modules of rank2 over
OX×S . Using Corollary A.2.4 we may viewv as an isomorphismw : F⊗L q−1 ∼=
E ′′/F ′′.

Definition A.4.3. Let S̃htm0 ⊆ Cm0 and S̃htm,C0 ⊆ Cm,C0 be the open substacks
where the following conditions are fulfilled.

– E ′/F ′′ is locally free of rank2 overOX×S,

– the mapE → E ′/F ′′ is surjective.

Under these conditions we setF ′ = F ′′ andF = E ∩ F ′. Let S̃htm ⊆ Cm and
S̃htm,C ⊆ Cm,C be the maximal open substacks which over{0}/Gm coincide with
S̃htm0 or S̃htm,C0 , respectively.

Corollary A.4.4. For sufficiently largeC the morphism

S̃htm,C −→ CohmD × CohmD × A1/Gm

given by(E ′/E ′′, E ′/E ,L , l) is smooth of relative dimension4m.
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In S̃ht0 the situation can be described by the following diagram with short exact
sequences in all columns.

F � � //

��

F ′

��

F ′′

��

τE/F∼

E � � j
//

��

E ′

��

E ′′? _too

��

τE

OO

E/F E ′/F ′ E ′′/F ′′? _oo F

OO

E ′′/F ′′ ∼= F ⊗L q−1

That the semilinear endomorphismj−1tu of the generic fibre ofEs is not nilpotent
meansF s ∩ τFs = 0 in τEs. Thus there is an exact sequence ofD �OS-modules

0 −→ F ⊕ τF −→ τE −→ K −→ 0 (A.4.1)

with anS-flatK with finite support overS. Considerations related to the degrees
imply that(p2)∗K has rank2m overOS. We obtain two ‘D-shtukas of rank1/2’[

F j1−−→ F ′ ∼= τE/F t1←− τF
][

E/F ⊗L
t2←− E ′′/F ′′ ⊗L ∼= F ⊗L q j2−−→ τ(E/F ⊗L )

] (A.4.2)

along with isomorphismsCoker j ∼= Coker j1, Coker t ∼= Coker t2 andCoker t1⊗
L q ∼= K ⊗L q ∼= Coker j2 . In particulart1 andj2 are isomorphisms outsideX ′.

Remark A.4.5. In the casem = 1 the conditions in Definition A.4.3 are automat-
ically satisfied, i.e.̃Sht1 = C1.

Proof. We may assumeS = Spec k with an algebraically closed fieldk. Let
F ′ ⊂ E ′ be the maximal submodule which generically coincides withF ′′ ⊂ E ′′,
and letF = E ∩ F ′. If at least one of the conditions in Definition A.4.3 fails, we
have eitherF ′/F ′′ = E ′/E ′′ orF = F ′, in any casedegF ′′ ≤ degF . Considering
degrees we see thatF ⊕ τF ∼= τE . This means that for the twoD-shtukas of rank
1/2 defined analogously to (A.4.2) all cokernels are concentrated inX ′, which
contradicts Lemma 1.4.4.

Definition A.4.6. Let Sht(1/2,1/2),m(S) be the groupoid of diagrams[
A j1−−→ A′ t1←− τA

][
B ⊗L

t2←− B′ ⊗ τL
j2−−→ τ(B ⊗L )

]
β : A′/τA ∼= τB/B′
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onX × S with

– L invertibleOS-module,

– A,A′, B, B′ locally projectiveD �OS-modules of rank2 overOX×S ,

– j1, t1, j2, t2 injectiveD �OS-homomorphisms withS-flat quotient,

– β isomorphism ofD �OS-modules,

such thatj1 andt2 are isomorphisms outsideX ′ andp2,∗(A′/A) has rank2 over
OS. (Then the same holds for the other three quotients.)

Proposition A.4.7. The morphism

S̃htm0 → Sht(1/2,1/2),m

given by the construction(A.4.2) is finite, surjective and radicial.̃ShtC0 is the in-
verse image of the open substack ofSht(1/2,1/2),m which is defined by the condition
degA′ ≥ degB′ + C.

Proof. For an object ofS̃htm0 the exact sequence (A.4.1) implies another exact
sequence

0 −→ τE −→ τE/τF ⊕ τE/F (1,−1)−−−−→ K −→ 0 .

Let an object ofSht(1/2,1/2),m(S) be given. For any inverse image iñShtm0 we
haveK = A′/τA = τB/B′ and

τE = Ker(A′ ⊕ τB (1,−1)−−−−→ K)

F = B′ ⊆ τB ⊆ τE
τF = τA ⊆ A′ ⊆ τE

(A.4.3)

Now we defineF andτF ⊆ τE by (A.4.3) and claim thatτE is locally free over
D � OS. OverX ′ × S anyD � OS-module which overOX×S is locally free
of rank4 is locally free. By [Laf97] I.2, Lemma 4 (or Lemma A.1.2 above) the
claim remains to be proved overDx ⊗̂ k(s) for x ∈ X \ X ′ and for a geometric
point s ∈ S. We may assumek(s) = Fq. SinceτE is an extension ofA′ and
Ker(τB → K) = B′, it is isomorphic to the direct sum of these projective modules
and the claim follows from Lemma A.4.8 below.

Let Vect
1/2
D be the stack of locally projectiveD �OS-modules of rank2 over

OX×S and let Ṽect1
D be the stack of locally freeD � OS-modules of rank1

equipped with a quotient inVect
1/2
D . The possible choices ofF ⊆ E are given

by the fibre of the finite surjective and radicial morphism

(Frobq, id) : Ṽect1
D −→ Ṽect1

D ×Vect
1/2
D ×Vect

1/2
D ,Frobq×Frobq

Vect
1/2
D × Vect

1/2
D
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over (τE →→ τE/τF ,A,B). After this choice the remaining data of an object of
S̃htm0 can be reconstructed uniquely and without obstructions: we haveE ′ = (E ⊕
A′)/A with the submoduleF ′ = A′ andE ′′ = Ker(E ′ → B/(B′ ⊗L q−1)) with
the submoduleF ′′ = F ′. Moreover the definitions give natural isomorphisms
τE/F = A′ = F ′′ andE ′′/F ′′ = B′ ⊗L q−1 = F ⊗L q−1.

Lemma A.4.8. For somex ∈ X \ X ′ let (Vν , ϕν , iν) for ν = 1, 2 be Dieudon-
né-Dx-modules of rank2 over Fx, and letMν ⊂ Vν be twoDx-lattices with
ϕ1M1 ⊆M1 andM2 ⊆ ϕ2M2, along with an isomorphism of rightDx-modules

M1/ϕ1M1
∼= ϕ2M2/M2 . (A.4.4)

Then theDx-moduleM1 ⊕M2 is free of rank1.

Proof. We begin with a few general remarks. For any geometric pointx overx
there are precisely two isomorphism classes of projectiveDx-modulesM of Fx-
dimension2. For every integerk ≥ 0, any such module has a unique quotient
M →→ Mk of Fq-dimensionk. In the casek > 0 the isomorphism class ofMk

determines the class ofM . We haveM ∼= Ker(M →Mk) if and only if k is even.
The direct sum of two projectiveDx-modules withFx-Dimension2 is free if and
only if the two factors are not isomorphic.

Let r = deg(x). According to the various embeddingsk(x) ⊂ Fq overFq we
have decompositionsVν = V

(1)
ν ⊕ . . .⊕ V (r)

ν andMν = M
(1)
ν ⊕ . . .⊕M (r)

ν with
ϕ

(i)
ν : V

(i)
ν → V

(i+1)
ν . The isomorphism (A.4.4) decomposes into the direct sum of

M
(i)
1 /ϕ1M

(i−1)
1

∼= ϕ2M
(i−1)
2 /M

(i)
2 (A.4.5)

for i = 1 . . . r.
The quotient (A.4.4) cannot be zero because in that case both Dieudonné-Dx-

modules would be trivial, i.e. their dimension would be divisible by4, contradict-
ing the assumption. Hence at least one of the quotientsM

(i)
1 /ϕ1M

(i−1)
1 is non-

zero. Using the initial remarks the corresponding isomorphism (A.4.5) implies
M

(i)
1 6∼= M

(i)
2 . This impliesϕ1M

(i)
1 6∼= ϕ2M

(i)
2 , and in view of the next isomor-

phism (A.4.5) we getM (i+1)
1 6∼= M

(i+1)
2 etc. Hence allM (i)

1 ⊕M
(i)
2 are free of rank

1 overDx.

A.5 Existence of degenerateD-shtukas (d = 2)

Proposition A.5.1. For a fixed integerm ≥ 0 the following conditions are equiv-
alent:

(1) The groupoidS̃htm0 (Fq) is nonempty.

(2) For all C the groupoidS̃htm,C0 (Fq) is nonempty.

(3) The division algebraD is ramified in at most2m places.
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Proof. Because of Proposition A.4.7 we can replace (1) and (2) by the following
conditions.

(1′) The groupoidSht(1/2,1/2),m(Fq) is nonempty.

(2′) For allC there are objects inSht(1/2,1/2),m(Fq) with degA′ ≥ degB′+C.

Since for anyx ∈ X \ X ′ theFx-rank of any trivial Dieudonńe-Dx-module is
a multiple of4, for any diagram[A → A′ ← τA ] on X ⊗ Fq satisfying the
conditions in Definition A.4.6 the support ofA′/τA must cover all points ofX \
X ′. This means (1′)⇒(3), and it remains to show (3)⇒(2′).

We will first construct the generic fibres of the desiredD-shtukas with rank
1/2 and then show that there are appropriate lattices in their localisations.

We chooseΠ ∈ F ∗ ⊗Q = Div0(F )⊗Q such that

degx(Π) = 1/2 for x ∈ X \X ′,

degx(Π) ∈ Z≤0 for x ∈ X ′.

Let (V, ϕ, i) be the simple(D,ϕ)-space with associatedF -pair (F,Π) and let
(V ′, ϕ′, i′) be the simple(D,ϕ)-space with associatedF -pair(F,Π−1). By Corol-
lary 6.2.3 both of them have rank2 overF . We want to find two adelic families
of Dx-latticesMx ⊂ Vx andM ′

x ⊂ V ′
x with the following properties.

In the casedegx(Π) = 0 (which impliesx ∈ X ′) we demandMx = ϕxMx

andM ′
x = ϕ′xM

′
x. Such lattices exist because(Vx, ϕx) and (V ′

x, ϕ
′
x) are trivial

Dieudonńe modules by Proposition 6.2.7.
For x ∈ X ′ with degx(Π) < 0 we demandMx ⊂ ϕxMx andM ′

x ⊃ ϕ′xM
′
x.

This is possible, because(Vx, ϕx, ix) (respectively(V ′
x, ϕ

′
x, i

′
x)) is Morita equiv-

alent to a Dieudonńe-Fx-module of rank1 with negative (respectively positive)
slope.

Forx ∈ X \X ′, thusdegx(Π) = 1/2, we consider only lattices such thatMx

andϕxMx (respectivelyM ′
x andϕ′xM

′
x) differ only in one fixed geometric pointx

overx. For any two such lattices inVx (or in V ′
x) always one of them contains the

other. Since(Vx, ϕx) (respectively(V ′
x, ϕ

′
x)) is the simple Dieudonńe-Fx-module

with slope1/2 (respectively−1/2), it followsMx ⊃ ϕxMx andM ′
x ⊂ ϕ′xM

′
x with

quotients of dimension1 overFq. ChangingMx we can obtain forMx/ϕxMx any
of the two isomorphism classes ofDx-modules with dimension1 over Fq. In
particular,Mx/ϕxMx

∼= ϕ′xM
′
x/M

′
x is possible.

LetA andB be the locally projectiveD ⊗ Fq-modules which are defined by
the latticesMx ⊂ Vx andM ′

x ⊂ V ′
x. We fix a pointx ∈ X ′. Outsidex we define

A′ = A+ τA andB′ = B ∩ τB, and we choose

A′x ⊇ τAx(⊇ Ax) , B′x ⊆ τBx(⊆ Bx)
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with A′x/τAx ∼= τBx/B′x such thatA′/A has dimension2m overFq. This is pos-
sible because of condition (3). Twisting with a line bundle makesdegA′ arbitrary
large.

Theorem A.5.2. In the cased = 2 the natural morphism

Shtm
/
aZ −→ X ′(m) ×X ′(m)

is proper if and only ifD is ramified in more than2m places.

Proof. It has been proved in Proposition 1.5.2 that ramification in more than2m
places implies properness. Our morphism factors as

π : Shtm
/
aZ i

⊆ S̃htm,C
/
aZ π̃−−→ X ′(m) ×X ′(m)

wherei is an open immersion which is dense for sufficiently largeC by Corol-
lary A.4.4. By Proposition A.5.1,i is not an isomorphism ifD is ramified in at
most2m places. However, this does not yet complete the proof becauseπ̃ will in
general not be separated.

We want to show that the valuative criterion for properness is not satisfied
for the morphismπ and freely use the notation of the proof of Proposition 1.5.2.
In particular,A is a complete discrete valuation ring with quotient fieldK and
residue fieldk. The properties ofi imply that for a suitable suchA there is a
D-shtuka overK with a degenerate extension toA. This corresponds to aϕ-
stable latticeM1 in the generic fibreV of the givenD-shtuka such that the map
ϕ̄ : τM1 ⊗ k →M1 ⊗ k is neither nilpotent nor an isomorphism.

Suppose the valuative criterion for properness holds forπ. This means that
after a finite extension ofA there is a non-degenerateD-shtuka[ E → E ′ ← τE ]
onX ⊗ A extending the one given overK. This corresponds to aϕ-stable lattice
M0 ⊂ V such thatϕ̄ : τM0 ⊗ k → M0 ⊗ k is an isomorphism. The image of the
natural mapM1 → M0 ⊗ k is a ϕ̄-stable subspaceN with 0 6= N 6= M0 ⊗ k,
which determines a diagram of maximalD ⊗ k-submodules[

F → F ′ ← τF
]
⊂

[
E ⊗ k → E ′ ⊗ k ← τE ⊗ k

]
The quotientsF ′/F ⊆ (E ′/E) ⊗ k andF ′/τF ⊆ (E ′/τE) ⊗ k are then supported
in X ′ ⊗ k, which is impossible in view of Lemma 1.4.4.

Remark A.5.3. Similarly one can prove that the natural morphism

Shtm
/
aZ −→

∏
X ′(|mi|)

is proper if and only ifD is ramified in more than
∑
|mi| places and thatSht≤λ/aZ

is proper overX ′r if and only if D is ramified in more than2 ·
∑

(λi, ρ) places
(we are still in the cased = 2).
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